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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

DEPARTMENTIOF TI-It INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION,

Washington, D. C., May 19, 1931.
IR : I transmit herewith a manuscript representing the findings

and recommendations of a commission which under direction of this
office made a survey of higher education in the State of Arkansas.
This manuscript should be published for two reasons:

First, it will be of great value as a handbook of reference for the
members of the legislature as well as those entrusted wieh admin-
istrative responsibilities for the educational system of Arkansas.

Second, it may enable persons in other States to discover more
reAdily and correct more effectively weaknesses in their own school
6rganizations. This manuscript, for instance, .throws much light
npon such problems as:

(1) The need of developing in bach State a system of education
rather than a haphazard conglomeration of schools.

(2) The character and function of a good State department of
education.

(3) The responsibility of a State department, of education for
ascertaining the number of teach;rs required in the schools of the
State and for making adetpate provision for their education.

ff ,

(4) The need 'of a suitable system of accounting for educational
costs and the importance of a uniform system for all the institutions
in the Siate.

(5) The relationship between accessibility of an institution and
attendance upon it.

(6) The importance of providing adequate and sanitary living
luarters for students who may not live at their own homes.

Such recommendations as would be applicable to Arkansas condi-
ions only are made sufficiently clear, I think, to leave 'no confusion
n the mind of the general reader.

Respectfully submitted.

The SzeRrrsar OF TIM INTERIOR.

.

/ '44.

. -

WM. JOHN COOPER,

Commùsioner.
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FOREWORD

On September 7, 1929, the Hon. Harvey Parnell, Governor of the
State of Arkansas, addressed a request to Dr. William John Cooper,
United States Commissioner óf Education, asking that the United
States Office of Education "* * * make or cause to be made,
under its supervision aild directThn, ti survey of the State-supported
institutions of higher learning in Arkansas."

Governor Parnell's letter states that " The subject of the survey
would be: (1) To examine the scope and character of the work of
these inOitutions, and (2) to make recommendations as to what
policy the' State should pursue in the development and maintenance
of a State-supported system of higher education."

In response to this request arrangements were made for Dr.
Arthur J. Klein, Chief of the Division of Higher Education of the
United States Office of Education, to meet with the governor, the
State superintendent of public instruction, and the presidents of the
State-supported institutions of higher learning in Arkansas, at the
governor's office in Little Rock, September 23, 1929. As a result of
this preliminary conferefice certain memoranda of agreement were
entered into between the State of Arkansas and the United States
Office of Education. These memoranda were in part to tiles effect
that :

(1) The United States Office of Education should report the results
of the survey directly to the Governor of the State of Arkansas.

(2) The advisory cs i PO ittee designated by the governor ghould
consist of C. M. Hirst, ,:tate superintendent of public instruction,
chairman; J. C. Futrall, president University of Arkansas; H. L.
McAlitAr, president of Arkansis State Teachers' College; J. P.
Womack, president Henderson State Teachers' College; V. C. Kays,
president Agricultural and Mechanical College, Jonesboro; J. R.
Grant, president Arkansas Polytechnic College, Russellville; C. A.
Overstreet, president AgrieultuzL and Mechanical College, Mag-
nolia ; and Frank Horsfall, presnaent Agricultural and Mechanical
College, Monticello. \

(3) Dr. Arthur J. Klein,legef of the Division of Higher Educa-
tion of the United States Office of Education, should direct the
survey and be immediately responsible to the United btates Com-
missioner of Edticatiop.

YU
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FOREWORD

(4) The United States Office of Education should be free to
publish the facts as found, but should presea a tentative report to
the governor and the advisory committee "by means of a round-
table conference prior to publication, in order kthat free discussion
may be secured as a guide in making the final report." This con-
ference in no way should restrict the right of the United States
Office of Education to accept or reject suggestions.

On September 26, ,1929, the United States Commissioner of Educa-
tion in a letter to Governor Parnell stated that the terms of the
memorandum of 'agreement between the State of Arkansas and the
United States Office of Education met with his approval. On Octo-
ber 4, 1929, State Superintendent C. M. Hirst, chairman of the
advisory committee, notified the United States Commissioner of
Education that the terms of the memorandum of agreement were
satisfactory to Governor Parnell and to the committee.

Consequently, under the direction of Dr. Arthur J. Klein a large
amount of data was collected by questionnaire and other methods,
relating Ito the status and the problems of the State-supported insti-
tutions in.Arkansas. When these dati were thoroughly studied and
digested they were made the basis fot an ihtensive field study of the
institutions. This field study began February 24 and ended
March 15.

The survey staff wirticipating in this field study consisted of
First, the responsible commissionArthur J. Klein, Chief of the

Division of Higher Education, United States Office of Education,
director; John W. Withers, dean of the School of Education, New
York University ; and William B. Bizzell, president of the University
of Oklahoma.

Second, the assisting specialistsWilliam T. Middlebrook, busi-
ness manager, University of Minnesotak.Boy O. Billett, instructor,
department of principles and practice, 01)16ge of Education, Ohio
State University, and specialist in 84)01 administration, National
Suriey of Secondary Education; and ;Ben W. razfer, specialist in
teacher training, United States Office of Education.

In the collection of Preliminary data and in 4) field survey work
the survey commission received the most friend4 and helpful coop-
eration from the officers and faculties of the various institutions of
higher learning, and from the State superintend+ ol public instruc-
tion and all the members of his staff.
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SURVEY OF STATE-SUPPORTED INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER LEARNING IN ARKANSAS

Chapter I

Introduction

Arkansas is not a wealthy State. Its educational system is ranked
low among the 48 States by nationally known educators. Thegse two
facts are intimately connected. The most important problems, there-fore, that confront the State are: (1) The problem of so coordinat-ing the educational system of the State that the money expended
will secure the largest possible return in the social and economic
benefits that result from education ; (2) the problem of devising
means of securing additional funds which will accelerate the develop-ment of education in Arkansas so that it may more quickly reach thelevel and standard of educational opportunity provided by the
United States as a whole.

The facts and discussion that follow are in the main concernedwith the first of these problems. Additiónal expenditures beyond
those required for the coordination of the existing .system may wellwait upon the time when the spirit and attitude of the institutions,of the local communities, and of the State as a whole are such as to
subordinate all other considerations to those of state-wide welfare.

Higher edgcation in Arkansas must be studied: (1) With refer-
ence to the 'nature and extent of public-scipol facilities provided as
a basis. and background for higher 'educational 'development; (2)with reference to the articulation of higher institutions with public-
school development; (8) with reference to the function of the higherinstitutions in providing teachers for the public schools ; (4) with
reference to relationships among the higher institutions themselvesand with reference to the coordination of the functions they exerciseother than those of teicher training. Each of these phases of theproblem will be discussed in stem detail prior to consideration ofthe ability of the &AIM to support educatión. Certain special prob-
lems that are of importance in securing better coordination and moreeffective educitional service will be dimmed in the concludingchapter..
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9 Chapter II

The Public Schools and Higher Education

Throughout this discussion the fundamental point of view has
.)een maintained that the so-called' problems of elementary education,
of secondary education, and of higher education are only phases of
one and the same problem. The problems of a single element of the
State's educational system can not be solved without reference to the
problems of other elements. This is as true of the dependence of the
elementary schools upon the higher educational units as it is of the
dependence of the college§ upon secondary education.' It is neces-
sary, therefore, to examine briefly some of the conditioiis that under-
lie these relationships and the results that flow from these conditions,
especially with reference to those that concern the dependence of the
higher institutions upon the lower schools.

Some facts are so obvious that refined methods of demonstration
are superfluous. Such a faci is the inadequacy of Arkansas public
schools for the service they should render. Only a few of the criteria
for indicating the efficiency of a school system need bsi3 considered.

Table i shows4hat in 1925-26 Arkansas 1 was far below the
average of the Unit d States in number of days per year schools were
kept in session, in number of days attimded per pupil enrolled, and
in number of pupiLs attending daily for each 100 pupils enrolled.
As compired with the median of six contiguous States, Arkansas
appears at less disadvantage. She even exceeds the median of her
neighbors in the aveiage number of days her secondary schpols are
kept in session. But this advantage is insignificant in view of the
%fact that in 1927-28, as is shown by Table 2, Arkansas had but 6.1

per cent of her population 5 to 17 years of age enrolled in secondary
schools, as compared with 10.6 per cent eniolled by her six contiguous
neighbors and 12.7 enrolled by the United States.

44114111411.11=m110.8.44..11441.6.111144

I Statistics of State School Systems, United States Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1927,
No. 39, p. 16.
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PUB= SCHOOLS AND ilIGITER BLIVOLTION

TABLE 1.---7ompanative Data for Arkaasas, Her Neighbors, and the United
Stales'

State

1

rnited States
Tennessee
Missouri
Oklahoma
Texas
Louisiana
Mississippi
Arkansas
State median

Average number of days school in I Averagesession, 1925-26
I number of

dais at-
Elemen-

tary

171.3
149. 4
188.2
147.1

14& 2

143. 3
148. 2

Secondary All
tended per
pupil en-

rolled

Number
attend-

ing daily
br each
100 en-
rolled

4

179. 3
176. 0
173. 5
158.0

170. 8

176.
172. 1

169.3
152. 2
167. 5
148.9
134.7
148.4
141.0
146.4
148. 7

135. 9
105. 5
a& 9
102. 0
114. 9
111 1
102. 4
103.
108. 8

80. 3
69. 3
82.9
68.5
8& 3
75. 6
72. 6
70. 4
74. 1

.11

"Statistics of State School Systems," United States Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1927, No. 39, p. 16.

TABLE 2.-School linroilments Calcuiated from Data from. Advance Sheet.-Bienniel Survey, United States Office of Education, 1927-281

State

1

United State&
Tennessee
Missouri
Oklahoma
Texas
Louisiana
Mississippi
Arkansas
State average (median).

Per
cent
State
popu-

is of
United
States
popu-
lation

Per
cent

popu-
lation

5 to 17,
inclu-
sive, is
of total
popu-
lation

Per cent of popula-
tion 5 to 17 years
of age which is in
elementary and
kind elsgarten
schools

Boys Girls Total

Per cent of popu-
lation 5 to 17
years of age
which Is in sec-
ondary schools

Per cent which
number of oollege
and university
students is of pop-
ulation 5 to ,17
years of age, in-
clusive

Boys Girls Total Men Women

4 1 $ 7 8 S 10 11

Total

1010 2& 7 85.0 33.8 68.8 .6.1 8.6 1 12.7 L8 L2 3.02.1 30.1 41.3 39.8 81.1 3.8 4.9 8.7 1.1 . 9 2.019 24.4 33.0 31.6 64.6 6.9 7.8 14.5 1.9 1.0 3. 02.0 30.8 40.2 3&4 78.41 58 8.8 116 1.0 .9 1.94.6 28.8 33.5 31.0 64.6 8.4 7.3 13.7 1.2 1.3 2.51.6 30.3 30.9 $1.3 62.2 3.5 4.5 8.0 1.0 .8 81.1.5 39.1 38.8 40.5 79.3 56 3.6 7.2 .5 .6 1. 11.6 32.1 34.6 3&0 70.6 18 3.3 16.1 .6 .4 1 1. 02.0 30.2 36.1 $&01 71.6 4.8 5.8 10.6 1.0 .9 1 1.95

1 Of special importance.

In other wotds in 192748,. the latest year for which comparable
figures are available, the United States was providing high-school
facilities for more than twice as many boys and girls, relatively
speaking, as was Arkansas. Also her six contiguous neighbors were
providing high-school facilities for nearly twice as large a proportion

. of tlieir boys and girls as was Arkansas. To equal the average of the
United States in secondary education Arkansas high schools should
haye had, not 85,000 pupils but 70,000; and- tt; equal the average of
her six contiguous neighbors in secondary education, Arkansas should
have had 68,000 pupils in her high khoola.
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STATR-RUPPORILIV HIGHER DISTITUTIONB,
I.

In this connection the following quotation is illuminating:
Two hundred and forty-one of the accredited public high schools are located In

87 of tbe counties. The other 88 counties [in Arkansas] contain only 50
accredited public high schools. In these 38 counties there are 61,046 boys and
girls of high-school age. Only 8,603 of these boys and girls * were
enrolled in high school during 1926-26.

In other words, if Arkansas at that time had provided the facili-
ties for elementary and secondary education to which the boys and
girls of these 38 counties were entitled, the Arkansas program for
secondary education not only would have equaled, but would have
excelled the average secondary program in the United States in 1926.
That the children of these 38 counties, and of other counties, have
been grievously neglected 'no unprejudiced observer can deny. No
State can afford to continue this neglect.

In spite of these deficiencies the increase in the number of grad-
uates of 4-year high schools turned out by Arkansas in recent years
is a source of satisfaction to those interested in the State's educa-
tional program. Table 8 shows strikinglir how large mid how rapid
this increase has been.

Thins 3. Number of graduates from 4-year high schools in Arkansas for
certain years

Year Number of
graduates Year Nambei of

graduates

1914-15
1919-20
1924-25

Lon
450

8, 786

1925-25
1921-27
1927-21

4,678
4,773
ataZ

us A High School in Reach of every Boy and Girl Bulletin No. AM, state department of education,

bttliriom of State Superintendent of Publie Instnastion, state departinist of education,
448

Little Book, Ark., n.

These figures include all 4-year high ectliAls, both public and pri-
vate. In view of the fact that the State has only approximately two-
thirds as inany students in high school as it-should have if it reached
the standard of its 'neighboring States, the number of graduttes is
still very much less than will be required to enable the State to ;end
to college as many boys and girls as the size of its population and
the -utilization of its natival and commercial resources demand.
Certain facts in, regard to this dependence of higher education upon
public-school faalities are worthy of consideratioft.

According to reports of the United States Office of Educsttion
the public high schools of the -United Stem! in 1927 graduated
424,487 students. '.Of this number 129,680, NM per cent, at-

- . tended college the next yearr*The report of e State superintftdent

Hill, L B. Tour Years with tits Palk Islifols. Nits department al pleas iastrue
tioa.0

I
Little Rod, v. UM
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6 STATE-SUPPORTED /1 CHER vrtrumons

However, since on the average- for the entire United States only
three-fourths of the students furnished by a State are trained in the
institutions of the home State, Arkansas should have of its own stu-
dents three-fourths of the total, the numbers repmented in column
3 of Table 4. This method of calculation assumes that in exchange
for its own students that go elsewhere for theirs education it attracts
no students from other States. These figures are, of course, very
rough approximations, but the entire weight of error is such as to
make them represent minimums of reasonable expectation. They,
therefore, serve to emphasize the task that must be performed if
Arkansas is to 'attain higher educational parity with the reminder
of the United States. A prerequisite to such progress is, as has
already been said, great improvement in the State's elementary and
secondary educational program.

Since the report of the survey of ,the public-school system of
Arkansas in 1921 was submitted, considerable effort has been ex-

pended to put the public schools on a higher plane of efficiency.
At the present time the outlook for rapid improvement it the public-
sclool system of Arkansas is brighter than it has ever been. This
is due, first, to the prospects of increased revenue from the sources
conceded by all experts on taxation to be the most equitable and
most- certain of collection; and second, thoi eagerness on the part of
those in authority to see that these newly available resources be

used economically and intelligently for the rapid advancement of
the spools. II .

. Certain districts of Arkansas can not maintain adequate schools
from the proceeds of any reasonable general property tax. With-
out equalization great areas of rkansas must remain indefinitely
without hope of educational pro .... One-room schools are the
rule, with inadequate equipment, ina uate teacher preparation,
and inadequate supervision. In 1927-28 Arkansas had 4,594 school
districts. Three thousand seven hundred aid fifty-eight of these
districts maintained but lieroom schools.. Figures of the State de-
partment of education show that less than 10 per cent of the children
of the small schools ever reaeh high school. .

Of all the forward steps that Arkansas could have taken tending
toward rapid improvement of tiementary and secondary education,
the creation of an equaliiation iiipd under the cintrol of the State
department of education containe4 most promise of results.

. The State has provided such si- fund. This fund, raised from
income taxes, excise taxes, and severanoe taxes, if made sufficiently
large to render real aid *here aid is needed and if under: inUlligent
And skillful administration, will be moat effective, in .raiOng the ,.

general level of publiobschool education. In general it appeartAhat ..:
. the fund is now being !widely distributed. Local &Ark* aJn!,
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PUBLIC, .130100L13 AND H1GHKR EDUCATION

required to tax themselves to the extent of their ability before they
share in the benefit of the fund. The State thus helps those who help
tilemselves. In the schools of the district§ receiving aid from the
fund, mi.imum standards are,41?stablished by the State departinent
of education for the 'irtinint of teachers, the 1engt4 of the school
year, regularity of pupil attendance, and for other requirements.
Continuous scientific study should be made of alltfactors involved
in the distribution of this fund to the end that its use yield the rich
returns to Arkansas that should be derived;

It is profitless to attempt to calculate here the standards of public-
school excellence that the State will bv able to attain with the funds
now available. That they will be greatly improved no one can doubt.
It seems certain, however, that greatly increased sums must eventu-
ally find their way into the equaKmation fund if the State is to succeed
within a reasonable period in raising the standards of elementary and
secondary eduçation to the plane they should 'occupy in° Arkansas.
To abandon either the fund or the plan of raising it is to abandon
hope for marked advancement of public education in Arkansas dur-
ing this generation.

Clearly no program of expansion for higher education in Arkansas
can be justified if it overlooks the great need for development and
amplification of the elementary and secondary school facilities. The
life and growth of the higher institutions themselves depend upon
such development.

Location of the University

When the university was established at Fayettevilte, the northwest
section of the State contained the greater portion of the population
and wealth of Arkansas. The eastern, Mississippi Riv.er, section
was largely undeveloped swamp land and the southern area was
thinly settled and economically unimportant. The high itorthwest
region first developed academies and public schools upon which a
program of higher education might be built. The location of the
university in this sedtion, therefore, was not illogical. But as the
State developed in the east and south the economic and population
centers shifted until the university's position became geographically
isolated from the main currents of State life and increasingly in-
convenient of access to a large proportion of its constituency. This
isolation was accentuated not only by distance but also by reason of
the modest economic resources of the citizens in the more recently
developed areas. As recendy as 1921 a survey conducted by the
United States Office of Education recommended that the State deter-
mine definitely whether the university should not be moved to Little
Rock it appeari Probable that this would hive been in accord
with tbe sintitneefoi Abe -people of the State had it not involved the
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virtual abandonment of a capital investment that seemed large with
reference to the resources of the State. The decision was made to
retain the location permanently at Fayetteville; further investments
in plant for the agricultural college and the school of engineering
have confirmed this decision.

The university is still somewhat remote geographically from the
homes of a large proportion of the people of the State and win
probably always remain so., but excellent train service and a remark-
able development of State highways during recent years tend to
ameliorate the inconvenience of access. These factors and the

RESIDENCE SY C UNTI f NT N OL AT rAYETTEVI ! 741

increasing prosperity of the southern and eastern portions of the
State have prevented the institution from becoming merely a load
or sectional school. That the university is to-day rendering a truly
state-wide service is evident from the distribution of its student
body. (See 1.)

Location &the State Junior Colleges

With the development of eastern and_ southern Arkansa s. there
very naturally arose a demand from these sections for Stat=
ported educational facilities. This demAnd was legitimate. in view
of the relative poverty of the local communities, which made support
of standard hig4 echo* difficult and largely con4e4 University
attendance to a very limited .7041,-*49 rjaiw The predomitotely
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9
ral also that the demand should be for agricultural schools. The
four agricultural anil mechanical sgbools were therefore established
at Russellville, Jonesboro, Monticello, and Magnolia. These institu-
ions, with the exCelition of the one at Russellville, which is midway

between Fayetteville and Little Rock, and not far from the State
Teachers' College at Conway, were in the rather remote and isolated
quarters of the State to the northeast, southeast, and southwest.

Secondary nature of these schools.These institutions were estab-
fished as agricultural high schools. Their development merely
fleets a situation common in the historical developmeht of practically

FIG.a. ASSESSED VALUATION PER ILO BY OUNTICS.
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all public higher institutions in the Middle West and South. The
University of Arkansas, for example, was in fact during its earty
history, like most of the other land-grant colleges, primarily what
would be known to-day as a secondary school of agriculture. Its
work was very elementary.

Reference to the university circulars send bulletins for the yeari
1872-73 shows that the school now known as the University of
Arkanmp was first designated as the "Arkansas Industrial Univer-
sity." That the work of the school 'was largely what would to-dty
be regarded as sepondary in nature may be inferred from the follow-
ing subjects prescribed ice the first term of the freshman year:

a Ca talogui of the Arkansas Industiiel University, Mader for 1872-73, News Power
Press Print, Fiyetteville; Ark., p. 11.
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P " Regukr 8tudie8.-1. Algebra. 2. Physical geographyelemen-
tary. 3. Caesar's Commentaries and Harkness's Introduction to
Latin Composition. 4. Practical agriculture and pomologylectures.
5. English diction and elocution. 6. Natural philosophy. . .

" Mild" Harkness's First Greek Book. 2. French.
The 6.` qualifications for admission " to the Arkansas Industrial

University in .1872 also indiCate the seCondary nature of the work
to be done. The requirements read as follows:

For admission to the freshman class °candidates must pass a satisfactory
exa.mination in reading, spelling, penmanship, algebra to rquations of the
second degree, Engrish grammar, geography, arithmetic, Harkness's Introduc-
tory Latin Book, and Harkness's Latin Reader, or their equivalents; if unable
to pass such examination, they may be placed in the preparatory department

*Candipates must also be of good moral character and not under the age of
14 years.

OmiAgiOn of secondary subject8 a gradual process.The omission
of high-school or secondary courses from the offerings for university
credit was not accomplished instantineously. Aj late as, 1898 plane
geometry and algebra, undoubtedly of a secondary nature, were being
given for college credit. It is not entirely possible to judo; irom the
titles of other courses the nature of their content or the manner of
their presentation, but it seems "that by the year 1905 very little or
qui work of a secondary nature was being given in the University of
Arkanisas for college credits.

The reason for the situation just describea exists, of course, in the
fact that during the early days of the tiniversity there were not
enough outside preparatory schools to provide a student body solely
of college character. As the catalogue of 187243 states : " In view
of the fact that the educational facilities in this State have been 'and

*are such that young persons * * * have been and are
unable properly and sufficiently to prepare themselves * * *

there 'has been established * * * a preparatory department."
M4ch the same aituation existed with reference to the four agricul-

turAj and mechanical schools at Ruisellville, Jonesboro, MQnticello,
ind iiignolia at the time of their establishment. They supplied
high-school facilities at State expense for local comlaunities that had
not 'yet developed their own secondary schools. Provision for high-.
school training by these institutions created a demand for something
more. The poverty of thE people did not permit any vegy large
proportion of the gradiatiroi the four schools to go away to the
university or to priltatib colleges for further e(iration. The local
State-supported institutions therefore gradually developed courses
above the high-school level iveii before 1925, wfien they were da.
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li
nitely authorized by State law to provide the two years of a junior
college program. ,

The economic and educationali conditions that made it a legitimate
functión a the State to support the ..agricultural and mechanical
schools as general 4-year high schools have undergone a striking
change and these changes are now being accelerated rapidly. When
these institutions were established as high schools the local cómmuni-
ties did not have and could not support their own secondary schools.
The bill providing for the establishment of the four agricultural
schools was passed in 1909. "At-the close of the school year 1908-9
* * * there were only thirty-one 4-year high schools in the State.
Some of iiese schools virre not provided with teaching force and
equipment adequat4 for more than. a 8-year high school."' But in
1927-28 Arkansas had one hundred and ninety-one 4-year high schools
giving 15 or 16 units of approved work and ninety-eight 3-year sec-
ondary schools offering 12 -units of acceptable high-school work.
These and the 2-year schools in 1927-28 had, 34,451 high-school
students and the 4-year schools graduated 5,226 students.5 The years
1909 and 1928, therefore, present in striking contrast, pictures of
secondary-school facilities in Arkansas. 'A

In the interest of good citizenship and economic advance the State
was justified in 1909 in,atáking.up the obligation to supply facilities
for secondary education by creating the.agricultural and mecha.nic4k.
schopls. But the regional State-supported high schools were a makér
shift to used only until such time as another and better policy
could be put into operation, that of providing a public high school
within reach of eveiy boy and girl in the State. This policy could
hardly be started until the local communities were able and willing
to take on part of the burden. They have now to a considerable
degree expressed their desire and determination to do axis. The
State has in 119 wise abandoned the policy of aiding in this effort.
Quite the contrary, The wise irlicy of State aid through the 'pro-
vision of equaliza,tign fungls, unaer the idministration of State edu-
cational officers is designed to render the maximum of assistance to
local efforts to raise the standard of public education in the State of
Arkansas.

Continued Secondary School functions of the Junior Colleges

The question very naturally arises as to .whether the State junior
colleges still have a function to perform iiilthe field of high-school
education during the period of dbvelopment of the State's public-

4 Riney A. AL A High School in Roach of every 114 and Girl. Little Rock, Ark. State
Pepartmeat ofolidueetios; p. 400.
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school system. The commission is unanimously of the okinion that
they have. This judgment is based upon a series of well-known
facts. In the first place, large numbers of young people in the dis-
tricts served by the junior colleges live in areas where few standard
4-year high schools are located, as is shown by Figure 3.

Further, because of economic conditions and the character of the
elementary schools there is c Merable retardation among Arkansas
public-school students. For example, in 1926, 69.8 per cent of the
population of the United &ILIA between the ages of 5 to 17 were
enrolled in kindergarten or elementary schools; in Arkansas 75.7

FIG.3NUMInft Or CLAS4 A CLA53 B. AND NORTH CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOLS

per cent were enrolled. This indicates that retardation is so much
greater in ATkansas1 due to.short school years, to low average daily
attendance, and to the character of instruction, that a larger propor-
tion of pupils of ages 14 to 17 are retained in the elementary grades
than is the case throughout the United State&

Since this is true, many students who have attained an age and
self-consciousness more advanced than their school attaiiiments drop
out of high school rather than be grouped with much younger and
more immature pupils. They will not return to high school in their
local communities but in many instances are willing RA even anx-
ious to continue their education if they can " go away to college "
even though the work they take there i4; of secondary school grade.

. Their associates are older and more congenial and the conditions of
residence and instruction aie likely to be more suitible to their well-
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developed sense of maturity. These reasons seem to justify con-
tinuatión of a certain amount of high-school work by the State
junior colleges.

How much work of this kind should be undertaken depends in
part upon the rate of the development of locar public schools. In
all sections of the State the 1-year high school is giving way rapidly
to the 2-year high school. The junior colleges are thus finding that
the demand for tenth-grade work rapidly declining. It .appears
probable that they will be justified in dropping all high-sctiobl work
below the eleventh grade in the immediate future.

Whether this process of elimination should be extended to the
. eleventh and twelfth grades as the local high schools increase their'

offerings to these grades upon a standard basis is a somewhat differ-
ent question. The development of the local high schools in this way
will doubtless be relatively rapid, but it will be several years before
standard 4-year high schools will be available to all the boys and
girls of the State. The accumulation of students retarded by reason
of economic conditions and by the nature of the lower schools rather
than becagse of low mental ability will continue, therefore, for a con-
siderable. period and reduction of what may be called the retarded
surplus will lag behind actual improvement in the school system. It
is therefore advisable that the junior colleges continue to offer the
eleventh and twelfth grades of the high-school work.

Relationship of High School to Junior College Work

Even if it were possible to predict that within a comparatively
short time the local high schools would all become standard and the
surplus of overage pupils be reduced to the normal for the United
States, the commission would still be inclined to recommend the con-
tinuation of eleventh and twelfth grade work by thejunior colleges.
It is generally agreed that stildents of these grii-des under normal
rates of school progress are more closely related in psychological
interests and attitudes to the Arteenth and fourteenth 'grades than
tr; the ninthlind tenth. It is further agreed that psychologically and
educationally the thirteenth and fourteenth grades are of secondary
school nature. From these convictions, developed as a result of
studies and tests made in nt years, have come in large part the
attempts to adjust secondary school and college organization& With-
out entering into the merits of the many proposals for reorganization,
the commission is agieed that. for Arkansas conditions the union of
the eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, and foutteenth grades into a single
unit in the State junior colleges has very decided advantages.

It should be clearly understood that the commission is nct recon24.
mending didplan for adoption in the entire high-school-college sysd
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tem of the State. It does recommend it for adoption in the State
junior colleges. And in harmony with this plan it also recommends
that the State university organize its instruction into distinct lower
and upper divisions consisting, respectively, of the thirteenth and
fourteenth grades and of the junior and senior years of college.
Such an organization of instruction does not, in the opinion of the
commission, require administrative separation of the junior and
senior colleges of the .university. In accordance with this recom-
mendation the junior colleges would become 4-year intermediate
schools offering unified and continuous work comparable to the elev.
énth and twelfth grades of high school and the freshman and sopho-
more years of college. There would be no break in the middle of
this period. The graduates of the junior colleges who desired to do
SO could enter the university with the minimum handicap.

From the standpoint of service to the constituents of the junior
colleges, as4 has already been pointed out, the commission believes
that this organization will be of marked value. FurtheI, it believes
that the independent, separate, 2-year junior college is not an effec-
tive educational unit since it provides entirely too short a period in
which to accomplish the purpose that should dominate the State
junior colleges. Under Arkansas conditions of economic and social
progress their task involves in a very mgtor respect the creation of
social standards, customs, and attitudes in their students as well as
giving theme schooling in the ordinary sense. Two years constitutes
too short a period in which to accomplish this task. The officers and
faculties of the junior college bear witness to this fact.

Furthermore, mere retention of the eleventh and twelfth grades,
and of the freshman and sophomore college years, as more or less
separate units, with a sharp break in passing from one to the other,
would be wasteful of money spent for administration, physical plant
and equipment, and for teaching. It is true that the regional ac-
crediting associations now require ihat such a distinction be made
in teaching force, use of classrooms, housing of students, and in
financing. That this is done with little confi4ence and considerable
hesitancy is evidenced, however, by the frequency with which the
letter of the law, to'say nothing of its spirit, is violated. As a matter
of fact, these regulations quite generally sutvive without conviction,
and the greatest of the regional accrediting bodies, the North Cen-
tral Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, has authorized a
number of junior colleges to conduct an experimental trial of con-
tinuous 4-year intermediata curricula and organizations without
peril to their standing in the association.

Arkansas con not afford **vets 4-year public af,12eges, -The State
has not yet attained a standard of public education comparable to
that of ita near neighbors and is even farther from attaining the

.
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average dandard for the linked States as a whole. Until these
goals are attained the development of higher education must in a
sense be subordinated to the achievement of these minimums of edu-
cational opportunity. This d6es not mean that higher education
should be held in abeyance until a universally high standard of
public schools has been attained. It should be fairly obvious to the
most obtuse intelligence' that the welfare of the State and of its
children requires education for teachers, doctors, lawyers, business
men, and others who play the part of leaders in every walk of life.
The life of Arkansas could not go on under modern conditions of
interdependence between occupations, communities, and States with
Ian educational systkra which aimed to provide *everyone with a high-
school education and no one with an education beyond high school.
But it is clear that the State must exercise an act of judgment
determine in accordance with existing conditions how its funds sh
be distributed over the entire range of educational effort f r4m

.

kindergarten to professional school.
It ii the judgment of the survey commission that education upon

all its levels and phases needs increased support in Arkansas. Fur-
ther, it is the conviction of the survey staff based upon examination
of much evidence and upon the. informed opinion of hundreds of
Arkansas citizens that the State is both able and desirous of pro-
viding such additional support if it can be assured that the money
will be productively and economically expended to secure the largest
possible returns in the human happiness and economic welfare of
the people.

The survey commission is deeply conscious of its own obligation
and duty to afford such allistance and 'guidance as lies within its
abilititts and the limits of the mission which it was invited to under-
take by the governor, the State superintendent of public instruction,
and the presidents of the State institutions of higher education. It
would be false to the trust that has been reposed in it if it failed to
register its conviction that the State is not able now and will not be
able in the immediate future to extend the length of its junior college
Courses beyond the present two years of college work.

This matter is treated thus earnestly because the history of junior
colleges tends to show that, once established, they seek to become
4-year colleges with the right to grant degrees. This ambition is not
entirely absent in some of the agricultural and mechanical schools of
Arkansas. As the minimum standards of junior college work are
attained, this ambition is very likely to ally itself with the local
aspirations ot the communities in which the schools are located, and
find expression and political influence through local bodies. Frog-
quakily these desires will be given plausible upecta of economical
development through the gift of leads and plants of print(' e! All
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tions that are rapidly becoming unable to maintain themselves or
that have already become defunct. These gifts may prove exceed-
ingly expensive to the Stite in the long nm, although they may, with
the State funds that must be provided for their maintenance and
conduct, prove of economic benefit to local business interests. The
State must decide ultimately whether these local influences are to be
permitted to control public funds and public educational policies in
the interests of local advantage or whether the resources of the State
will be utilized and its educational program designed to serve the best
interests of the State as4Cwhole. In the judgment of the survey
committee the latter decision should be and ultimately will be made.

It is of fundamental importance to the economical and effective
development of the Arkansas system of public education from the
grades to the university that the junior colleges be required to limit
the upper level of their work to the fourteenth grade.

The Changing Functions of the Agricultural and Mechanical &look

Many changes have occurred in the industrial, economic, and
social status and standards of Arkansas since the Arkansas Industrial
University was established in 1871, and indeed since the four agri-
cultural and mechanical schools were authorized and established in
1909. The schools quite properly have changed their programs in
an endeavor to keep pace with the demands of new social and eco-
nomic 'orders. This fact itno more strikingly illustrated than with
respect to changes that affect agricultural education. The univer-
sity and the agricultural and mechanical junior colleges were founded
primarily as agencies of agricultural education, but this function is
rapidly becoming of secondary importance. This is evident by the
enrollments in the agricultural courses upon a college level. Only
15 per cent of thp 'students, or 203 out of a total of 4,365, in the year
1928-29 were carrying agricultural courses as a major field of
interest.

Reasons for the Decline of College Enrollment in Agrkulture

The reasons for such a small percentage of students being inter-
ested in agriculture are not commonly understood by persons who
think of college training in agriculture as preparation for dirt farm-
ing on the ordinary family farm. It is argued that the State is
largely agricultural, that agricultural education Is therefore desir-
able and necessary, that the State has provided ',he agricultural and
mechanical junior «Illegal; and the college of agriculture at the uni-
versity to furnisiv this type of education. It is concluded that the
small enrollment of college agricultural students in the State is due
to the failure- and unwillingness of the institutions to provide this
type of educational service; dot, their- interests are concentrated
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upon remote academic and impractical objectives. The commission
does not believe that this is the case. Enrollments in agriculture for
the purpose of becoming dirt farmers are becoming smaller and
smaller in every agricultural college in America. It is inconceivable
that this is due everywhere to institutional preoccupation with inter-
ests of impractical character.

As a matter of fact work in agricultural colleges in the days when
sudi training meant preparation for actual small farm operation was
primarily what would now be known as high-schooi work. There
were no vocational high schools where agriculture tould be studied.
Such high schools established under the impetus of the Federal
Smith-Hughes law now, in Arkansas as in other States, provide prac-
tical agricultural education superior to that of the best agricultural
colleges of 20 or 25 years ago. In those days there was no agri-
cultural extension service reaching' almost every rural community
with aid and interpretation in terms of practical application to farm
use of the latest scientifig investigg.is and discoveries.

Present Functions of the College of Agriculture

This does not mean that the university collegse of agriculture has
no longer a function to serve in the agricultural life of the State.
It has a whdle series of tremendously important services to render,
but these services are less direct and less easily understood by persons
ignorant of the conditions under which modern agriculture is
carried on.

Farming to-day in Arkansas w9uld, indeed, be a poor and unpro-
ductive occupation and the farm class would rapidly become a
peasantry if it were not, for the agricultural colleges of this and
other States. But it is no longer their proper function to empluisize
direct training for the dirt farme,f. Only ignorance of the fact that
vocational high schools and the cooperative agricultural extension
can do this servsice better, more continuously, more conveniently, and
niore cheaplyin the home community of the farmer himself can ac-
count for.the demand that the university college of agriculture and
the agricultural and mechanical junior colleges carry on wasteful
and expensive attempts to give direct training for general farming.

The students whó attend these institutions show better understand-
ing óf the true situation than the politicians, and parents who make
such demands. The stu9dents will not enroll in agricultural courses
for this purpise. If tley wish training as farmers they take. voca-
tional agriculture in high school and depend upon the aid that they
have a aright to ask of the cooperative agricultural extension service.
Those who enroll in college agriculture are looking to careers as
scientists, teachers, extension agents, in business related to agricul-
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ture, or in highly specialized types of agricultural production. See
Table 5A

TABLE 5.Occupations 44 graduates and ex-students of land-grant colleges

Occupation ts, Graduates Ex.studen

Farming
Business and professional work in commercial fields in agriculture
Teaching, research, extension, etc., in agriculture_
Professional engineering
Work closely allied to engineering
Teaching, research, extension, etc., in engineering
Proisfaional forester
Business or professional work on commercial forestry
Teaching, research, extension, etc., in forestry
Practicing veterinarian
Business or professional woik in commercial veterinary medicine
Teaching, research, extension, etc., in veterinary medicine
Education (not in one of preceding fields)
Manufacturing
Transportation
Banking and flnlince
Insurance and real estate
Commission and brokerage_
Public service
Wholesale merchandising
Retail merchandising
Construction
Other (commerce and business)
Other (professional)
Other (nonprofessional)

Total

937
501

1, 718
81
76
15
47
26
30
13
3

12
556
131

2676
144
22
27

133
155
22
65

196
147

49S
129

96

73
6

13

24
2

3
7

124
86
28
69
81t

12
108
131

14

43
131

147

1, 860

What Graduates of Agricultural Colleges ire Doing

Table 5 shows that 937 graduates of agricultural courses in the
various land-grant colleges out of a total of 5,231 graduates replying
entered farming. These figures include those who entered highly
specialized types of farm production but confirm the statement that
agricultural colleges no longer emphasize direct training for the
dirt farmer. They also confirm 4the judgrdent of students now in
the Arkansas colleges, respecti* their plans for the future. They
further show that those who would expect or require that the cur-
riculum taken by all students in the agricultural and mechanical
colleges be aimed at preparing the student for an immediate
return to farming are decidedly wrong in their expectations or
requirements.

What Students in Arkansas Colleges Plan for a Life Work

Table 6, comPiled frOm replies made by the students in the
various State-supported ingtitutions of higher learning in Arkansas
to the question, "After graduation what do you plan to do I" shows
that 214 students (or about 6 per cent) ou4 of a total of 3,610
repliing, plan to enter agriculture after graduation. Fourteen
hundred and six plan to enter tching.

Derived !ions data of the Land-Grant Cones. norm U. & OS et Natation bulletin
1980, No. 90.'I-
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It is perfectly evident that the preconceived notion of boards, oftrustees, ind of legislators can not force the students of the Arkansas
colleges to 'train to become dirt farmers. If they ind the people ofthe State wish to serve the youth of the State, their conception anddirection of the educational programs of these institutions must be
reconstructed upon other lines than those of 20 years ago.
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Chapter III

Teacher Training

In no respect is the intimate and, unavoidable interdependence of
public schools and higher educational institutions more evident than
in their different but common relationship to the teaching staff of
the State. The public schools can not be brought to a standard corn-
parable to that of the remainder of the United States and desikfied
to select and train students for successful prosecution of college and
university preparation to fill the more responsible positions of leader-

.ship and service in the life of Arkansas unless they have a sufficient
number of .protaissiunaily qualified teachers. Professionally. qualified
teacheis in sufficient numbers can be sectored only from the higher
institutions. If ihe _candidates for training m teachers that knock
'at the doors of the teacher-trpining institutions come from t4e high
schools poorly prepared, the task of the colleges and university
becomes a hópeless struggle to provide the necessary training in the
time that students are undeltheir influence.

The public schools of Arkansas do not have an adequate number
of professionally trained teachers. The number of prospective, well-
prepared candidates for admission to the higher institutions is far
less than is needed to furnish the high type of teachers that the .situa-
tion demands. The teacher4aining agencies are actually not pro-
viding a sufficient number of well-trained public-school teachers to
take the places of the less well prepared that leave tile school system;
in order to furnish any teachers at all to large numbers of schools it
is necessary tq continue to bring into the system new, poorly 'prepared
teachers every year. This circle of conditions seems to wall the edu-
cational life of Arkansas within a discouraging round of mediocrity.
The only solution lies in breaking down this wall by exttaordinary
and concentrated effort upon the part of the State and its educational
agencies. This chapter will describ6 in some detail the conditions
that must be faced, and will suggeit methods and procedures of
attack that in the opinion of the survey commission are practicable
and within the resources of the State.

Two matters are of .priniary importance : First, the numerical
problem, the actual number of teachers that the public schools re-
quirts tieco$, the quality of the 'teaching force, the problem of
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grading upward to attin the high standard demanded of public-
school instruction.

In the year 1927-28 Arkansas ha'd a total of 12,760 teaching posi-
tions in tho public schools, 10,509 for the whites and 2,251 for
negroes. Of the 10,509 positions for white teachers, 8,768 were ele-
mentary and 1,741 were high school. Of the 2,251 positions for
negroes, 2,124 were elementary and 127 were high school. Of the
total number of teachers employed, 9,049 are reported as employed
in rural schools and 4,031 in urban schools.

Under present conditions of certification and reporting it is im-
possible for the State department of education to determine with any
accuracy how many of these positions must be filled by new teachers
each year. It is estimated, however, that approximately 2,000
positions must be filled annually.

To supply this demand the State must depend upon : (1) The
teachers' eolleges at Conway and Arkadelphia; (2) Ihe college of
education of the State university at Fayetteville; (3) the four junior
colleges at Jonesboro, Monticello, Magnolia, mid kusst41ril1e, (4) the
agricultural and mechanical college for negroes at Pine Bluff; and
(5) the six privately controlled colleges.

TABLE 7.Number of graduates or students completing 1, 2, and 4 year ourrieida
in 1928-29, and the number teaching in 192940

.11

Arta- M iont- Rus-Meg-Conway del- Jonesboro sell- Totalcello pollsphis vine .

_
Total number iiiiiiii 1 1 III;

1 Plftel It I ?si 1 1 1 1 1 1ci 4 C4 4 A A ah A ch A A 4

1 II 3 4 6 8 7 8 9 19 11 13 Is 14_
Graduates or students complet-

ing course .., 224 80 12 30 19 38 85 37 26 64 19 MO 119 91Teacidng in
(a) Rural schools (centers

of less than 2,500)____ 121 82 11 12 12 75 19 18 30 12 200 82 8E
(b) Urban schools (popula-

tion of 2,500 or more).. 68 46 ___. ____ _ _ ...... 8 8 3 ______ _ _____ ____ 79- 46 _..Total teaching in
rural and urban
schools 189 78 11 23 12 20 83 22 18 30 12 279 101 91

(o) Elementary schools
(grades 1 to 6) _ 12 6 80 3 12 9 _ _ .. IX

1. 1-teacher schools.... _ _ 1 2 00 3 2 4
2. 2 or more teacher

rural schools__ ._ 69 6 7 10 6 20 13 13 30 10 101 6 Z
(d) Junior high sch-ool

(grades 7 8, 9) _ _ ____ _ 09 7 4 _ _ __ _ .._ .. _ _ _ ____ 3 6 ___..__ ____ n 7 1

(e) Senior It school
1 11, 12). _ _ ____..0 12 12 _ ..

(i) iliglirsZool (grades -9- .

12) SO M 14 2 64 64 1

Biennial Iteporeof State SuperInteutleat of Public Iustnictios, 102148.
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Since, however, the private colleges are and probably should con-tinue to devote most of their energies to fields other than teachertraining, the major dependence must be placed upon the State

institutions.
How many teachers are these institutions supplying annually ?Table 7 shows that the total output of the six State teacher-training

agencies, not including the University of Arkansa§, in 1928-29 was :(1) 220 high-school teachers, grades 7-12, inclusive, of whom but 73were graduates of 4-year courses; and (2) 310 elementary teachers,gradeg 1-6, inclusive, of whom but 5 had four years of training.To these 530 teachers thus furnished to the public-school systemmay be added approximately 125 graduates of the university whoare reported to have become teachers, making a total of approxi-mately 655 new teachers entering the system from the teacher-trainingagencies of the State.
A second basis for estimating the relation of supply and demandfor new teachers yields similar resula. From Table 8 it appearsthat in 1928 the total enrollment in all teacher-training institutionsof. Arkansas, both public and private, was 4,121. Eliminating the440 high-school students as inadequattly prepared for the seriouswork of teaching, there rèmains a total of 3,681. Some of th&e areenrolled in 2-year courses, others in 4-year courses. It would be aconservative estimate to say that one-folirth of these students areenrolled as seniors in either 2-year or 4-year courses and are there-fore eligible either for a 2-year diploma or a degree. Such an esti-mate would allow Arkansas about 940 trained teachers annually.However, these figures include students enrolled in summer teacher-training courses, a large proportion of whom are already occupyingteaching positions. A better estimate would be based undoubtedlyupon the number enrolled in regular sessions. This number is 1,860(not counting the high-school students) . Of this enrollment inregular sessions it may be liberally estimated that one-third will begraduates, thus giving 620 new recruits for the public-school system.This number is so nearly that of the number of graduates actuallyreported frofil the Statl-supported teacher-training institutions thatit seems superfluous to èall attention to the fact that private collegesin Arkansas, all of which are included in this second estimate, canbe expected to contribute very little to the alleviation of the teacher-training needs of the State. The problem is one for° State*olution.
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TABLE 8. Number of students in Arkansas teacher-training costrarl 1923-192st

Institution
/mu

Number students in-

1923-24 192k-26 1927-28

University and Junior colleges
Teachers colleges .
Agricultural, mechanical, and normal school (adored) _

schools-

Total
Private colleges
Private high schools

1

--

41.

Total in all insautions
Total in regular sessions
Number of public-school teaching positions

4.0

2

882
1, 625

114
406

3,027
355

81

4

913
1,510

14
717

3,154
408
151

3, 463
2, 650
9, 200

3,713
2, 553

12, 183

977

54
340

3, 4213
593
100

4, 121
Z 300

12, 434

Bureau of Education Bulletins, 1929, No. 14; 1927, No. 30-, 1925, No. 28. &irks of teachers' colleve3and normal schools.

Still a third way of estimating the deficiency in the number of
students enrolled in Arkansas teacher-training institutions, as com-
pared with probable needs, involves a calculation of the ratio of
teachers in training to the number of teaching positions. In the
academic year 1927-28 the number of students enrolled in the regular
sessions of all the teacher-training institutions (including teacher-
training high schools) in the United States was 327,288. The total
number of public-school teaching positions was 805,608. This means
that one teacher was in training for every 2.5 positions. In the sameyar 2,300 students were enrolled in the teacher-training institutions
(including teacher-training high schools) of Arkansas, or ohe teacher

fh in training for every 5.4 positiobs in Arkansas. In other words, in
1927-28 the United States was training teachers at 2.7 times the rate
of Arkansas. Although the number of teachers being prepared in
the United States is thought to be excessive by many competent
observers, careful studies show that this excess does not justify reduc-
tion of the number in training to the proportions prevailint in
Arkansas.

It is useless to attempt upon the basis of data available to estimate
for Arkansas the exact degree of inadequacy now obtaining or which
will obtain in the immedibte ensuing years. Some cvntral agency in
Arkansas should be given the function of studying this problem con
tinuously. This agency, preferably the State department of educa-
tion, should possess the funds and the authority to iiieet the problem
as the study indicates it should be met. Such a study must consider
hi detail the effects of thii following factors : (1) .Equalizition of
educational opportunity in Arkansas is tending and must continue to
tend toward consolidation; this means fewer and better teaching
positions and reduction of the number of new teachers needed an-
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nually; (2) better compulsory education laws and better enforcement.
w. Ul undoubtedly lead to much larger enrollments and tend to,increase
the number of teachers needed ; (3) thenatural growth of public-school
enrolment that results from increased population will tend to create
a &mild for an increased number of teachers annually.

The effect of these and other factors can not be reliably predicted
fyr a long time in advance, but must be determined and met innually
by continuous study.. However, assuming that standards of teacher
preparation that characterize progressive school systems are to be
enforced in Arkansas, the State should be turning out at present at
leat twice the number oi graduates now being prepared in her
teacher-training institutions.

Salary Levels

One of the most important factors in the Present failure to secure
an adequate number of candidates for training as teachers who will
&vote the time and money needed to obtain sufficient educational
experience to qualify under even reasonable standards for po§itions
ill the public schools is the very low salary level that prevails. In
19.27-28 the average annual salary of elementary teachers was $634
folr, white and $434 for colored teachers. The average fór white high-
school teachers was $1,236 and for colored

Few people of the highly capable and intellectual type needed for
teaching will find any incentive in such salivies to induce them to make
lon!Y and arduous preparation for the work. Those who enter will
do so either because they are of relatively low intellectual ability
and of backward social standards ,or in spite of the salary rather
than because of it. Moreover, these average salaries do not tell
the whole story: In one-fourth of the co'unties oi Arkansas the
aveiaie annual salary of elementary women teachers is .$486. These
teachers have little or no training, and it is not clear how they can
save enough from suth salaries to enable them to acquire training.
In order to encourage a miter number of itudepts to prepare for
teaching as a life work a new salary schedule is imperative. But
if salaries are raised to a level comparable to those in States where
getter educational Ettandirds prevail a new variable will be intro-
duced into the situation. This new variable will be the tendency
for trained teachers to migrate Arkansas from States where an
oversupply of teachers now. The influence of this immigra-
tion cad not bee determined; it.will depend iipth upon the measures
taken by other States to reduce their oversupply ,and upon the
qualifications for certification set up by Arkansas.

t Biennial Report of State Superintoadast ot Public Instruction, 1927-286
492364-411----4
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4

Standards of Teacher-Preparation

Insufficient numbers of teachers with the absolute minimum of
training is not the most important deficiency of the .Arkansas public
schools. The present standard of training of the public-school staff
falls far below the requirements of the United States as a whole
and is entirely inadequate to serve as the basis for a modern school
system.

.
The latest. facts available concerning the educational qualifica-

tions of Arkansas teachers are those collected by J. R. Grant in
1924. There is no reason to believe that the percentages which- pre-
vailed then have materially changed.8

9.Showing Percentages of Rural and City Teachers Haring Certain
Amounts of Educational Preparat ion

Educational qualifications

Eighth grade graduate or less
i -year high school
2-year or 3-year high school__
0 raduate 4-year high school

Percentages I

Rural I City

19
13

es.

Educational qualifications

Partial normal
Normal graduate
Partial college
College gmduate

Percentages

i Rural City

12
4
5
4

Refers to teachers who are graduates of an accredited high school.

Table 9 shows that 75 per cent of the rural teachers had no train-
ing beyond high school, and this training was in large part secured
in high schools of Arkansas that were themselves of low ,standard.
Even in the cities approximately one-tfii, the entire teaching
staff had less training than is represented b/ graduation from a

2-year normal school, a standard that is co.nidered inadequate for
admission to teaching employment in all the progressive city school
systems of the country. Further, of the 4,O1 rural teachers with
less than high-school triining, 60 per cent wr employed in 1-teacher
schools, where they could not have the a s t:ntage of contact with
better-trained teachers and of adequate continuous direction and
supervision.. In 1924-25 "four-fifths of all the new rural teachers
were certificated by passing an examination on the common-school
branches. " 4 No changes in requirments or in methods of certifying
teachers have been made since thi) period which Mr. Grant's study
covers that have changed in any large degree either the character of

the teaching body already in service or of the qualifications for ad-
mission to the responsibilities of teaching. The operation of the

a Grant. J. -R. "Arkansas's teacbeNtrainIng progratt," pp, 8849.
4 Ibid.
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State equalization fund will tend to revolutionize these Onditions,
but its influence will be slow unless additional funds are placed at
its disposal, and impossible of realization unless higher institutions
can furnish properly trained teachers in sufficient numbers.

That the preparation of the boys and girls of Arkansas for par-
ticipation in the economic and social life of the State should be
intrusted generally to teachers who have advanced educationally and
culturally only slightly beyond the pupils whom they are called upon
to instruct will tend to delay every aspect of the State's progress
during at least another generaticin. Upon such a foundation can
not be built a superstructure of higher education which will provide
the young men and women of Arkansas with life opportunities com-
parable to those in other States. The youth of the State are thus
condemned in large numbers to failure to develop their abilities and
the State is doomed to those conditions of visionless leadership 'kinder
which the people perish. It is essential that every Means be adopted
to provide for further training of the teachers now in service and
that the standards for admission of new teachers be raised.

Raising the Standard of Teachers in Service

The most effective instruments and agencies for improving the
character of the existing teaching body are: (1) Summer-school
facilities; (2) extension opportunities; (3) the development 9f larger
bchool units through the operation of the equalization funa ; (4)
the professional leadership of the State department of education.

Summer Scl;ools far Teachers

At the present time the summer schools of the State higher insti-
tutions afford considerable opportunity to teacliers in service to ith-
prove their training. Data were not available to show what partof the summer-school enrollment was made up of such teachers, but
Table 10 compild from registrars' reports for the summer schools of
1929 show that they are reaching a rather large number of students.

TABLE 10.Sumener-aohool enrollments, 1929

Institution Men Women Total Institution Men Women Total

I 3 $ di 1 3 A I

hmesboro
Monticello
Magnolia
lawnvilla, .

115
24
50

190

ZS
78

ZO
386

435
102
273
525

Arkadelphia.:
Conway
Fayetteville

73

254

133

643

206
s 11960

807

straes report.
includes high-sohool ansoilissot. Distaibution by au not availabic
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Without doubt many of these enrollments are of kudents who are
preparing for their first teaching expeetence and of students who do

not expect to teach, but the survey commission was assured by the
officers of the institutions that the purpose of many was Ow renewal
of teaching certificates and the improvement of themselves for teach-
ing positions already obtained. It is difficult to see how, with the
salaries that prevail in the State, many teachers could afford to take
summer work in institutions very remote`from their own homes or

under conditions of living that would involve more than the absolute
minimum of expense. The functions of local service that the junior
colleges can render by providing summer work for teachers is, there-
fore, by no means one of their least important duties.

Extension Work for Teachers
a

The extension work of the State institutions is discussed in cone

siderable detail in another portion of this report. ICU the, purpose
here merely to commend the progress that has been made toward
utilizing the-resources of the public institutions in such fashion as to

unify effort and to secure economy of extension operation. Exten-
sion instruction, both thróugh class work for teachers and through
correspondence lessons, should provide a most effective means of

assisting teachers in service to develop higher academic standards.
Neither method, however, can take the place of adequate supervision
or of resident training which may bring teachers into contact with
group life and with the standards of healthful living, of social con-
duct, of refinement, of intellectual interest, and of breadth of outlook
that should distinguish institutions of higher learning. The survey
commission urges most earnestly that the extension services of the
State be developed to the highest point consistent with expenditures
that will permit improvement of the material and cultural environ-
ment of the resident work of the university, teachers colleges, and
junior institutions.

1

Leadership of the State Department of Education

It is necessary to consider carefully in connection with the im-
provement of- teacher& now in service the leadership of the State
department of education. di This leadership is so intimately related
to problems that affect directly the standards for admission of new

teachers mid the better utilization of the resources of the State
through more effective coordination of tteseherlttiaining facilities that
these aspects of the problem will be grourK4 together in the dis-
cussion that follows.'

The success of attempts to raise the standard a the public schools
of Arkansag is absolutely dependent upon 9oordinated managemept
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of the public schools and of the teachér-training program of the
State. The improvement of the local public schools and of the prepa-ration of teachers to serve in these schools are aspects of a singleproblem.. The State can not expect to solve this problem unless itprovides a single agency responsible for the entire public-school pro-gram and vested with sufficient dignity and authority to permit it tolead the públic schools and to control the teacher-training facilitiesof the State in such fashion as to establish and to niaifitain essentialrelationships between them.. The obvious single agency at the dis-posal of the State for this purpose and the one that is utilized toaccomplish similar ends by other States that have made the mostediicational progress is the State department of public instruction.This fact makes necessary considerable adjustment of the existingmethods of control over the teacher-training institutions and of theduties and relationships of the department of public instruction.The following paragraphs will present the recommendations of thesurvey commission with reference to these matters and the considera-tions which lead it to these conclusions.

Teacher Certification

The social as well as the educational background of Arkansaseachers must be improved. The charactfir of the teaching force inIlly public-school system is determined in large part by the qualifi-ations required in order -to obtain licenses to teach and by thedrninistrative enforcement of these standards in a uhiform andmpartialf manner. Standards under which individuals are noivicensect to enter the public schools to shape the intellectual, physical,nd spiritual development of the children of Arkansas are such aso turn over this sacred trust in many instances to persons alniost ascrnorant of the laws of mental growth and of physical health as arehe pupils whom they instruct. This is evident from the facts!ready presented concerning the training of Arkansas teachers.he social background and experience of.these teachers make themof models and leaders in living but examples of pitiable standardsnd attitudes of life. This is no condemnation of the teachers whore struggling under tremendous handicaps to maintain and to raise
e level of education ip Arkansas; it is a condemnation of the livingnd social conditions ,under which those whe are trained receiveieir training in the teacher-trainirng institutions of the State. The'on of this report dealing vilth the educational plant of theher institutions presents a picture of dark and inadequate toilet
cl bathing facilities.; 'of crowded, dilapidated, and dangerous livingafters; of odorous kitchens and dining halls that possess few ele-nts of lieauty or other refining influence. The splendid young
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people of the State whose aspirations and hopes lead them to the
State institutions for the education of teachers are subjected to

living conditions which tend to perpetuate crude and unhygienic
ways of living among the future citizens of the State and Nation.

Marked improvement in the educational and social standards of
the Arkansas teaching staff can not be expected under present con-

ditions of licensing teachers. There are entirely too mahy standards
of judgment possible under the present system. For example: (1)
County certificates may be granted by examinations held by county
superintendents; (2) special certificates in music, art, etc., may be

granted by the county stiperintendent on a, basis of credentials;
(3) county certificates may be granted by any countIT superintendent
tipon the basis cif a teacher's certificate valid for five years or longer

O in another State, or upon the basis of two or more years of college
work in an institution app:woved by the State board of education;
and (4) professional certificates are issued by the state board of
education either by examination or upon submission of credeiitials.
It is the'refore apparent that at least 76 different individuals or

groups are vested with ceriification authority.
Uniform enforcement of higher educational standards and of

higher social standards for teachers is possible only when a single

responsible agency determines and administers both the require-
ments for certification and the institutions that by th'e living condi-
tions with which they irround their students, as well as4 by the
work that they give the young people in the classroom, determine the
kind of teachers that are available for certification. The survey
commission therefore recommends thats responsibility for certifica-
tion requirements and the power of granting the right to teach in
the public schools of the State be lodged exclusively in a State board
of education acting through a professional State department of
education.

No attempt will be made here to enter into all the intricacies of th
proper certification procedure that should be followed, but the fol
lowing principles shouldi be stateil in order that the people of th
State may understand the implications of this recommendation an

be prepared to suppor; their agency of educational leadership if th
State should see fit to adopt this recommendation.

(1) The qualifications of teachers for certificates should not be
matter fpr statutory provision. This is true because certifitation

, requirements in the interests of the schools as a whole are bighly
technical matters, and the management of their topnulation and
application must be such as to permit constant clitinge in order to
meet -changing conditions; fro prescribe by statute for 'detailed con-

trol of a developing educational situation would be as short-sigh

,
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as to prescribe by statute for the treatment that the physician shill
give his patient.

(2) Certification rules should be simple and easily administered.
(3) Certi Ration rules, in jgstice to teachers now in service, shoold

not be retroaCtive, but should require reasonable professional growth
on the part of all who remain in teaching.

(4) There should be separate and distifict types of certificates for
teacheps, supervisors, principals, and superintendents, and differ-
eiltiated certificates should be issued for different types of teaching
positions.

(5) The first certificate granted a teacher should be provisional
and subject to renewal only evidence of continued professional
growth.

(6) Certification by examination should be discontinued at the
earliest possible date. 19

(7) The State department should be empowered to issue, under
adequate safeguards, special certificates to meet technical difficulties
or emergencies.

(8) CertiOcates should be issued chiefly upon the basis of a definite
amount of approved professional/ training with such consideation,
as in the judgment of the State board of education, may seem wise
for appropriate periods and forms of teaching experience.

(9) Standards of certification should be advanced as rapidly as
the supply of trained teachers permits.

Control of Teacher Training

Subsequent chapters present in some detail conditions that show
among the teacher-training institutions a the State wide diversity
of standards of instruction and program, especially with reference to
praçtice facilities, and great confusion of business management. The
educational programs themselves are determined by demand based
upon the judgment of relatively uninformed students rather than
upon knowledge of the needs and plans of the State in maintenance
of a state-wide program of public education. There is little coordi-
nation among the institutions.

Under present methods of control over the specialized teacher-
training colleges, and the teacher-training work of the State junior
colleges, discrepancies of practice, of facilities, of programs, and of
management tend to be perpetuated and accentuated. It is, there-
fore, recommended by the commission that the present governing

ards of the teachers colleges at Conway and at Arkadelphia be
bolished and that these institutions be placed under the control of
e State board of education. Inasnuwh as the institution for

egroes at Pine Bluff is primarily a teacher-training institution, it

am,
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is also..recommended that the existing board be abolished and the
control be lodged in the State board of education.

That this proposal'is in accord with the best thought is evidenced
. by much of the literature of teacher trainifig. The following quota.
tion from E. P. Cubberley is in point:

In all but the smallest States a number lbf State teacher-traiping Institutions
will be needed. For many reasons a number of smaller schools properly located
over a State will be better than one or two larger ones and will serve the
State better. How many students each institution should try to care for is as

yet an unsettled problem, varying somewhat with population density and other
factgrs. The numbers should not be too large, however. The work of these
different institutions should then be coordinated by the State board of education
rather than left under the control of indepéndent boards of trustees in order
that a gen al State policy In teacher training may be most effectively and
economicall carried out. This body, acting on tile advice of its commissictner
of educat1oi, should determine thé number of new teachers needed in the vari-
ous lines of school work; authorize or assign different types of work to be
done in the different institutions, with a view to utilizing fatilities in the best
manner possible ; approve of the budget of expendltures for each institution;
on recommendation of. the commissioner of education, approve of the appoint-
ment of the executive head and chief members of the teaching staff for each
school; and determine when any institution may be permitted to advance its
c(;urse to three and four years of work, the conditions under which this may

be and when and to what extent a full 4-year degree course may be
off by any institution.

Quite frequently common practice is an inadequate and dangerous
standard for determining educational action since it may tend to

lend the weiglit of authority to unprogressive conservatism and tra-

ditionalsurvivals. However, it is interesting to note that with
reference to control of teacher-training institutions practice is quite
extensively in harmony with the best thought upon the matter. Thus
in 13 States the same State agency that supervises elementary sec-

ondary eduction also controls the normal schools or teachers col-
leges. In 9 States the teacher-training institutions are controlled
by a single board without other duties. In these instances control
is not identified with that of the State board of eltication or of the
Itate department of education although the State department may be

charged with large responsibilities. To this number perhaps should
be added also the, 8 States in which single boards of control are

established, separae from the bgard in charge of public education,
which have charge of the State higher institutions including the
teacher-training institutions. This tendency to secure grpater or

less unity through common control is further illustrated by the fact
that only 9 States are without some form of COMM011 control of two
or more institutions that are separated by considerable

I Cubberley, R. P. State School Administration, 1927, New York, Houghton MOM'
pp. 611-612.
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In placing her teacher-training institutions under, one board, andthat the State board of education, Arkansas would be following a

ENROystaNT BY RESTDENCE - A R KA qty514 IA

FIG 5 ENROLLMENT BY RESIDENCE- CONWAY.

rend in practice which hiis been markedly developed in the past
wo decades by many States and which is generally conceded by those
ualified to judge as the best practice.
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Figure 4 shows Henderson State Teachers College to be still an
undeveloped local institution, so far as the territory from which stu-
dents are drawn is concerned. Conway, as Figure 5 shows, is truly
State-wide with respect to territory served, but the number of stu-
dents from any one county is far less than the number who will seek
training for the teaching profession if local facilities are available.

A glance at Table 11 shows that the greatest single function during
regular session of the four agricultural and mechanical schools, has
been the training of teachers. Approximately 35 per cent of all stu-
dents enrolled in the State-supported institutions of higher learning
in Arkansas in the regular session 1928-29 were enrolled with teacher

-training as their major field of interest. Approximately 34 per cent
of all students enrolled in the four agricultural and mechanical col-
leges in the year 1928-29 were enrolled in the major field of teacher
training.
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For many years to come the State will be reiluired to depend to a
considerable degree upon the juxitior colleges at Magnolia, Jonesboro,
and Monticello for the training of a number of new elementary
teachers and for the further education of teachers already in service
in the districts in which these institutions are located. The necessary
dependence upon the junior college at Russellville is by no means
clear, since it is located within easy reaching distance of the State
teachers college at Conway and 01 the university at Fayetteville.

The difference in the costs of education and living in the junior
colleges and the costs at- the two State teachers' colleges make it
advisable that teacher-training work be continued at the junior
collegesi'at Jonesboro, Magnolia, and Monticello in order that oppor-
tunity for such training may be cheaply available to the boys and
girls of their districts.6 It is, therefore, essential that the stand-
ards, practices, and programs of these institutions, in,so far as they
relate directly to teacher training, be subject to coordination with
the work of the State teachers' colleges and the State program of
public education. Accordingly the commission recommends that
the teacher-training work of these State, junior colleges be subject
to the inspection and supervision of *the State board of education
in a more intimate and direct manner than' is afforded by its con-
trol over certification of teachers. The State board should have
authority to prescribe standards with reference to ail teacher train-
ing offered by the institutions of the State. It is especially impor-
tant that these standards describe and enforce the amounts and
the conditions under which practice teaching is done, the nature
of. the training of prospective teachers, and the content of courses
and curricula.

In order that the control of the &Ate board of education may be
real and effective it is recommended that it be responsible (1) for
the preparation ol the budgets of the three inAtitutions under its
control, namely, Conway, Arkadelphia, and Pine Miff, and (2) for
the teacher-training budgets of the junior colleges. These budgets
should be submitted to the legislature by the board of education as
a budget for the teacher-training program of the State. When
appropriated in accordance with such requests, the board of educa-
tion should have power to allocate the funds to the institutions
under its control in accordance with institutional budgets approved
by the board.

Annual Funds Should be Supplied for the Study of Educational Problems

It is allo recommended that reserve or emergency funds not in
excess of $25,000 annually be wade available to the State board of

If in the *pinion of State authorities the institution at Russellville &mild be ow
Untied, the statement that follows should be applied to this junior college as well as Os
others.
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education to conduct pudies of educational problems in cooperationwith the higher instifutions of the State and to assist public higherinstitutions in the prosecution of enterprises or experiments directlyrelated to the teacher-training program of the State. It is assumedthat in certain instances these funds may be used profitably to sup-plenient and encourage aspects of the teacher-training programs ofthe junior colleges which can not be properly conducted with fundsdirectly available to the institutions.

A director of teacher-training in the State department.---Attentionhas already been called to the need for professional guidance ofteacher-training activities of the State in order that coordination ofprograms and of procedures may be secured and all the teacher-.training resources of the State be utilized as a single unit of power inthe attacks upon the backward and unsatisfactory standards of publiceducation. Continuous and concentrated attention to the problems .ofcurriculum construction, to the character of instruction, and to adap-tation of programs to changing social and economic conditions isnecessary. The State superintendent of public instruction should,therefore, be supplied with an assistant wbose sole duties should bethose of professional assistance and advice to the teacher-trainingagehcies in regard to these matters, and to the StateNuperintendent
of public instruction with reference to administrative actión intendedto improve the quality and usefulness of the teacher-traininginst itutions.

A business manager in the State departmentAttention i calledby another section of this report to certain wasteful and loose- busi-ness p#ocedures in the kigher institutions of Arkansas. It is appar-ent that the full value of the money expended for higher educationin *the- State can not be secured under such conditions. It is alsoapparent that the size of the teacher-training institutions and thevolume of business done do not justify the employment at each ofthe institutions of an officer fitted by training and experience toexercise efficient business management and supervision. Reformationof budgeting, purchasing, accounting, and 411 the -business proceduresof the teacher-training institutions is essential. Common controlover the teachers colleges and teacher-training programs by the boardof education should právide business management so economicallyas to insure savings and efficiency in excess of the cost of such service.The commission recommends that a business officer be placed in theoffice of the State superintendent of public instruction who shall becharged with installing and miintaining a uniform find coordinatedsystem of business management in the teacher-training institutionsunder the control of the State botrd of education.
In each institution the business functions exercised by variousofficers should be Conegitrated in thehands of resident assistants to
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the business manager of the State department of public instruction.'
This proposal has the advanta6, in addition to that of promoting
ecofiomy and efficiency of expenditures, of releasing the presidents
from such duties and permitting them to devote their time and
energies to the educational problems of their institiitions. If edu-
cational administration is to be of the type that should exist in these

institutions it will require the full attention of the chief administra--
tive officer. It is further recommended that the services of the State
department business ofircer be made available to the State junior
colleges for the accomplishment of the same purposes as those for
which he is employed in connection with the distinctively teacher-
training institutionq. This service to the junior colleges is justifiea
by their teacher-training functiQns and by the intimate relations
between all the eleinents of -public education in Arkansas. This is
effecially true in the case of the junior colleges whidi 'supplement
Mi secondary school opportunities available in their districts.

The preceding discugsion has been concerned primarily with pro-

posals for a statb-wide system yf teacher-training integrated by
means of common control by the State board of education and by
means of educational and business direction _kly, professional officers
in the State department of public instruction. The unified system
would include the State teachers colleges at Conway band Ark-
adelphia, the junior colleges at Monticello, Magnolia, and Jones-
boro, and the institution for negroes at Pine Bluff. The teacher-
training functions at the jtfhior colleges should at least be supervised
by the State department of public instruction even though the insti-
tutions themselves may not be brought under the cont of the board
of education, as is recommended by a subsequent c 4iter of this
report.

The State Superintendent Should Selected by the State Board.of Education

The recommendatioriit
_Be

s the survey commission would place addi-
tional responsibilities upon the State board of education. In addi-
tion to its present duties it would be required to administer all
teacher certification in the State, to exercise control over the entire
teacher-training program, and to supervise the financial and business
management of the entire system. The State iuperintendent of
public instruction is the administrative and advisory officer of the
State board of education and responsible to it for the execution of
educational policies. His position and responiObilities are such,

therefore, that it is highly desirable that he be a dompetent, trained,
professional educator not subject toidpolitical influences. Men with
the educational and personal qualifications essential to this high
office shoul dr i 0.

e
V subjected to the (necessity- of participating in

political k. 411 slid in the ,bsrgaining and vottlating 'expoj
.._ . %,1 .
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clients associated with electioneering. he additional duties that.
would be imposed upon the State superintendent of public instruc-
tion by the recommendations of the survey commission serve to
emphasize the fact that this ofOcer should be free to devo4 his entire
time to the important professional task of service ti) the schools of
the State. He can not do this when his own position and the success
of his school policies are so interwoven that he must constantly con-
sider the possibie effect of administrative action upon his chances of
reelection. The suivey commission strongly recommends, therefore,
that the State superintendent of .pAlic instrvction be selected and
employed by the State board of education under conditions of con-tract that insure reasonable continuity and permanence of tenure
during effective service. This is the practice in States distinguishedby the excellence of their school systems and by the high characterof their school administration. On this point Cubberley sitys :7" The most serious burden under which the office (of State superin-

Ne.ndent of public instruction) still labors * * * in nearly thr4
fourths of our States is that of partisan nomination and election."

Almost without exception the better schooltmn shun a- posit*so frankly political in nature because (1) it offers no possibility for
a career, and (2) the salary under political domination is wually
much less than the better schoolmen' can command in the city prin-
cipalships and superintendencies of the State. " Only one elected
superintendent exceeded $5,000 as le,te.as 1922, while but one appointed
superintendent was paid less. thtin $5,000."

It is also recommended that the salary of the State superintendentof public instruction be fixed by the State board of education andthat it be made commensurate with his responsibilities and with the
standards of pay of similar chief schpol officers intother States.Is

Functions of the University

Thus far in the discussion of teachér training in the State little
emphasis has been given to the position and functions of the univer-sity. Proper coordiriatfon between the teachers colleges and the
school of education at the university should under normal conditionshave resulted in the first two placing major emphasis upon the train-ing of elementary teachers and the last placing major emphasis uponthe training of high-school teachers. In all probability, under a.planof close cooperation óver a period of years, with ali institutions seek-ing the best interests of the State as a whole, the field of the teachers
Colleges- and the teacher-training departments of junior collegeswould have become almost exclusively %hat of training elementary

I Cobberley, E. P. - State School Administration. New York, Houghton Malin Co.,1927. p. 276.
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teachers and the field of the college of education of the university,
almost exclusively that of training high-school teachers, supervisors,
principals, and superintendents, and that of conducting educational
research. However, such cooperation has not resulted. Without the
leadership of a professional State department of education possessifig
adequate authority no such division of function has taken place ;

probably past and passing conditions in Arkansas educationally nil
economically would Ave made-it impossible in view of local demands
both for training opportunities and for Cheap teachers. The prob-
lem of coordination among higher institutions in the preparation of
high-school teachers, supervisors, and officers has, therefore, become
most difficult.

In 1927-28 of the 10,509 teaching posifions for white teachers only
16.5 per cent were high-school positions. Yet of the teachers pre-

pared by the university and the other State teacher-traiaing agencies
in 1928-29 almost 47 per cent were high-school teachers, including
grades 7 to 12. The university prepared only about 18 per cent of

the high-school teachers whose training was completed while the
normal schools and junior colleges prepared 82 per cent. On the
other hand, there were 8,768 elementary school position's in the State
in 1927-28, 83.5 per cent of the total number of positions; yet only

53 per cent of the students prepared in the teacher-tfaining insti-
tutions for elementary positions. It is fairly obvious that the uni-
versity is not carrying the burden rof preparing the secondary
teachers of the State and that a very large part 6f the efforts of
the teachers golleges are directed to the training of such teachers.
As in other States, the 4-year teachers colleges tend to emphasize
high-school teacher training at the expense of elementau teachers.
In the face of the accomplished facts the &nnmission carefully con-

ered the alternative course that would insure an adequate supply
of well-trained elementary teachers and secure for the State a suffi-

cient number 9f well-prepared high-school tefichers. Several possi-
bilities_presented themselves :

(1) The suggestion was made that the teachers colleges be re-

stricted to the preparation of elementary and junior high-school
teachers while to the twiversity be assigned the training of all senior
high-school teachers ahd high-school principals. This proPosal was

rejected b.y the commission because the facilities of the university
could not be eipanded sufficiently in a short period to meet the
demand and because the location of the university makes contact
with the school men and more progressive school systems of the State
_very ditfictilt.

(2) The commi§sion considered recommending that the major
burden pf training elementary school-teachers (grades 1-6) upon a
2-year level be eared, fór by the jtinior colle at Jonesboro, Mat

I

,
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Doha, and Monticello, while the 4-year training of elementary and
of junior to senior high-school teachers should be assigned to the
teachers colleges with the university emphasizing the training of a
very limited number of high-school teachers and of all principals,
superintendents, and supervisors. This proposal was r(4jectéd be-
cause the university has' facilities superior to those found elsewhere
in the State for the training of high-school teachers in subject matter
anti for surrounding prospective teachers with the atmosphere of
intellectual interest that should çonstitute a large *element of such
training. Further, it seems highly improbable that the teachers
colleges will in the immediate future be able to eliminate the demand
for the.2-year pormal-school course and thug escape from the " trade
school " atmosphere in which the preparatiOn of high-school teachers
an not thrive.

Careful consideration led the commission to the following con-
(luions :

1) The research abilities of the education staff of the university
litpuld be utilized in the interest of the entire State. This may best

he (lone in cooperation with the State department of education and
in conjunction with other teacher-training institutions.. Research
and experimentalNworir in elementary and junior high-school educa-
ti()n may well be carried on by the university in the training schools
of the teachers' colleges and junior institutions. Its own inadequate
elementary training school should be abandoned, thus leaving to the
(Idler institutions the preparation of elementary. teachers.

(2) The preparation of very high grade highrschool tea.chers upon
a 4-year level should be continued by the university and its master's
degree work in education emphasized. The purpose would not be
that of meeting the demand for high-school teachers but of selecting
and preparing very highly qualified teachers for the positions of
puli1ic-scho61 leadership in the State. The standards maintained

1)()111(1' be higher than any that the State can reasonably set up for
certification 'for many years to come. As the educational standards
of the State are raised;the commission has no doubt that there will°
be an urgent demand for such teachers and leaders.

(3) That the emphasis of ,junior colleges be upon the training of-
elementary teachers find upon summer school and extension service to
junior high-school teachers already in service. The work of the in-
stitutions in the field of teacher training should be strictly confined to
the 2-year normal course.

(I) That as rapidly as pogsible the teachers' colleges' reduce en-
rollment in their 2-year iiormal-school còursese and emphasize four
Tears of training for elementary and junior high school teachers.
Their major work would thus bear about the same relationship to
the teacher-training work of the junior colleges as the tniversity

4W286*--81-4
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work in education would bear to the teachers' college function in
preparation of senior high school teachers. They would continue to

prepare high-school teachers upon a constantly higher level until
such time as- the needs of the State clet;ily indicated that further dis-
tribution or more specific allocation of function is desirable.

The question of allocation of function, especially as concerns the

part that the university should play, can not be settled with even

approximate permanence until the State department of education
obtains the resources to study with considerable care the whole series
of problems related to supply and demand for teachers and is given
sufficient control over certification and the agencies of teacher train-
ing to permit gradual adaptation of the program to. the facts and
objectives that develop from such study.

40
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Chapter IV

Institutional Functions and Relations

s

Important as is the teacher-training function in all the public
hirlier institutions of Arkansas, this is by no gleans the sole reason
for the State's support of the colleges and of the university. Slightly
more than 64 per cent of the students in Arkansas institutions are
roristered for purposes other than teacher training. No other single
purpose enrolls as large a number as does the work in preparation
for teaching, and it is probable that some of the students who are
roristered in other fields will teach .for longer or shorter periods,
but it is likely that the future leaders of the economic and social
life of Arkansas will be found in larger numbers among tile pro-
i)ective lawyers, doctors, engineers, and business men who are now

in training for these types of life work than will be developed from
the students wh'o plan to become teachers. Quite apart from the
importAce of these areas of endeavor in modern society, thais judg-
ment is confirmed by the fact that almost 67 per cent of the students
in teacher training are young women, while only slightly over 18
per cent of those enrolled in other fièlds are women, although in
these other fields is included arts and sciences iii which wonjen enroll
-in considerable numbers. In spite of the entry of women into indus-
try and into practically all the occupations that men follow, they
hae not as yet established themselves and will probably not for a
long time establish themselves in positions of outstanding leader-
shiap in as large proportions as do their brothers. Cofisideation
of aspects of higher education other than* teacher preparation is of
prime importance.

Reference to Table 4 shows that in all of the fields Of higher educa-
tion Arkansas has a considerlible deficit of students in training. The
computations recorded by this table indicate that in liberal arts Ar-
kansas institutions had in 1928 less than half the number of students
that should have láeen enrolled if in proportion to population the
State maintained the ratio of students in this field that prevailed in
the entire United States. At that time upon the same basis of esti-
mate Arkansas should have been educating seventeen times as many
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graduate students, eleven times as many students for the various em-

ployments related to agriculture, three times as many engineers, and
a ost -e times as many Aoctors, while in commerce and business,
law, pharmacy no students were reported, although in proportion
to other States Arkarisas should have been educating 460, 255, and
122 students, respectively, in these fields. It is true that these figures
are somewhat out of date since Arkansas has been making consider-
able educational progress during the past eight years, nevertheless,
the deficit should still be cause for concern to the people of Arkansas
who look forward to making their State a progressive and socially
desirable place in which to live and to invest capital. Assuming that
the number of students of the United States as a whole in each of
these areas 9f learning has not increased more rapidly than popula-
tion, an assumption that is obviously not the case, and estimating
the present student deficit in Arkansas upon the basis of enrollments
in its higher institutions in 1928-29 with reference to standards of
y923, Arkansas should have, exclusive of teacher training, more than
two and a half times as many students in its higher institutions as

it had in 1928-29. While these estimates are admittedly not suffi-
ciently relialkto serve as goals of achievement, they reflect the actual
conditions with enough accuracy to justify emphasis upon'the great
task that awaits the higher institutions of the State.

The survey commission has already recorded its belief and the
reasons for its conviction that progress toward the solution of the
problem of attendance upon the higher institutions of Arkansas ade-
quate to the demands of the State's economic and social development
is very largely dependent upon accelerated and widespread develop-
ment of the public schools. Acceptance of this judgment does not
in any sense remove from the Stkte responsibility for earnest effort
to extend and to improve the work and opportunities offered by the
universitAnd the junior colleges in areas other than those of teachr
training. As will be pointed out later this responsibility involves
careful but important increases of expenditure for physical plant
and salaries, but it also involves attention upon the part of public
authority to the possibilities of securing more economical and effec-
tive service by means of greater coordination of expenditures and by
means of clearer definition of institutional function. It is the purpose
of this chapter to discuss some of the aspects of these problems that
seem of urgent importance to the commission. This discussion will
deal primarily with the functions and relationships of the junior
colleges and of the university. Subsequent chapters will deal with
certain uniform standards of procedure and practice that affect all
the institutions.

-
-----
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Do the junior colleges still have, an obligation to provide higher

educational opportunities for families that are in extremely modest
economic circumstances to send their sons and daughters to a local
junior college supported largely by the State? The survey staff
traveled more than 1,200 miles by automobile through every sectionof the State observing schoolhouses, farms, and farm buildings,
animals and equipment, the villages and towns with their places of
business, streets, and hotel accommodations, talking Fith the peoplewhenever the opportunity offered. The general impression thus
produced upon men who are intimately familiar with the country
and towns of many States was not one of dire poverty nor of burst-
ing prosperity. Yet such observation could not fail to convince the
survey staff that many communities and even regions in Arkansas
economically and socially need the aid of State-supported local
institutions of higher education.

These impressions are confirmed by the facts concerning the dis-
tribution of the wealth of the State in relation to number of pupils
enumerated. The situation is shown by Figure 2. The assessed
valuation back of each child, aged 6 to 21, varies from $312 in VanBuren County to $2,302 in Pulaski County. Assuming property tobe assessed at about one-fifth of its value, which is the case in
Arkansas, the true wealth back of each child then varies from $1,560in Van Buren County to $11,510 in Pulaski County.

The conclusion that looal junior college, ate needed is further(supported by an inquiry directed to the students of all the institu-tions of higher education in the State. Of 3,753 students replying,
1,871 said that they attended the college they do because it is near
home or cheaper. (See Table 12.) One thousand and eighty-nine
lived at home while going to college. (Table 13.) Five hundred andfifty-six spent less than $200 per year; 904 spent less than $300 per
year; 1,115 spent less than $350 per year. (Table 14.) Seven hun-
dred and foity-hine earned all of their college expenses; 1,001 earned
three-fourths or all of their expenses; 1,341 earned half, or more, oftheir expenses. (Table 9.) Tables 12, 13, 14, and 15 also give further
data concerning reasons for attending college, where students room,what they spelid, and portion of expenses earned by themselves.

-e
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Lynx 13. Extent to which ttudents 1room at home, in dormitories, at fra-
ternities, or clubs, or with private fatn4ly

Where do you room?

At home
Institution

1

Jonboro . _ _ _ _ .... 88
Monticello 23
Magnolia 19

13
Arkadelphia_ . 24
Conway. 61
Fayet 210
Pine Bluff. 21

83
26
40
28
52
96

248
57

Total_ 459 630

3

171
49
59
41

76
157
458

78

College dormitory' Fraternity or club

63
104
170
85

2
5

137
65

8

36 98
78 182

128 298
41 126
46 48

121 126
76 213
78 143

243

1, 069 631 603 1, 234 248

3o

10

Private- family

3
E2

13

1 28 20 48
4 6 10

3

1

_ 1

143 386

12 7 19
24 15 39
46 17 63
99 180 779

418 119 537
30 13 43

661 377 !. 038

C:3

Russellville
_ _

_ _ ..... _

_ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ .1

3

'3

I

1

2

1

1

144 392

0416
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E-
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Portion

of
college

expenses
earned

by
students

Institution

W
hat

part
of

your
college

expenses
do

you
earn

your9elf?

A
ll

T
hree-fourths

M
en

W
om

en

Jonesboro
46

M
onaca°

44
M

110113ill.
90

R
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liville
51

A
rkadelphia_

74
C

onw
ay

87
Fayetteville..

179
Pine

B
luff

22

T
otal_
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T
otal

4
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W
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en

9 15 12 16 12 100
81 i

e ir
16

55 59
17

102
29

67
9

36
8
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9

.210
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4 9 6 4 8 16 14 9 70
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The answer to the question as to whether the State needs local
higher institutions where at least part of a college education may be

cheaply obtained is obviously in the affirmative. That three of the
junior colleges, Jonesboro, Monticello, and Magnolia, are well located
for this purpose is equally obvious.

The amount of higher education to be provided locally must de-
pend upon the State's financial ability and won the needs of the
public schools.Ilow much college education should thus be pro-
vided is a question that very clarly requires consideration. This
can be answered only in terms ofAhe ability of the State to support
higher education under present conaitions and the ability of the local
communities and the State together to provide public schools *upon
which a higher educational system may be reared.

Thé conclusion that there is a continuing need for lpcal institu-
tions of junior college character by no means answers adequately the
question of whether changing economic and social conditions now
make and will continue to make it a primary function of the junior
colleges to prepare students for admission to the third year of the
university or other 4-year college ; in other words, to act as a selective
medium to_ aid students and parents in determining whether eduda-
tion beyond the junior college level should be undertaken. That the
junior college has such a function is generally accepted. This opin-
ipn is supported by the fact that failures are heaviest in 4-year insti-
tutions during the fiEst two years.

Table 16, which follows, shows the number of students actually
eliminated from the freshman class of 1924-25 at the University of
Arkansas. Five hundred and fifty-nine freshmen entered. By the
end of the first year 243, or 43.4 pei cent, had disappeared; by the
end of tile second year 111, or 20 per cent, more of the original num-
ber were gone; by the end of the third year 62, or 11 per cent more;
by the end of the fourth year, 48, or 8.5 per cent more. Only 95, or
17.1 per cent, remained at the end of the fourth year, and but 72 of
these -received degrees. Most of them failed in one or another sense
of the word. In most cases the work was either beyond their aca-
demic or economic powers, or not adapted to their needs. In either
event a large proportion of these students left the university with
a sense of having failed.

Clearly )t would have been economical for the individuql, his
fife university, and the State, if many of those who failedThad

attended local institution's. But they should not have failed if the
local courses were adapted to their needs and abilities. The greatest
loss is not the apparent financial loa§ but the immeasurable loss of
that intangible something which goes out of the spirits of men and
women when failure enters their lives. The whole later tenor and

family,
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trend of the existence of these students has been disturbed and redi-
rected by this most bitter of all experiences: These same students,
given courses adapted to their abilities and needs in local institutions,
might have made great successes in certain fields with tremendous
advantage to themselves, their families, and the State of Arkansas.
The conservation of human resources is a matter of primary concern
to any State, and of vital.concern to Arkansas.

TABLE 16. The effect of four years upon the size of the freshman class of1924-25Univer8ity of Arkansas'

Year

1924-25
1925-26
1926-27
19V-25
1928-29

Total

Nam
bremain;

3

559
316
205

143
I (15

Number
dropping

out during
year

243
111
62
48

484

Per cent
dropping

out during
year

4

43.4
o

110
8. 5

82.

I From the registrar's rtport
3 72 of these received degrees.

The State Must Study Its Vocational Needs

The preceding facts and inferences suggest that it would be é,x-
tremely unfortunate in view of the economic condition of Arkansas
if these junior institutions became merely selective agencies for the
upper division of the university and other higher institutions. Their
problem and function must also include provision of educational
training of useful type to the limits of the capacities and resources
of those who do not or can not profitably go to college longer than
two years. The term " useful training " is employed in the sense of
the practically vocational, in the sense of preparation. for all those
occupations of life, particularly life in Arkansas, which require
training beyond that afforded by yocational high schools and lessthan that given by the' 4-year college; and in the sense of active
appreciation of the individual's duties and relationships to com-
munity, government, sanitation, public education; and business
ethics.

It appears clear to the survey commission, that the junior collegesof the State would be failing to serve the bask purposes for which
they were createdif preparation for senior c411ege attendance should
be regarded as the exclusive or even as the predominant objective of
these institutions. They must perform this function, to be sure, and
pass on to the senior college without educational handicap those stu-
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dents who have the ambition, the ability, and the means to profit
from such immediate further educational experience; they should,
however, direct the major portion of their energies to the education
of students who look forward to a maximum of two years of college
work prior to entry upon some form of pi' ful occupation. The
programs of these schools should, therefore, so constructed as to
provide preparation for some form of gainful occupation and for
intelligent and socially beneficial participation in the community
fife of the Stato and, Nation.

The 'evolution of high-school objectives and curricula throughout
the Nation in the past two decades furnishes an interesting prece-
dent and parallel, and points the way to the objectives which should
prevail to-day.in the junior colleges of Arkansas. Twenty years ago
it was assumed that each boy or girl who entered high school must
of course take work which would prepare him for college, without
regard to his desires or his mental and financial ability. Therefore,
but one curriculum, the Mlege preparatory, was necessary. To-day
the high school is regarded as a " finishing school " for tait great ma-
jority of students. It has become a " peopree college" preparing
great numbers'for direct entrance to the affairs of practical life.

It is true that some of those who thus definitely prepare to earn
their own livelihood will, after a period of employment and savihg,
desire to secure fuither education. Perspectives and ambitions are
changed and latent abilities are frequently released by such practical
experience and responsibility. It is probable that in many instances
such junior college graduates will figilotAmit their former training for
immediately gainful employment has not entirely prepared theft' to
enter at once and without,handicap upon educational work .which
has a very different objective. This is one of the results of modest
resources and of ov characteristically American and cherished free-
dom to change the channels of our lives when the -desire or the oppor-
tunity develops. The disadvantages of entering upon a néw kind of
endeavor After prior preparation 'for something very different , are
mote than offset by;the economic and social power gained by early
acquisition of ability to pursue a gainful otcupation. Without such
means of increased (liming power the money would not be available
for further education and the effective desire for still greater accom-
plishment, whether economic or social, would be devéloped in but few
instances. Our pub4c institutions should, and do, reduce to the
mihiTum the handicap that is imposed by duch changes of life plan
or by the need to interrupt the continuity. of education in'order to
earn a living. That the handicap should be removed entirely is
impossible. A plan 'pf education that affords training for gainful
Qccupation early in life gives opportunities for more persons in a
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State like Arkansas to carry 6n further than wall. one that adheres(kgmatically to the theory of continuous educatiori for the individualfrom kindergarten to university irie the face of practical conditiimswilich make such continuity impossible. It is earastly iecopi-
mended, therefore, that thesState junior colleges of Arkansas empha-size the objectives of gainful occupation and general education uponwhit is now a 2-year college level.

Occupational Studies. Needed in Arkansas

In order to establish in ate junior colleges completion or terminal1.e tocourses which shall prepare graduates enter at once certain
professional and business occu ations, provision must be made for
obtaining an,c1 using information not now available. In only onesection of the State, that in the southwest, did the survey commis-sion find any hearty acceptance of vocational objectives supple-mented by a scientific and careful attempt to determine in cooperationwith competent aid .from the university what occupations in thedistrict offered oppoitunity for and demanded such training. Care-ful study of the situation under competent direction should be madeon a state-wide scale. This may well receive cooperative support andbe carried on cooperatively by all the institutions of the State. TheStale owes it to 'itself and to the institutional program of education
that it should provide the modest special fund that would be requiredfor this purpose. ,

In the "first place, it should be oBvious that the primary factor indetermining what training should be offered upon the intermediate
1Pve1 by the junior colleges must be the occupations which offer op-portunity for empldyment in Arkansas. Even general knowledgeof the State, and evecially of those portiogs of the State in whichthe juniot colleges are located, indicates that these employments aremore liinited in number and variety than is the case in highly indus-trialized and commercialized regions., But the industries and busi-ness enterprises of Arkansas are developing. Large scale andspecialized farming are comnion and offer certain opportunities ofthe kind teferréd to. The standards for teachers are still and formany years will continue to be such that training for this vocationupon a 2-year college level will offer excellent opportunity for cm-%plo:t-mènt in positimis later than the avkirage in rural communitiesand the smaller towns. The needsrequitrements, and opporiunitiesIn other occupationA',:ind professions are not so obvious. 'Thereforestudies should be made, and kept up to date, to show the demand

likely to exist for graduatesk the junior colleges in all fields---busi-ness, commercial, professional, etc. The survey committee Wasinformed that a field 'or publicity map, is now employed by three
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of the junior colleges ake a study of the opportunities for com-

mercial employmen f the function of this representative is seri:
ous study of this problem and not Merely that of institutional pro-
motion, the project should be encouraged by State support and the
cooperation of the university.

Curricula Should Be Built from Data of Occupational Analyses

In addition to detérmining what the specific demands ate in

Arkansas for such intermediate training it will be necessary that the
institutions'study carefully, by means of analysis of the occupalions
themselves and by collection of information regarding training
offered elsewhere for similar occupations, the kinds of curricula
that they should give in order to accomplish the vocational objectives
thus determined. Such courses offered by the funior cólleges shoirld

be planned in close eo9operation with the State department of educa-
tion and the teacher- colleges of the State and should conform to the
stdards and practices that are regarded as desirable by profes-
gional educators throughout the United States. A permanent com-

mittee on curricula, consisting of representatives from the faculties
of all the institutions, should collat)orate with the State department
in the development and revision of courses of study.

ledge of ofvortunities in Arkansas and development of cur-

ricula designed specifically to provide training for these employments
will ail to accomplish ,the purposes desired, however, unless more

comp ete knowledge than is now secured of the abilities, aptitudes,
and ambitions of the students to be trained is systematically collected,
interpreted, and used as a means of educational and vocational guid-
ance. Means of testing abilities and aptitudes have been highly

.
developed in recent years. They ire valuable instruments in compe-

tent handg. When uAed with other detailed personnel information,
teAt scores are a positive aid ,in the task of helping students to select
the educational preparation which will direct their efforts towrd
objectives that are attainable.

In further amplification of this point with reference to Arkansas,
it mav be stated that in 1925 the Assotiation of Arkansas Colleges
adopted a regulation to be in force for a period of four years during
which lime applicants over 21 years of age might be admitted by
passing (1) the Otis group intelligence scale, advanced examination,
Form A or B, or (2) the tirmkni group test, with a required score of

140. This was a step in the right direction. It is a good plan to
measure students for academic ability, but the measurement should

not. be limited to special students. Also it should be iaid that. there
are at present in existence much better means of measuring.the aca-

demic ability of college students than those now used in Arkansas. It
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is recommended that a new committee of the Association 6f Arkansas
Colleges, or some other qualified committee, be appointed to investi-
gate the variety of tests and measurements now available and select
the test that seems best for measpring academic ability. Only one
test of academic ability should be adopted for a give period of years
sine the-use of different tests in the same year, one with one 'student,
another with another student, tends toward confusion and creates the
possibility of error in transmuting or recording'scores.

It is also recommended that the comrnitfee investigate tests now
available for measuring aptitudes other than academic ability, such
as clerical aptitude, mechapical aptitude, etc., and corisider the feasi-
bility and advisabilitY of administering these tests to all students.In the third place it is recommended that the committee make a
careful study of teacher ratings of students in such nonmeasurable
traits as honesty, reliability, cooperation, self-control, etc. Such ob-
jective rating scales are used now by progressie schools to secure
important personal data not otherwise available.

The results (1) of tests of academic fibility, (2) of tests of various
other aptitudes, and (3) of personnel ratings should be available for
all students who are enrolled in the colleges or the univet'sity, notmerely for those over 21 years of age.. Furthermore, these data
should find a`place on the permanent record card along with (4) the
student's participation as officer or member in extracurricular organi-zations, and (5) the student's physical record, all being at leasf as
important to the future success and for the guidance of the student

.as his schdlastic grades.
In the above respects the permanent records of all institutions ofhigher learning in Arkansas are inadequate. The permanent records

are also inadequate in that the following important information in
most schools does riot appear: (1) Records of discipline; (2) defini-
tion of standing reqUired for graduation; (3) definition of a credit ;
(4) explanation of marking system.

These items are not omitted ftom all permanent records but the
omission is sufficieutly general to justify the statement. As the re-sult of a recent revision, Magnolia has the most complete permanent
recprd.

Since permanerit records are, as their name indicates, records forall time, it should be perfectly clear that the mere recording of amark. or a grade, or credit is insufficient. Teii, 20, or 50 years fromnow these records should have value. But they wilt be meaningless
, if the permanent record'card carries no definitions or .expjanations ofthe credits tind marking system used.

The for6going recommendations indicate the need for the develop-ment. of a new permanent record card, uniform .for all State-sup-.
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ported institutions of higher learning in Arkansas and so constructed
as to carry; in convenient and available form the suggested additions
to the scholastic records and other data now carried. Not only should
the institutions of higher learning maintain such additional person-
nel records as have been suggested but similar records should be
kept by elementary and secondary schools and transmitted in dupli-
cate to the college or employer. One of the first steps, therefore. in
the conservation of the human resources of Arkansas is a better sys-

tem of student accounting.
Upon the basis of such careful studies of the individual student as

have been suggested may be built an efficient placement work. As
an adjunct or corollary to an intelligent attack upon the problem of
furnishing (1) immediately practical education upon an intermediate
level, and (2) guidance to boys and girls who come to them for edu-
cational aid, the colleges may well organize a systematic cooperative
placement service. Such a service might easily become one of the
elements of institutional activity most useful to the industrial and
business life of the State to which employers would look for a class
of intelligent and dep.endable employees now most difficult to obtain.

Functions of the University

4 The functions of the University of Arkansas may be defined: (1)
In terms of responsibility for various subject-matter fields, such as

agriculture, engineering, law, medicine; (2) in 4Irms of responsi-
bility for graduate and research work; (3) in terms of responsibility
for rship in establishing high standards of educational ideals
in he State; and (4) in terms of responsibility for leadership in the
institutional organization of the educational igencies of the State.

Attentioil has already been called by this chapter to the inadequate
numbers of students in training for certain fields and occupations in
Arkansas othe'r tha.n that of teaching. These fields upon the senior
cdllege or upper diviion level are exclpsively those of the university.
It is, therefore, desirable to consider briefly the service that the
university renders in these areas.'

Mention has been made in Chapter II of the service that the uni-
versity renders to the agricultural industry of the State. More
specific description of this service substantiates the conclusion pre-

viously reached that the change in the character of agricultural
education that, has takPn place throughout the country has by no

means in Arkansas matte the university of Jess importance to the
agricultural interests of the State. .

In the first place the agricultural college of the university carries
on experiments and investigations for the purpose of discovering
and applying sciehtific faitsof direct valùe to farm producers and

.
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business men. The University of Arkansas Agricultural Experiment
Station occupies a respected place aniong the agricultural experimentstations of the United States, and has accomplished more of direct
money value for the industry than it could have accomplished bytraining five times as many dirt farmers as it has. For instance, to.choose but three examples, the experiment station has developed avariety of cotton knovrn as Arkansas Rowden 40. This cotton is
adapted to a wide range of soils; it withstands considerable wetweather and also extreme drought ; it resists rust and wilt ; it is pro-ductive, grades well, and is rapidly picked ; it produces a fiber alwaysin demand on the market. It is worth millions of dollars per year toArkansas farmers. The department of entomology has developed aplan known as "spot dusting " for controlling the boll weevil. Theplan is generally adopted by farmers and saves hundreds of thou-sands of dollars annuklly. The effects of various fertilizers upon thedifferent fruit crops have been studied and recommendations madethat lead to greatly increased yields. Not only has the agriculturalindustry of every section of the State profited by these investiga- *),tions but bankers, manufacturers, merchants, and professional meri(have profited from the better credits that have resulted from theincreased buying power of agricultural producers and from thehigher standards of living that have been made possible.In the second place, the university college of agriculture maintainsin cooperation with the Federal. Government and the local communi-ties of the State an agricultural extension service designed to inter-pret the results of experiment station work in terms of practical usein the home fields of the farmers of the State. Valuable practicesand discoveries in agriculture and home economics are thus carriedto the very door of the farmer. This service requires no going awayto school; it is available directly in 63 counties of Arkansas.In Vle third place, the university college of agriculture is con-Eitantlyin its undergraduate work training its students to deal withthe highly technical and scientific problems involved in studies ofsoils, of the value of foods and feedstuffs, fertilizers, and spraymaterials; studies of farm machinery, farmebuildings, and farmmotive power ; of farm crops, experiments in the management ofsoils; studies in the feeding, breeding, and management of farmanimals; studies of the causes and character of animal diseases andthe means of combating them; studies 'of insects injurious to agriLculture and methods of extermination; experiments in fruit growingand vegetable gardening; studies of plant diseases and methods ofcombating them; economic and social studies of farms and farmhomes in Arkansas; inspoction for contagious diseases of animalsand for eradication of the cattle tick, These are practical problems
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that are involved in but are of far wider import than the mechanics
of small farm operation.

For work in commerce and business, in law, and to a lesser extent
in engineering, the university is poorly located, since its isolation
from the business, legal, and manufacturing centers of the State
make difficult intimate coptact with these phases of the State's eco-

nomic and social activity. Educational thought is increasingly em-

phasizing such contacts as desirable in university vmrk. Unless the
northwest section of the State develops to an extraordinary_ extent,
it is probable that the disadvantages of university isolation for train-
ing in these fields will become increasingly great As the State
itself develops a higher and more intensive industrial life in other
regions the tendency will be to demand that new and more convenient

means of education in these fields be provided. It bec&mes essential,

therefore, in view of the investment in the university at Fayetteville,
that the State provide facilities and support which will enable the
institution to counteract this disadvantage by means of its outstand-
ing teachers and investigators and by the excellence of its material

equipment.
The medical school of the university is located at Little Rock where

hospital and clinical facilities are available. This fact and the ability

and devotion of its staff are its chief assets. Although it is rated by
the American Medical Association as a Class A medical college, the

survey commission was assured by competent authority that it re-

tains this rating only by virtue of the keen sense of need in Arkansas

for medical and health service that is felt by the authorities of the
American Medical Association. After inspection of its facilit*s the

survey commission needed no such assurance to convince it that only
the most liberal and generous intetpretation of standards for medical
schools could permit its continuance under present condition&
Housed in the old State Capitol which has in prackically no respect

been remodeled tio adapt it to the purposes of a medical school, rooms

Are heated by stoves, laboratories and classrooms are dark and ill
adapted. to scientific work, plumbing is a makeshift substitute, floors,

walls, find furniture are battered and insanitary, rooms are incon-

veniently arranged, and the library quarters are so small and in-
adequate that readers must work in ohifts and the valuable books
must be subjected to risks of loss that are inexcusable. The clinic is
located in another building in another part of the city, but conditions

here where some of the most essential work of a medics/ college must
be carried on are even more shocking. The building in which the
clinic is housed seems to be an old office or business structure aban-
doned to the medical whoa because of its dilapidation and the 'no
ment of business to another quarter of the 'city. Wooden partiti
poor plumbing and heating arrangements, pathetic equipment give
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sense of desolation, poverty, and neglect that would in the slums of alarge city excite the indignation of charity workers and the action oflegal authorities. The survey commission marvelled that men of thetraining and ability that characterize the staff of the medical' schoolwould and could continue to carry on under the adverse conditions inWhich they work.
The State's neglect of its medical school is a blot úpon Arkansasand a menace to American standards of health. The commission isof the opinion that the leniency of the American Medical Associationin rating the institution as it does is a mistaken kindness that tendsAA) perpetuate conditions that it would not tolerate in any other Stateand that would not be tolerated by any other State with which thecommission is familiar. The commission challenges ana 100 leading

men and women of Arkansas to visit and inspect the Ordical collegeunder normal conditions and not come away with shame and indigna-tion that their State is guilty of permitting such conditions in theintitution that is training the men who will be called upon to bringtheir children into the world, to protect, cure, and heal their lovedones, to set standards of health and sanitation for the entire State.The responsibility of the university for the character of its medicalschool is discussed in a subsequent paragraph, but the fundamentalreTonsibility remains upon the social indifference and ignorance ofthe people of the State and of the legislators chosen to representthem. Are there not men and women in Arkansas who will take itupon themselves to investigate and to rouse public authority andprivate wealth to the immediate necessity for action?
Mention has been made in some detail of the research activ¡ties ofthe university in connection with the agricultural industry. Thisresearch is supported in part by the Federal Government. Anyonewho knows anything.of the history of agricultural development inthe United Stas and in Arkinsas can not fail to recognlize the enor-mous contribution to agricultural production that has been madethrough the wo* of the agricultural experiment stations. New andimproved cropstave been developed. Livestock has been improvedand protected m disease. Pests have been eliminated or con-trolled. New uses have been discovered for old products. Quitegenerallriii, all States the contribution to the economic prosperityand the material development made by research in agriculture isunderstood and appreciated.

The money invested in agricultural research repays the original
investment a thousandfold. It is curious that the value of research,values in terms of cash returns, to say nothing of the profits in termsof human comfort and happiness, have not been as fully or as coin,-only recognized by State universities in other fields of investigation.
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Arkansas is a State that does not abound in wealth and variety of

natural resources. Those that exist have not been fully developed.

The conAercial and industrial possibilities of the State are not yet
realized. The State can make no investment that will make such
large returns in greater wealth as will liberal provision for research

in fields other than those of agriculture. Research in health and
sanitation that adds but one more productive day each year to the

pI lives of the people of the State will increase the wealth of the State
by millions of dollars annually. Research in business methods that
save merchants of the State only 1 per cent of their yearly cost of
doing business will make the difference between prosperity and
poverty. Research in engineering that discovers but one additional
means of utilizing the clays of the State or that save* a fraction of
the fuel bill of the State means the difference betwein abundance and
penury. Discovery of gold, diamonds, or oil is more spectacular, but
the invention of a single machine that enables one man to do the

work of three may mean more ultimate usable wealth than is returned
by all the oil wells and Old mines of any State in the Union. These
things come through investigation and research.

It is to the university that the State must look for the develops
ment of a program of research that will do more for the prosperity
of Arkansas than any other single available or prospective source of

material gain. Only at the university may be found or assembled

the men who have the training and incentive to prosecute research

of the kind that will best serve the State. In the past the university
research program has been restricted and starved by insufficient
funds and lack of appreciation of the fundamental importance of
investigation. The commission earnestly urges that as rapidly as

the present resources of the State permit the competent men on the

university staff be granted aid to develop research programs and

that the university be encouraged to add to its staff more physical

and social scientists who are prepared to carry on and to Oirect
research in fields that will add to the resources of Arkansts.

But support of research by men already trained elsewhere is only

a part of the problem and one means of attack. Well-trained
research men are in demand elsewhere and hard to find. The State
should afford lifetime opportunities for its more brilliant young

people to acquire congenial and useful occupations and at the same
time insure to the State its own staff of research workers to delve
into the unsolved problems that affect Arkansas life by providing
funds in liberal quantity to the university to develop graduate study.

Research workers are developed under modern conditions
through the training and guidance that they receive in the grad
schools of our universities. At present, as has already been slw
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the number of students preparing in Arkansas for productive careersas students and scholars is woefully deficient. The university cannot develop or afford graduate opportuilities that should be avail-able through the highly competent scientists that are now on its staffbecause its resources do not permit their release to any large extentfrom the undergraduate and elementary teaching that they mustcarry on. More money should be provided which will enable theuniversity to increase its staff so as to release at least part of thetime of able members for the direction of graduate work.

Further, some of the most capable and brilliant students come fromfamilies of relative poverty; they are compelled to make their ownway while they secure° an education. Institutions in' other Statesprovide scholarships and fellowships in generous amounts for suchstudents. They draw no Stats lines when they discover a studentwho gives promise of becoming an outstanding research worker.Many of the institutions that lead in training for research are locatedin populous centers, where even without institutional grants of finan-cial aid the ambitious student may secure relatively easy employmentat high rates that enable him to pursue his scholarly ambitions. Thebest brains among the young people of the State are being drawnaway from Arkansas by both these inducements offered elsewhere--generous fellowships and remunerative part-time employmeilt. Theydo not return to Arkansas. Their interests awl opportunities areestablished in other communities. The State can not afford to donothing to stem this outflowing tide of its most scholarly young menand women. The university should be provided with funds for theaid of graduate students even more liberally than is the case of insti-tutions where other opportunities are offered. It is a slow process tobuild up the atmosphere and the list of accomplishments that makea university a great graduate tend research center. The Universityof Arkansas can not now or for a long time to come hope to rival thewell-established graduate schools; it should provide opportunities ford retain many students for graduate work who by reason of abilityable and by reason of sentiment or material advantage are.willingo associate themselves with the fortunes of their home State inpacifies of scholarly research.
There is only one institution ,to be found in Arkansas where higheals and standards of scholarship are developing as distinguished
m missionary zeal to serve the immediate and pressing needs ofucational demand: This is the University of Arkansas. Fre-uently during its work in the 'State the survey commission was toldat the university is aloof, indifferent, hard-hearted in the presenceI aspiration, unwilling to participate in the psomotion of demo-tic education. The commission discovered for itself many evig.

are
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dences that could be interpreted in these senses. Yet fully aware ag
the commission is of the needs, the inunediate problems, and the Emil.
tations to human ambition that exist in Arkansas, seriously convinced
adit is of the part that may be played in the solution of thttse ques
tions by generally available and cheap education, and stirred as it

has been by the pressing economic and social demands of the situa-
tion, the commission recognizes the value and necessity that exist
for apparently ruthless hewing to the line in the establishment and

maintenance of ideals and standards of high scholarship. These

things are not common in Arkansis. They have a contribution to

make that may seem remote, that may be difficult to understand, and

that may upon occasion even result in injustice to individuals, but,
nevertheless, a contribution without which the goal. of educational
achievement is pitched to the scale of mediocrity and ultimate failure.
Therefore, the commission wishes to commend the University of Ar.
kansas for such courage as it may have shown in defense of these
ideals and to urge that they be maintained without compromise. At
the same time the commission recognizes that the struggle to estab-
lish high standards of scholarship under adverse circumstances may

tend to develop into overemphasis upon forms and procedures and
into mere stubborn conservation which is antagonistic to vigorous
development and blind to new opportunities. These attitudes defeat
the purpose that led to their development. Leadership in the estal)-
lishment of scholarly standards and ideals is a function that thp uni-
versity should exercise ; it can do so only by a vigorous policy of
participation in the educational life of the State. Leadership is lost
eitén in the field of scholarship when an institution drifts into the
backwaters of the life of its time and of its community and refuses
to take responsibility in the rapidly moving currents of contemporary.
development.

This report has älready indicated that in the opinion of the survey

commission there are two almost equally important methods by which
increased and möre efficient higher educational service may be secur
by the State from its higher educational institutions, increased finan
cial support, and reorganization of control to secure better articula.

tion of program and management. It has recommended that in
creased support be made to depend to a degree upon cooperation
coordinating the elements of the State's entire educational sys
It has urged a specific readjustment of the status of the $tate depa
ment of education and of the relations of the State board of education
to the government of .the teachers college at Conway and Arkad
'phia, and to the administration of teacher training in the juni
colleges at Jonesboro, Magnolia, and Monticello. The question na

rally arises to what shall be the relationship of the university
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the unification of the State's educational efforts through adjustmentof Me agencies that govern its institutions.

It' is rather obvious that the functions of the university are inmany respects different from thóse of the others institutions of theState. Yet it shares with them dependence upon the high schools ofthe State for its students. It equally with them is preparing itsstudents for participation in the life of Arkansas. It has an impor-tant. obligation to prepare teachers and supervisors for the publicschools of the State. Articulatict of the university with the juniorcolleges is essential if the outstanding students of the latter institu-tions are to be given an opportunity to continue their education intothe upper years of college and beyond smoothly and easily. The uni-versity whether it will or no must serve the students of its localcommunity in much the same capacity that the junior colleges do inoffering higher educational facilities to their regions. These condi-tions make it clear that the university can not be regarded as aninstitution separate and apart from the other agencies of educationprovided by the State. Should this common interest be cementedand confirmed and to a larger degree controlled by means of extend-ing the functions of the university governing board to include anyother elementp in the higher educational system I
In answering this question the survey commission has taken intoconsideration many factors and many relationships, but none is moreimportant than the past and present experience of the State in assign-ing to the university board cotitrol over units not located inFayetteville.
The university board formerly controlled the institution fornegroes at Pine Bluff. The commission was informed by manyreliable authorities in the State that the board of the university tookittle active interest in the institution when it was controlled by teeniversity. The administraiion of the university devoted consider-ble attention to the institution, but was willing that it be relievedf the responsibility when it was proposed to place the college atme Bluffs under a separate board. The commission itself investi-ted with considerable care the relationships between the universityd its medical.college at Little Rock. It could discover no evidencekeen consciousness of the conditions that exist and that have beenescribed, either on the part of the administration or the board, norious sénse of responsibility, or estimate of the relative values ofrtain phases of the work at FaTetteville and at the medical college.n so far as evidence Available to the commission gave indication ofhe existing relationship between the university and the medical col-ege it appears that'university concern lacks vigor and that the medi-college is in the main lift to fight itaown battles without the
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aggressive interest and backing of an influential .governing body,
Various university authorities assured members of the commission
that the university's very able and competent board was interested

primarily in the institution at Fayetteville and that it would be im-
.possible to assemble in the State a body better suited to handle the

affairs of the institution. In view of these reports and conditions the
survey commission was very reluciant to suggest the association with
.the university of any other element of the State's educational system.

The only affiliation of institutions with the university that was

suggested and supported by arguments of some weight was that of

bzinging the junior colleges under the control of the university board.
This proposal was carefully co,nsidered. The clear need for coordi-
nation of junior college work with the upper divisiori of the univer-
sky was the most forceful argumekit advanced in favor of this sug-

gestion. It seemed to the commission, however, that upon both

theoretical and practical grounds the work of the junior colleges at

Jonesboro, Magnolia, and Monticello is much more closely related to-

the secondary schools and to the State department of education than
to the university. Association of the teacher-training work of these
junior colleges with the State department of education was, there-

fore, regarded as both practicable, and desirable. This relationship
has already been described and recommended. If the judgment of
State authoriti... ould carry this recommendation one step farther

and place the j ior colleges in the same relationship to the State
board of education as is recommended for the 'State teachers' col.

a leges but retain the present boards of the junior colleges as advisory

bodies to represent and maintain local affiliations, the commission
would regard thé action as in harmony with purposes that in its
opinion the State should seek to accomplish. The junior colleges

have much in common. This is evident from the discussion of pre.

ceding chapters. They should be closely united under common con-

trol and provided with a single authoritative body to interpret thei
functions and relationships. It is suggested, therefote, that a singl

board be established for the three junior colleges at Jonesboro, Mag

nolia, and Monticello, preferably the State board of education, but i

this is not considered desirable, a comm% board responsible to

budgets and all the usual obligations of institutional governing bodi

upon which the State superintendent of public instruction should s
with full power to vote. The commission is inclined favorably to t
retention in each of the junior college districts of a local adviso
body.

It will be noted that no mention has been made of the junior co

lege at Russellville in connection with discussion of the functions
the State junior colleges, or ofi the proposed reorganization of go

r
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erning control. This omission has been made necessary by feason of
special conditions with reference to this institution. In the first
place its location close to the State teachers college at Conway tends
to make it less necessary that it exercise teacher-training functions.In the second place, its plant is in lamentable condition. In the
third place, the utterly useless textile building and equipment upon
which so much State money was expended constitute visible evidence
that political rather than eductional advantage has played a largepart in the destinies of the institution. In the fourth place, local
business and political forces seem to have exerted and to continue to
exercise a sinister influence over the institution and to provide an
atmosphere in which it will be difficult for any institution of high
character to develop. For these reasons the survey commission is
strongly inclined to recommend the abolition of the school. The
survey commission is of the opinion that the State can well affordto turn the plant over to local city or other authorities and withdraw
State support. If this is impossible or regarded by State authority
as inadvisable the school should be associated with the other junior
colleges alder a single governing body, preferably the State board of
education.
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Physical Want and libraries

a

The commission inspected the pt¡ical planti of all the highe
education-al institutions of Arkinsas with considerable care. Without excePtion it wat favorably impressed by the sditability of thsites selected and by the healthful locations that appear to have bee
cliosen. In no case has the land available for campus purposes bee
sotrestricted as to render development difficult. Table 48 sbows theamount and use made of the land owned by the institutions .and supports the opinion of the survey commission based upon observation.

TAlux 17. Lands owned by various schools end uses

Institution Total
number
id acres Campus

proPer

Jonesboro
Monticello
Mag1201A
Rumllville
Arkadelphia_
Conway
Fayetteville

a

Use

Athletics
Farm and

recreation

\ 4

564
710
393
700
494
79

1, 163

15
214
30
55

384 30
200 120

665 20
18 10
43 6

1, 007 11

Forests,
etc.

Nevertheless, it was apparent,

that in several institutjpn§ the look-tion of buildings upon the land available had beeii done with littleforesight and insufficient planning. This is markedly the case atArkadelptia, where the arrangement gives á helter-skelter impres-sion. In this instance the State has taken over a property for Nslose
development it was not responsible, a property, moreover, that willprobably prove mop expensive td put into condition appropriateto the purposes for which it is intended than would an entirelynew plant.

At none of the institutions has the attractiveneEis of site been
supplemented or fully realized through consistent plans for plant-ings of flowers, trees, and shrubbery. Such plans should be de-
veloped for, all the institutions by competent landscape archi
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nd put into éffect by means of local or private donation. The
mount of money required to make great improvement in the ap-
earance of the grounds would not be large, and the institutional
udgets should include allowances for proper maintenance and con-,
'lined betterment. Is in other portions of this survey, the coinmis-
Ion wishes to emplvisize in this conneCtion the practical and cul-
ural itnportänce of attractive and beautiful surroundings to the
evelopinent of Arkansas echcational sta dards. Intellectual ability

be fully realized in fkeg atmosph re of socittl and Lesthetic

external appearance of the buildings of the institutiorial
hints is in most instance% not unsuitable to landscape development.
he commission was favorably impressed by the general external

iippearance of the buildings and of their grouping. There were
rew buildings'that were eyesores. A notable exception to this
;eneral impression .was discovered at Arkadelphia, not only with
.eference to the architecture and relationship of the buildings one

another, but also ill twd shed-like structures surrounded by junk
hat would do credit to no educational institution. 'These sheds
ihould be razed atP once And the nondescript accumulations that
,iirround them ciisposed of.

Inspection of the inttrioi of the buildipgs quite generally' served
o destroy the favorable impression created by their external appear-,
'nee. With the exception of the negro institution at Pine Bluff
here are but three major structures in all the institutions of higher'
earning in Arkansas that are of fireproof construction, the agric
,ural and engineering buildings at the university and an otherise
inattractive ptructure at Mortticello. The construction of frame ,
nd so-:called " slow-buining" buildings (with .wooden stairways)

ms led to rapid deterioration under the wasteful policy followed
?radically everywhere except at the university lind Magnolia of
;kimpingtupkeep 4na care. In all the othér institutions were some
mildings q with paint scaled and dirty; plaster cracked, discolored/
tnd in some ihstitutions actually fallen from the lath ; sagging doors
with padlocks in some instances taking the place of more conven-
ional hardware. Composition blackboards we're warped and
melded. Molding was loose or had disappeared entirely. Floors
xere battered and splintered.

The commission wisjleis to emphasize that the unsatisfactory plant
mditións are not ii 'the main due to poor institutional manage-
ment. Many of thtiftuilditigs are ord and of construction poorly
idapted to tconotily of upkeep and to the uses of an educational
institution. Within remit years it seems to have been the oiform
policy of the legislature to deny all requests for new huildings. Fur.,
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ther, adequate funds for reconstruction and upkeep have not been
furnished, although the tone of the institutions is seriodsly affected
by existing conditions and the practice of peimitting rapid deteriora-
tion is most wasteful of the plant resources already owned.

The iieople of the State should fully understand the effect upon
educational standards of the policies that have prevailed in the
State's management of its institutional plants. The connection is

direct and easily understood. Money has not been supplied specifi-
cally for new construction and remodeling. New construction and
remodeling could bè undertaken by the institutions only in the case
of most pressing needs. The cost of such work has been paid in
large part from funds which should have gone directly into payment
of teachers, provision of educational equipment, and better mainte-
nance of the plant as it stood. In other words, the institutions haye
been compelled to rob Peter to pay Paul. The institutions need all
of the allocated mill talus and institutional fees for bperation and
maintenance. All additions to capital investment 'should be, proiided
by the State through special appropriatior,is &rivet from funds
other than the mill taxes already illocated to the -institutiors or by
an additional tax other than the general property tax, specifically
allocated to construction purposes. These are the practices in many
States. The former meth9d, special appropriation fot additional
'capital investments, insures that permanently allocated taxes shall
not be diverted from strictly educational Purp8ses to unwise or waste-.
ful building. The latter method, the allocation of a specific tax .or
portion thereof to building purposes, makes it possible for the insti-
tutions to develop 'and follaw a long-time building program based
'upon Careful plafis for educaional 'growth, and when accompanied
by millage or other form of tax specifically allocated to institutional
'operation and maineenance 'Places the entire responsibility upon. the
institutions for coprdinated development of plant and educational
program. Either of these methods makes it possible for the State
'and itA legtslp.ture. to determine with considerable 'acciiracy whether
the mana0ments of the institutions are 4ndling the funds available
to good advantage. The present situation which 'requires. 0,e insti-
tutions to provide fár both* educational and capital inyestmlfit needs
from one fund makei- it difficult for- any but 'experts to determine
With any degree of ctirtainty whether ,the changing division of ex-
penditure from year to year between educational and plant invest-
ment is wise or economical. Since Puildings are material things
that can be seen the institutions 'may be . tempted to unwise And ul-

economital plant. expenditures at the expense of the more intangible
educationa? activities. Shim the Thik4a1 are very limited, hand-to-
mouth practices miiy lead, and, in "the opinion of the survey commis-
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sion, have JO in All the institutions of Arkansas, .with the exception
of the university to short-tinte viewpoints and mediocre accomplish-
ments in both areas of institutional development.

Nor is the practice that has .been followed in Arkansas with refer-
ence to provision of capital investment funds confined in its ill
effeds to use of funds provided by the State. The 'students, many
of whom are from families that are not wealthy, are by indirect
and concealed methods requirqd to provide funds for use in fur-
nishing the State .with the capital needed to construct or repair
buildings at as institutions. Fees paid by students for specific edu-
cational and recreational .purgoses are not being expended entirely
for these purposes, but portions of the sums thus collected are placed
in the general funds of some of the institutions and used for building
or other purposes. The defense of the institutions that follow this
practice deliberately, or unconsciously by reason of financial account-ing that fails tò show the condition of funds collected for specific
purpoks or from specific sources, is that it nmikes rio difference
whether the money fcir any single activity or operation comes from
one source or another. It is contended that the amount of money is
only so much and that it is usWess to distinguish from what sources
savings for expansion of plant or educational purposes come. The
fallacy ,of this reasohing would become evident if students, parents,
or the State should demand to know wheiher the money collected
for a specific activity is actually being spent in amounts equal to
the sum collected. For instance, is the institution spending as muchfor its student Lbealth service as it collects from students in health-
service fees? Does one fee cover a variety of purposes, such as
health, librar-yr athletics; and incidentals, in such fashion that it
is impossible for a student to determine how much he is called upon
to pay for his own health and recreation facilities and how much
he is called upon to pay for educational servic through the library
and incidental educational activities? Are boird and room charges
so combined that neither the student nor the institution knows what
either actually costs?' Is the institution inaking a profit from any
or all of these activities, a profit which is ,cosncealed by means ,of
lumping all receipts togettier and which mf;y be expended for capital
investment? ..Except at the university, these questions can not be
answered satisfactorily by any of the higher institutions of the
State. As i pointed out.by the chapter of this report dealing with
business management, this condition is largely due to failure of
institutions, other than the university, to budget activities, plant
investment, and, the sources of their support and to set up adequate
budget controls. In so fax as thesse institiitional practices result! fn
unwise capital investments, the *institutions are responsible for the' a4 .
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condition of their plants; but the commission wishes to emphasize
once more that the degree of institutional responsibility in this
respect is to a considerable degree lessened by the conditions of
hand-to-mouth *management imposed upon them by the State policy
with reference to provision of funds for capital investment.

The situation that actually exists in the higher institutions of the
State with respect to physical plants may be illustrated by certain
specific examples.

The huge classrooms in the main building at Russellville are large
enough to accommodate two or three ordinary classes. It is probably
impossible to remedy this condition witholit entirely reconstructing
the inte.r.),r of the building. Obviously th% size of the rooms was
prescribed by some one totally ignorant of die space needed for col-
lege classes. They constitute an excellent object lesson in the ex-
pense which may be entailed by poor planning. Further, at Russell-
ville is the $45,000 textik building, housing $30,000 "worth of idle
machinery, although there is not and never has been need in Rustsell-
ville or in Arkansas for a textile school. The building stands as a
monument to the waste that results from allowing local interests
rather than State welfaré to dictate educational expenditureas
mute testimony truthe diversion of funds from useful to useless ex-
penditures thEit results when commerciatignorance rather than educa-
tional statesmanship attempts to guide educational development.
Arkansas education is in sore need of the $75,000 that was almost
entirely thrown away upon the textile building and equipment at
Russellville. To make the biiilding of real value to an educational
institution of the kind that might be created 'at Russellville would
require an additional expenditure of at least $25,000. In the opinion
of the survey commission this money can be expended more advan-
tageously in any of the other institutions of the State.

At Jonesboro the engineering building and equipment are being
put tst only a small fraction 'of their possible usefulness. Enrollment
in shop courses is entirely too small for the itcilities provided and the
building is unfit for oth91. purposes as now tirrailged and equipped.

At Fayetteville the b6utifu1 agriculture building with its splen'
did library room and classroonis is unnecessarily devoid of students.
If the enrollment in agricultural courses is too small to insure effi-
cient use of the building, there is no good re. son why classes inother
curricula and courses sfiould not be scheduled there instead of in the
unattractive and uniatisfactory ctasstoothg new in use.

Detailed illustra icing. of ,plant nett* might be multiplied, but in
the- opinion of the survey odinmissioil them are two aspects:of these
needs that require special and detai* treatment, provisiop ,for stu-
dent living, and for library facili es. The elassrocen, laboratory,
and,physical education phases of 'physical plant need additional
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support, especially for remodeling and repair, but the primary needs
ill general are for better rooming and dining facilities and for devel-
opment of adequate libraries. These two matters will be discussed
in turn.

By means of a special inquiry the commission attempted to deter-
mine where the students of Arkans'as institutions live while they are
attending college. Table 18 shows the results of one phase of this
study for the State as a whole.

TABLE 18.Where Arkansas college students room

Classification

AL.

Where root

At orne

Secondary
, 338Special

25..Fre:hman
336sophomore
193Junior
99Senior_
83First year professional

1 12Second year professional
1Third year professional_ ,

2

Total
le

Dormitory

877
0a

2ai
75
65
4

1, 039 1, M4

1Fraternity Private
or club family

2

114
04
67
9

3

392

115
18

403
265
138
.80
15
3
3

1, 038

It will be noted that when all the higher institutions of the State
are considered together approximately bne-third of the students
eporting live in college dormitories.
What .conditiorls of living does the State provide for these stu-

dents in the institutional dormitories,/ The answers to this question
are contained in the following statement of the results of the 'survey
conimission inspection.

At Jonesboro the boys' and girls' dormitories are in a bad stateof repair. Inside toilets are insufficient in number and ivithout
natural light or ventilation.

At. Russellville the p1astç is off the walg bf the boys' dormitory
in great patches. Radiate are rusty. Most of the rooms are
squalid, containing dirty, s. arred, double or sirigle beds. Many
rooms that are entirely too s all fins the oc4ancy of two students
are occupied by three. Ilea girLs' dormitories at Russellville need
new floors, decorating, plastering, and mul bettvr bathing facilities.

The university at Fayetteville has two dormitoriesone for men
and one ftlr women. Toilet and bathing facilities are inaaeqbate
and primitive. The ¡iris' dormiteiry is equipped with so-called fire
escapes consisting of narrow metal ladders clinging closely to like
brick walk
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The Caddo Club, at Conway, used as a dormitory for girls, shoiild
be abandoned at once. . It is a wretched frame building, with cheerless
and drab interior, indescribably Poor toilet and bathing facilities,
and is entirely unfit for habitation by those who presumably are to
assist in setting new testhetic and health standarils for Arkansas.

At Arkadelphia the upper part of the administration building is
used for a girls' dormitory. It is not clean and toilets are poor.
Paint and plaster are needed. The exits to fire escapes are' through
windows which must be raised upward to enable one to make an exit
from the building. The total space available for exit is only half
the height of the window. Two members of the commission who
succeeded in crawling through the aperture did not remain long; the
shakiness-of the fire escapes under the weight of two men was suffi-

cient demonstration that they would be thoroughly unsafe if loaded
by students attempting to escape from a fire. A number of " inside"
rooms are used as dormitory rooms. They contain double instead
of single beds. There aré 9 tubs ptnd 9 commodes for 100 people.

At Magnolia, in the high-lightkasement of the boys' dormitory
there are rooms used as living quarters, which, in the spring of the
year often contain 3 inches of water. Students are warned of these
conditions before they accept the rooms, but are permitted to use
them. if theytso elect. Space is so`limited thai the rooms are in use.

Toilet and bathing facilities in the dormitory are poor and limited.
In one of the women's dormitories at Magnolia there are 2 tubs for
40 girls.

At Monticello, Wells Hall, a dormitory for men, contains one
lavatory and three commOdes for 70 men. Sorrell's Hall contains
three commodes for 110 men. There is an outside bathhouse with 8
to 10 showers.., The floors of the dorniitory are unsanitary, the room

.,)

furnishings and closets-undesirable, and many öf the rooms unfit for
student use.

Willard Hall, for girls, is clean .but needs repair. The floors are
ithout rugs. Tlere are 4 tubs, 6 commode), and no lavatoriea for

13 udents. Tin wash basins' are used in the rooms.
No attempt has been made to describe the odors, the disorder, the

*spvcific character of crude equipment, or the characteristic forms .of

dirtiness that were discovered. It is believed that the evidenFe sub-
mitted is sufficient justification for the recommendation thai prac-
tically all the institutional dormitories in the State be razed and
replaced by new modern structures or gutted and the interiors én-

tirely remodeled. The .exterior walls are in some instwnces ifi. such
condition that ihey may be worth saving, although expense of such
reconstruction may be almost equal to that of new buildings.

These new dormitories should insure what the old omen do not,
namely, that (1) theatudents shall be adequately protected from .fire'
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hazard; (2) the students shall be guarded against dangers of con-
tagious and infectious diseases through provision of adequate light,
heat, and ventilation, adequate toilet and bathing facilities, adequate
janitorial service; and (3) the students shall be freed from the
danger of moral contagion and encouraged to develop standards of
decent and refined living by privacy for toilet find bathing and by
strict avoidance of overcrowding rooms.

In Arkansas it is especially true that students come to' .college and
and university not only to acquire certain skills and "book learning,"
but also to acquire improved habits and modes of living, individually
and collectively, in the development of which the conditions of
dormitory life are certain to play an important part. Of all building
obligations the obligation to provide proper housing for students is
one of the first.

No brief is presented in favor of extravagant or luxurious living
conditions for studonts. The argument is rather for proper stand-
ards of cleanliness,"comfort, safety, arid decency. The dormitories
of the idstitutions of higher learning in Arkansas havé less to offer in
these respects than any other buildings inspected.

Even in the matter of the most commonly dreaded hazard, fire,
no adequate protection is provided. The danger is so great that tile
survey commission recommends an immediate survey by the Arkansas
Fire Prevention Bureau.

Not only is the hazard of fire a constunt one, but also the dormi-
tories constitute a grave menace to physical health because of poor
ventilation, poor lighting, overcrowded rooms, wretched toilet and
bathing facilities, and obsolete methods of cleaning. Naturally, some
institutions are doing more than others to maintain proper_conditions.
This is notably true of the university and Magnolia. But all labor
under the same basic handicap of old and inappropriate dormitory
buildings.
'Closely related to dormitory facilities are those provided for

dining purposes. Kitchens and dining rooms are an important part
of the school plant. It should be unnecessary to argue -at lepgtb
that the slining rooms and kitchens of these institutions should be
immaciiiately clean; that the kitchen should be equipped with modern
devices for saving labor and for insuring the hygienic preparation Cof
food in large quantities; that the difiing room shauld be devoid of
objectionable odors, its walls suitably decorated and adorned in a
modest way, its ortains, linen, and tableware clean and attractive.

In only two institutions of the State, Pine Bluff and Magnolia,
did the survey commission inspect kitchens and dining rooms and
partake of the food provided without a féeling of repugnance. At
Magnolia these rooms were clean, Attractive, and entirely devoid of
the institutional odor so characteristic of similar rooms in the other

49288.-81-6
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schools. The high-grade and well-paid man in charge of the prepa-
ration of food at Magnolia may be in large part the explanation of
the excellent conditions found there. Thus the economy of efficient
service is amply demonstrated, because while the food is most attrac-
tive and the surroundings and service most desirable at Magnolia,
the cost per student is the least in the State.

All of the State-supported institutions of higher learning in
Arkansas need modern, fireproof, well-lighted, well-heated, well-
ventilated, and well-maintained dormitories and dining halls. How
shall these be provided?

Table 18 shows that 1,234 students out of 3,753 reporting, that is,
almost exactly one-third, room in dormitories and this means in
practically every instance that they eat in the college dining hall.
Assuming that these students should be provided with modern room-
ing and dining accommodations it is estimated that approximately
$600,000 should be invested immediately for this purpose. It is
suggested that this investment be distributed among the instiAtions
in the approximate proportions represented by the sums suggested
as follows: Jonesboro, $80,000; Monticello, *.:0,000; Magnolia,
$80,000; Arkadelphia, $150,000; and Fayetteville3 $50,000.1 If the
institution at Russellville is retain'ed approximately $80,000 addi-
tional will be required.

In the opinion of the survey Commissionfthis is the minimum im-
'mediate investment that should be made on better living conditions
for the college Atudents of Arkansas. The construction 'should be
in accordance with the standards suggested by a preceding
paragraph.

Consideration of the library needs of the higher institutions of
Arkansas is placed in this chapter on the physical plant not because
library buildings are the sole library requirement of the institutions,
but because they constitute a necessary pferequisite to proper housing
of the books and,other printed material that should be furnished
soon as they can be protected properly.

At Conway a small library building of modern character is being
constructed upon the basis of an emergtncy proclamation issued by
Governor Parnell. W, ith the additional exception of the institution
at Pine Bluff, this is the only library accommodation in any of the
higher institutions of the State that even approaches th%demands- (If
a modern educational plant. No other institution in the State has
a separate library building. No other institutiori in the State has a
safe and convenient place for the zi ..ge and use of the printed
material that constitutes . the heart of an institution of higher
learning.

I Par remodeling of present facilities. e

;

as:

t.k.
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In order to determine something of the nature and size of the
problem involved, Table 19 shows for each institution and for all
institutions the size of pretent library collections.

TABLE 1'6. Number of volume.; and pamphlets in library and number of
perio icals taken

11

Institution

Jonesboro
Monticello
Mar:Iona

Atka lelphia
Conway
Fayettevflle

Total

.011h.

Number ot

Volume Pamphlets

. 2

4, 932
5, 200
5, 000
5, 199
9, 072

12, 762
95/000

I 10, 400
4, 875

140
I 12, 500

(I)
5,800

(I)

Pexiodicals
taken

4

74
76
79

65
135
738

mmw.

137, 18,5 _____ 1, 230

The survey commission regards these figures as unreliable. They are based upon estimates that areclearly excessive.
3 No record.

If it is estimated that these Collections should be valued at
approximately $200,000, the amount certainly represents tilt mini-
mum. It is probable that the library of the university alone con-
Hills' books and other material that should be valued far in excess
of this sum. Further, a widely accepted minimum standard for
annual expenditures for purchase of books and magazines is $5 per
student.. Some institutions spend three or four times .this amount.
Arkansas has approximately 4,000 students in its higher institutions.
If it.meets this minimum standard, the investment in materials to be
housed in its libraries should increase at the rate of approximately
$00,000 per year.

However, the safe housing of library books ieh considerable
sums of money are invested is not the only coma raticin Mat leads
the survey commission tò recommend the immediate development of
modern library buildings and facilities. Under modern conditions
of instruction use of books is the most important element in the
instruction and learning of students. Every student in a college or
university, if his instructors use up-to-date methods and if he does
His work creditably, should spend. at least one hour a day in the
library.

modern conception of the place of the library in education
it the center from which all lines of educative activity radiate.
of the modem libraries, besides providing a main reading
provide also accessible, well-lighted gtacks which inviti3 stuA
to -work there, librarian's office, iiminif rooms, periodical

The
makes
Many
room,
denti3

1

_
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rooms, rooms for " browsing " where students may read along lines
of their own interest, and many other features impossible where the
library occupies only a room or two in a building consttlucted for
other purposes.

In view of the danger of loss of the-present book collections through
fire, in view of the increasing importance of the part played by
the library in education, in view of the inadequate space now pro-
vided in many of the institutions for stacks and reading rooms, and
in view of the rapid growth certain to be experienced by the libraries
of all the schools during the next few years, the commission feels
justified in recommending that one of the first buildings to be
provided each school be a library.

In the construction of the building no " penny-wise " policy should
prevail. The building should be fireproof throughout, adequate for
present needs and for the needs of the immediate future, and should
provide for additions without undue expense when such additions
are needed.

It is the judgment and the recommendation of the survey commis-
sion that the housing of the universiti library should be regarded as

the most pressing obligation of the State to make new capital invest-
ment. The library at the university is now housed in the old main
building, a veritable fire trap. If this building should be destroye(t
by fire, the loss of the 95,000 volumes there housed would be irre-
parable. In many cases the books could not be replaced at any price
if they were destroyed. separate fireproof housing should be pro-
vided, and in the judgment of the survey commission at least $350,000
should be made available for a university library of the type of
coastruction adopted for the engineering and agricultural buildings.

It is somewhat more difficult to estimate the appropriate çost of
library facilities for the other instautions of the State. However,
no additional State expenditure is recommended for the ih'stitution
at Russellville in view of the -disposition that in the opinion of the
survey commission should be made of this junior college. The insti-
tution at Pine Bluff is sufficiently cared for by its present library
housing although it is seriously in need of larger bo9k funds. As
has been noted, Conway had under construction at the time of the
commission visit a library building to cost, it is uhderstood, approxi-
mately $50,000, although no prckision had been made by appropria-
tion'for this expenditure. The commission believes that this library
is planned on too small a scale and that it should be extended in
the immediate future. It isrt:Jklin'., o ended that $100,000 be provided
for the entire building. A similar amount is clearly needed at Ark-
adelphia: The three other institutions, those at Jonesboro, Monti-
cello, and Magnolia, should each have a separate, modern library

O

.
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building. The commission estimates that an allowance of $75,000
for this purpose to each of these junior colleges would be adequate
for present needs. The buildings, however, should be fireproof and

'so designed as to permit expansion. Measures should be taken to
insure that the buildings be designed for library purposes exclusively
and not constructed upon plans intended to provide more classroom
:pace at the expense of library needs. It is suggested that a single
architect and one'set of plans be employed for these three librgries.

The need for student and library housing by no means exhausts the
pressing plant requirements of the higher institutions of Arkansas.
Irt the judgment of the survey commission the most urgent of these
additional demands is that for a new science building at the uni-
versity. The physics and chemistry work of the institution are
housed in utterly obsolete and inadequate quatters. These fields of
work are basic to the ¡resent program of the university, tibsolutely
essential to developmeht of research and graduate work and give
greatest promise of material benefit in the economic development of
the State. It is earnestly recommended that at least $350,000 be pro-
vided immediately for the construction of the first of the two science
buildings that are urgently needed.

The survey commissiÒ'n has thus far in this chapter recommended
tho expenditure of approximately $1,715,000 upon capital investment.
Exact costs would, of course, have to be determined by detailed plans
and estimates.

In addition to these needs provision should be made immediately
for minor additions, repairs, and construction. The piversity ur-
gently needs a central storehouse to insttre more economical purchas-
ing, mora careful protection of supplies and equipment in stock, and
better efficiency in distribution. The buildings at Conway need ex-
tensive repairs, and facilities for physical education should be pro-
vided. Although it is impossible to estimate what the entire plant
requirements of the teachers college .at Arkadelphia will be, it is
obvious that extensive repairs 'and remodeling and a new training-
school building are essential. The junior colleges at Magnolia, Jones-
boro, and Monticello require that considerable expénditures be made
for repairs and redecoráting if their plants are not to be allbwed to
deteriorate beyond rec'lamation. It is suggested that fdr these mis-
cellaneous purposes the sum of $285,000 be made available.

The tothl immediate expenditure upon physical plant recommended
by the cemmission amounts to $2,000,000. This is not a great sum
as measured by the capital inv'estment made in their higher eddca-
tionál plants by other StAteds. Obviously, however, Arkansas should
not attempt to raise such a sum from current taxes. The commis-
sion suggests that the State issue serial bonds to the amount indi-,
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cated payable over a period dof 20 years. The sums required for
interest and retirement should be provided for by taxation and
should not in the slightest degree be dedticted from the millagd avail-
able to the institutions for operation and maintenalice. The commis-
sion suggests further that the mfllage taxes kiivailable tx; the institu-
tions, student fees, and all forms of institutional income other than
gifts be confined by legislative act to expenditures for operation and
maintenance in accordance with a uniform system of accounting and
classification of expenditures.

o

These immediate expenditures will not put the educational plants
of the State in first-class condition. The university will continue to
need a second science unit, a building for the social sciences, and
modern quarters for education, home economics, and physical edu-
cation. The institutions at Conway and Arkadelphia should be sup-

, plied in the not far distant future with new recitation and laboratory
housing. If the institution at Russellville is to be continued, at least
$25,000 should be furnished for remodeling the textile building for
use as science laboratories and recitation purposes. But the survey
commission has carefully considered the resources of the State with
reference to the entire educational program and reached the con-
clusions that for the present it can not recommend the immediate
investment of more than $2,000,000 in the plants of ihe higher
institutions.

c,)

.11
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Chap' ier VI

Ability to Support Education

Increased Fiscal Support and Capit41 Outlay are Necessary

In this report the survey commission is recommending not only
(1) increased fiscal support of elementary, secondary, and higher
institutions of 419rning; (2) increased services on all three levels,
aiming jit effective educational and vocational guidance; but also
(3) an iinmediate capital outlay for each publicly supported institu-
tion of higher learning in Arkansas. It has done so in the belief
that Arkansas can make this investment without violating sound
business principles. In this connection it wishes to quote certain
significant siatements made by the commission which surveyed the

schools of Arkansas in 1921. The statements are self-
explanatory. The remainder,of this section will present some of the
more important facts bearing on the question of increased support
for education in Arkansas.

In submitting its report to Gov. T. C. McRae on November 28,
1922, the honorary educational commission which had been ap-
pointed " with instructions to ascertain the true state of educational
effort and attainment Arkansas," said, among other things:

We have reached certain simple but fundamental conclusions: (1) The In-
crease of the material wealth of Arkansas depends primarily upon a greatly
improved public-sebool system*: (2) the public-school system of Arkansas is
approaching a fiscal breakdown, and 'it will require an aroused public sentiment
to maintain even present standvds, (3) there is sufficient wealth in Arkansas
now to provide for greatly increased facilities, without serious burden to our
citizens; and (4) there is a constantly growing sentiment in Arkansas for the
improvement of our public-school system, and the people will follow the sane
leadership of the governor, the State superintendent, and the legislature.

* Can Arkansas Support an Augmented Educational Program

Few informed people have ever believed that theoUnited States,
or any State, has ever even approximately approached the limits of
its capacity to pay for education. The often quoted annual bill for
luxuries of one kind 'or an-other bears witness to this. The States of
the United States can pay for what they want or for that in which
'they believe. During its brief participation in the World War the
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United States expended 30 billions of dollarsmore money than had
been spent for eduCation, public and private, in all the history of the
American Colonies and of the United States, from the founding of
Jamestown down to the prestInt time.

It is not unreasonable for Arkansas to set the average educational
program of her neighbors and lafer that of the United States as a,
standard if she takes due cognizance of what is implied in the
acceptance of such 'a standard. Some of these implications certainly
are : (1) Arkansas must develop a taxing system in accordance with
the best economic thought, in order to equitably distribute the finan-
cial burden to the end that productive industry be stimulated rather
than handicapped. This implies a marked regression from the gen-
eral property tax as a main source of revenue and progression toward
the use of priTerly balanced and administered inheritance, income,
excise, and severahce taxes. This *step is under way; (2) Arkansas
must make careful selection of educational leaders a6d administra-
tors and must so organize its educational effoils that every dollar
raised by 'taxation may be invested where it is,most needed and where
it will produce the maximum in educational results,' (3) Arkansas
must want more and better educational facilities and be willing to
sacrifice immediate satisfaction of other desires to educational
attainments.

Under these conditions, and with this faith no one can doubt
Arkansas' ability to pay for education. She can pay for what she
wants. During the year 1924 she expended for certain luxuries the
sum of $35,§93,003.1 This represents Arkansas' bill for tobacco, soft
drinks, ice cream, theaters, movies, and similar amusements, candy,
chewing gum, jewelry, sporting goods,loys, perfumes, and cosmetics.
The basis of the estimate is the rnited States Treasury reports on

excise taxes. " This stupendpus total exceeded all the taxes of every
description paid by residents of Arkansas in 1924" It is in round
figures four times the total expenaitures for education made by the
State of Arkansas in 1920. ,

Nevertheless, there is no inclination here to gloss over the obvious
fact that Arkansas possesses less economic ability to meet her educa-
tional obligation than do her neighbors. Table 20 .shows these rein-
tive abilities to be 0.41%-and 0.61, respectively, ofhe ability possessed
by the avrage of,the United States.

I Report of Arkansas commlssion-on business laws aqd taxation, Little Rock, Ark., 4929,
p. ,43.
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TABLE 20. Economic resources of the United States and seren States
Ow.

State

niteti States

1

Tennes.see
M issouri

k hthoma.
Texas

----- - - - - -----

81

Units of
econo
resou
per child
based on

the average
of the

United
States

2

1.00
. 50
. 07
. 61
. 68

State

libuisiana
Missi.ssippi
Arionsm
Stateoverage

Units of
economic
resourms
per child
based on

the average
of the
United
States

2

0. 55
. 34
. 41
. 61

These units are ratios of "economic p8wer" to "ed4ational obligation." See Norton, Joliñ K. Theability of the States to support education, National Education Association, 1926.

APkansas, therefore, has about ON,the gconomic ability of its im-
iiie-diate neighbors to meet her educational obligations. One can only
conjecture %what part of this lesser economic efficiency OP due to
Arkansas' neglect of education. Undoubtedly the fact that Arkansas
is economically less efficient that her ileiglibors is one of the best
reasons for increased attention to education. It is not easy to see
how anyone can doubt that such attentipn is necessary.

Remedy a Psychological, as Well as a Financial One

While Arkansas' economic ability is below the average of the
United States', nevertheless Arkansas can pay for an educational pro-
gram equal to the average of her neighbors and eventually equal to
tho average of the United States (1) if she believes in education as
an investment vd not an expénse, (2) if she wants more education
rather than more of the other things for which her money might be
spent, and (3) if she- seeks first the thorough training of her youtri
for meeting the problems of -life, in the assured faith that, if this Ails
done, things will be added unto them.

Arkansas Can Become a Prosperous State

Mere is little to be4 found in the economib statistics of Arkansas to
indicatethat she can Plead poverty as the fundamental and essen-
tially necessary cause a her general neglect of education. Table 217
shows the growth in Arkansas' wealth from $1,721,900,Q00 in 1912 to
$.4,599,617,000 in 1922.

4
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TABLE 21.-GaM ii Arkansas' wealth 1

Year

1880
1890
1900

Wealth

$286, 000, 000
455, 147, 000
604, 218, 000

Year Wealth

1912
1922_

$1, 721, 900, 000
2, 599, 617, OM

I Report of Arkansas Commission on Business Laws and Taxation, Little Rock, Ark., 1929, p. 53.

Table 22 shows Arkansas' economic growth, as indicated by various
items of economical significance, to be encouragingly rapid.

TABLE 22.-Econornic Mange* in Arkansas in 10 wars

Item
_.

Amount Amount

.

Year

1 3 3

,

4 1

1926
1928
1927
1928
1928
1927
1927
19 28
1927
1928
1928
1927
1927
1928

.
Building and loan assets ,
Volume of . business
Motor car . , ' s
corporatIon chive taxes
Bell telephone stations
Insurance premium taxes .

Value of mal production

1916
1916
1918
1918
1918
1919
1917
1919
1918
1919
1919
1918
1918
1919

$10, 174, 000
84 929, 813

41, 468
292, 070
42, 379

271, 656
12, 061, 702

1, 750, 000
2, 580, 001

145, 181, 000
100, 447, 828

2, 883, MO
30, 630, 000

9, 907, 482

lilt 030, 000
393, 596, 217

166, 110
me, on

76, 362
561, 9011

Se, 449, 000
1, 945 000
2, 708, 0111

167, 013 000
135, 849, 770

& 331
la, 041,000
26, 821, 661

,

ononT
es

Total bank resources I.
Total bank deposits \
Postal receipts
Life insurance sales
Savings deposit amounts

O

I Report of Arkansas Commission on Business Laws and Taxation, Little Rock, Ark., 1919, pp. 6041.

Has Arkansas Been Overtaxed m the Past?

Table 23 indicates that Arkansas's tax burden hu not been unduly
high. The trouble has inhered in an inequitable distribution of thee
burden.. General property has been forced to carry too great a share.
In 1919 the tax burden of Arkansas was lower than the tax burden
of any of the bordering States, exCept Texas and Oklahoma, on the
basis of the value of manufactured products. It wits but 75 per cent
of the average burden of the six neighboring States and but 58 per
cent of the average burden of the United States.

TABLE 23.-71aa eapendUsree per $1,000 of manufactured prod ,or.

State

Tax expend-

1170011
Manifes-

hued
State

United States
Tennessee
Missouri
Oklahoma

Tene ..... e ao ...................

Louisiana

Arkansas
Average of I neighbors .04041. 4.01111161111

Taxeipenà-
hare per
$1,000 of
menntso-

tured prod-
ucts

40. X
22.13
19. 42
25. 93

82
- T 1-77 -

$I. s _

: iç :,-
....

............ 41110...

...... .....

Year

Texas
=MI

04,, , . .

rr.r41114-,1a- . *** 1 : .*- t5 ,1 . '., r ,

,

4'

4'
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TANA 24.---Relotive State support accorded to education

State

United States
Tennessee
M issouri

klahoma
Texas
Imuisiana
M
Arkansas
State average

Annual educational expen-
ditures per child, 5 to 17
years of age, inclusive

Index of suppmI ae-
corded to education
(average of country
equals 100)

Ranking of 8tates
supported
education

1910 1918 1922 1926

3

1910 1918

7

1922 , 1925 1910 1918 1922

10 11 11

17.04 27. 59 55. 22 65. 51 100. 0 100.0 100.0 06.32 11.06 21.01 21.60 37.1 40.1 KO 36.0 43 4213.45 26.43 47.70 57.82 78.9 92.2 86.4 814.3 32 3112.99 19.42 4s.64 ass 76. 2 70.4 82. 5 65. 5 33 349.00 17.03 35.92 ass 53.3# 61.7 65.0 64.2 39 367. 90 10. 20 28.99 34. W 41 4 37.0 52. 6 52.0 41 434.46 &M 1&84 nso Is. 2 28.7 2& 7 34. 8 47 49&99 887 1&18 17.80 36.2 32.2 27.6 27. 2 44 459.04 14.95 3150 37.21 MO 54.2 58.8 56.8 340 39

43
30
34
33
41
47
48
39.5

1925

45
31
37
38
41
46
47

3 39.5

The Cost of Government in the United States, 1925-26, National Industrial Conference Board, NewYork, 1927, p. 162.
7 Median.

Table 24 shows strikingly that Arkansas, as a result, partly of thislow-tax burden, has accorded a support to education for the past 15years only approximately one-half of that accorded by her six neigh-boring States, on the average. In 1925 this ratio was scarcely 48 per
cent.

Assuming that fun& for education have been administered withequal efficiency in these seven States, and assuming that educationis a necessary preparation for the business of living, one can scarcelydeny that in the past, at least, it has been " a calamity to a child tohave been born in Arkansas " from which only those can recoverwho have tremendous power to overcome handicaps. or whom for-tune may favor in other ways.
Table 25 shows the relative tax burdens of Arkansas and her sixneighbors, based upon total net income from property and businessenterprises. The amount for Arkansas is $9.87 as compared with

$16.62, the average of her six neighbors.

TABLE 25.----Ratio of property taxes to total net income from property andbusiness enterprises'

State State Ratio

United 8tates (med.).
Tennessee
Missouri_ ..., .
Oklahoma_ ,
Texas

I Ark. Coin. Rd1)04, p. 214.

17.40
12.94
15. 82
17 93
13. 85

Louisiana
M ississippi
Arkansas
State median

19. 23
21. 01
9. 87

16. 62

These data reemphasize that Arkansas has not overburdened her-self with taxes in the past. Indeed, if what her neighbors have donemay be taken as a fair criterion she has not levied.what she should.
. .
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Has Arkansas Made Proper Use of Her Credit?
4

There is a narrow economic view which insists upon a pay-as-you-
go policy upon all occasions. Undoubtedly this policy has its proper
place in the economicNcheme. It is not purposed here to attempt a

'Clefense of the economic theory that debt, properly used, ig a legiti-
mate tool of businesg, both public and private. Public improvements
are usually either 'so costly, or so permailent, or both, that it is
scarcely possible or fair to ask the taxpayers of a given year, or
sometimes even of a given generation, to bear all the burden. Most
public improvements would not exist if they were paid fora out of
the tax levy of a given year. Therefore, the issuing of serial bonds
for a limited number of years has become a universal means of dis-
tributing the cost of public improvements more equitably to all those
who enjoy their benefits, present and future. Within limits, there-
fore, the bonded indebtedness of a State may indicate the extent to
which she has supplied herself with up-to-date tools for fashioning
her social fabric.

Local Arkansas authorities have already recognized that Arkansas
" has not sufficiently supplied herself with up-to-date tools com-
mensurate with twentieth century standards, such as cómmodious
public buildings, modern hospitals, recreational facilities, and ade-
quately equipped educational plants." 3

Table 26 4 shows strikingly the inadequate use which Arkansas has
made of her credit.

TABLE 26.Com Noted State and local bonded indebtedness°

State

United States
Tepnessee

Oklahoma
Texas
Louisiana
Mississippi
Arkansas
State average

Bonded debt less sinking fund
(thousands)

Per capita debt

1913

3; 196, 158
66, 663
as, 007
37, 307
77, 023
14 005
26, OW
8,

909

7, 214, 197
119, 880
96, 646

109, 274
MK 708
113, 357

91, 750
9, 900

144 090

1925

a a

9, 865, 197
145, 623
172, 009
124, 794
470, 235
154,
114 410:1
19, 396

197, 321

1925

7

MAO
50, 26
V. 82
51. 04
09. 37
IL 81
51. $t

5. 48
411 94

85. 50
59. 0
49. 37
54. 40
90. 22
81. 40

e 66. 12
10. 32
80. U

The cost of Gorernment in the United States, 1923-26, National
once Board, New York City, 1927, p. 61.

s Ajtansas Commission. on Business Laws and Taxation, p. 26.
4 'to. Cost of Government in the United States, 1925-26, National

ence Board (Inc.), New York City, 1927, p. 61.
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Confer-

2
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*-
130

521

MI

1913

IL 11
2t 90
15. 13
20. 96
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21 02
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TABLE 26.Combined State and local bonded indebtednesiContintied

State

United States
Tennessee
M
Oklahoma_
Texas _ .... .
Louisiana
M ississippi
Arkansas... _

State average

Rank of State by size
of per capita debt Ratio of debt to wealth Rank of States by ratio

ctof debt to wealth

1913

/ 8
111

om. .........
ON.

20
35
29
32

9
38
49

1922 1925 1913

11

1925

13

1 75 2. 31 I 83
33 102 2.84 101
39 .96 .96 1.55
Se L21 2. 74 195
16 1.22 146 4.37
21 & 48 133 4.08
80 I 15 4. 21 4. 80
411 . 48 .38 .68

1913

14

4
35

27

11
47

1922

15

13
44
16

7
1

48

1925

16

17
38
16
4
8

47

In 1913 Arkansas' bonded debt, less siaing fund, was $8,130,000,
as compared with $52,968,000, the average bonded debt of her fax
neighbors. In 1922 the comparable figures were $9,900,000 forArkansas and $145,020,000 for her neighbors. In 1925 the com-parable figures were $19,395,000 for Arkansas and $197,321,000 fopher neighbors. Reduced to per capita figures, in 1925 the averageper capita bonded debt of Arkansas' six neighbors was '.:0.92. In1930 the per capita bonded indebtedness of Arkansas is reported tobe approximately $47.

There is no reason to e ieve thit these neighboring States have
dangerously extended the of their credit. How much .coaldArkansas bond herself for public improvelibents without makingundue use of her credit? It appears from the above figures thatthe amount per capita could be increased by more than $30. Thepopulation of Arkansas, according to the census of 1930, is 1,852,901.By simple multiplication it appears that Arkansas might expend themagnificept sum .o# $55,000,000 for public improvements and still
have a per capitá bonded debt no greater than the average of herneighbors in 1925.

All factors ctonsidered, Arkansas is in a position to prdvide imme-diately the facilities for a greatly expanded educational program bya legitimate and justifiable use of her credit. Furthermore, she canretire these obligations in due season and meet current expenses by a
I judicious use of her income, inheritance, tieverance, and excise taxes.This may be,done without overbtirdeng the agricultural interestsof the State.
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Chapter VII

Business Management

The General Average of Business Efficiency in Arkansas Institutions is Low

Among the eight institutions of higher education in Arkansas
visited by the. survey commission, the best-managed instituiion in a
business way is unquestionably the University of Arkansas. With
few excepti9ns, in the remaining seven institutions the principles of
good business management are violated very generally. The ques-
tion naturally arises, Is this condition due to the fact that the uni-
versity is larger than the other institutions and has more people
employed in business management., or is it due to the fact that si
with its ramificatiohs of organization and relationships, has forced
the university to employ competent business personnel, to seek and
install better business methòds, and to revise those methods in the
light of its own experiences?

The siirvey commission believes that size, excepting only as it may
become a driving force, is not the controlling factor. A business
need not be large to be well managed. The successful small busi-
ness can and does have a financial program expressed in a budget
The form of the program varies with the character of the business,
but it does not vary with the size of the business. The basic prin-
ciples of a plan good for a large railroad are equally good for a small
one, The dollars of the budgetmay be fewer and the staff may be
smaller, but the methods employed' in the planning should be the
same.

For example, it is erroneous to &mime that centralized purchas-
ing with its resulting financial control od its generally lower prices
is good for a large institution but not 'necessary or suited to a small
institution. The opinion " we can not afford a purchasing 'gent"
is based on a complete failure to grup the essential feature of central
purchasing. Centralization of purchasing does not mean a specially
employed purchasing agint and a staff or even a full-time purchas
ing nt. It means the placing in the hands of one individual the
respo ibility for .securing the best goods obtainable, sitar due and

tition, at $he best possible prices consistent with quality
It means further that only goods will be purchased
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MANAGEMENT 87
that are provided for by the financial program of the budget. Aprivate business whiCh violates this principle ends up in bankruptcy.Public institutions may violate the principle and continue to Elitist,for they render no profit and loss statement which determineswhether or not they shall be permitted to continue, but their obliga-tion to purchase economically is no less urgent than that of privatebusiness. 4"

Or to use another illustration, if an accounting system is effectivein the management of a large businesd it is equally effective in asmall business. The only difference between the large business andthe small one is in the number of dollars recorded and the numberof entries necessary to record them. The methods should be thesame and the accounts which furnish the guides to management ofthe large institution should guide equally well the management ofthe sniall institutions. If it is essential to safeguard money receivedby the large institutions, it is just as essential to safeguard the smallersums received by the smaller institutions. The same conclusion maybe reached relative to audits, iiventories, disbursements, and all ofthe othei phases of biisiness management of higher education.The success of busihess management in higher education is de-pendent upon the competency of its business staff, and competencywill to some extent v!try with the degree to which it is possible tospecialize the functions of employees. This fact should not dis-courage the smaller institutions, which must assign sever41 of itsbusiness functions to one individual, but it sliould emphasize thedesirability of requiring that individual to use the best methods inperforming his tasks. Elsewhere in this report it is recommendedthat a business officer competent to install these methods, to supnovigethem, and to improve them u experience dictates be employed toas.ist all the States' higher institutions except the university. Thesurvey commission also believes that the local institutional officersin immediate charge' of business matters should organize for theexchange of experience, opinion, and knowledge, and that liketeachers thty should be required to keep abreast of the expandingknowledge ,of tiOr. fields by visits to other institutions, by attend-ance at businfiss officers' assoiciation meetings, and by study of theliterature of their pr*ssion.
The survey cominision hail attempted in the following page; tooutline the corgi,' methods, and procedures which the ex-perience of swell-manned educational institutions has inaicated to'be essential and best sitited to "the conduct of their business activi-ties, It has also apppkised °the osanization, methods, andprocedures of the eight Arkiinsas instituans in the light of thesestandards, *
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88 STATE-SUPPORTED MORIN INSTITUTIONS

Business Organiza 6on

Two claws of activitieseducation, and business.The attivities
of an institution of higher education are of two kinds: (1) Those
which pertain strictly to matters educational, iuch as teaching, re.
search, extension, and State service; and (2) those 'ch are aux-
iliary to the educational features and may be cl: as business,
such as receipt and custody of funds, maintenance of general and
cost-accounting records,-purchasing of supplies, materials, and &yap-
ment, payment of salaries, the care of land, buildings, and equip
merit; and the operation of service enterprises, which include dormi-
tories, dining halls, cafeterias, book stores, laundries, and the like.

BUSine88 activities should be oentralised.--The business activities
enumerated above have been centered in ()lie officer in the institutions
where business practice is most efficiently developed. This officer
has been variously termed " business manager," " secretary', " busi-
ness secretary," and " bursar." The titre is unimportant, but cep.
tralization of these functions is of importance if the funds, the prop.
erty, and the business operations of the institution are to be properly
safeguarded. The chief business officer should be, and usually is,
responsible to the president of the institution.

In the larger institutions the business manager has as assistants a

purchasing agent, a superintendent of buildings and grounds, a chief
accountant, and either individual dormitory, dining hall, and other
managers, or a director of service enterprises who is responsible to
the business manager for the operation of these enterprises. In
smaller institutions these duties may be performed by a smaller num-
ber of individuals who spend part time or full time on these duties,
'but in all cases they should be responsible to the business manager in
these particulaetelds.

Authorizing and auditing itependituresand disbursing are tune-
tione not to be combined in oniindipidkati.,---It is a cardinal principle
of good business or: n that the individual who authorizes and
auditis expenditures sho ti ot be the. . They shquld
be independent and coordinate. In the A institutions, op

elsewhere, thitreasurer of institutional. funds should 'tale the busi-
noes manager ; the provisions of Alicansas law which setup to require
this dual functioning should' be abolished. This division of respond-
sibility may well be recognized by selecting.a local bank as treasurer.
The aulergency cash needs ot the institution nay be met by providing
a petty cash fund for the business manager or his dexigiated
assistant.

At the University ofi Arkansas the responsibility for amounting,
purchasing, buil °Ì. iind grounds, and Dirks enterprises is ceitr
tered in a business f I ' .1 $ but at the other institutionstwee fort?
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 89
tions are variously distributed among the president, business were-tary, members of the teaching staff, and others. The lines of author-itv and responsibility are so little known and so vaguely diawn that
tile only safe statement p that the president is the responsible head ofthe institution. In educational institutions, as in business, such lackof clear-cut organization breeds inefficiency.

At Russellville, ragnolia, Conway, Arkadelphia, and, to a degree,at Jonesboro and the State univ.eisity, one individual may receive
cash, purchase, audit, and pay from institutional funds. As previ-otily pointed out, the treasurer function should be cpmp1ete1y
divorced from the other functions if there is to be any semblance of
financial protection. The present arrangiment is unfair to the indi-vidual, for it offers too easy an 'opportunity for accusation of dis-
honesty. It is dangerc;us to the institution; for it Qpens wide thedoor to fraud almost impossible of detection. It is a basic require-ment to the improvement of the business situation in the Arkansasinstitutions that legal restrictions that are responsible for thisunsound practice be removed.

Budgets and Budget Control

The budget, a financial empreitsion of the educ Program.It has become a common practice in many educational institutionsto express the educational program in financie terms by means ofan annual budget. A carefully prepared and properly administeredbudget has come to be generally recognized as an effrtive instrumentof control in educational administration. %aids of trustees meetinfrequently, and, unfamiliar with details of management, have par-ticularly welcomed its introduction. Such an educational budgetrecords ahticipated income and provides a program for expenditureof the funds available.
The income part of the budget should contain a statement of fundgavailable for general educational purposes set forth in some detailand the anticipated income from departments, such as departmentalsales of produce and the like. The expenditure part of the budgetshould contain a separate staternt for each department of the

temporary service and clerical assistance; and lump sums for sup-plies, vpense, and equipment.
The income and expenditure part of the budget should be balancedand reserve of funds to meet any emergtncies which may ariseshou2 be established. The size of the reserve fund should vary withtin size of the institution. In the smaller institutions from 50 toper ce i t may well be set aside in reserve, 134 in the larger institutionsa er percestap will usually be found 4o- be adequate. The
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emergencies to be met are of two kin unanticipated necessary
expenditures and unanticipated' decreases in estimated revenue.

What the budget should iliclude.---The budget of the institution
in its completed form should include not only income and depart-
mental allotments for staff and supplies, but should also include a

statement of the monor value of perquisites, such as residences,

rooms, board, and laundry furnished. Otherwise the budget fails to

show the real compensation paid to members of the staff and does
not permit comparison of salaries within the institution as between

departments, or outside with other institiitionti
The budget should include all funds expected from all sources, and

expenditures for all activities, including the so-called service enter-
prises, such r dormitories, dining halls, book stores, laundries, and
th.e like. The budget shoula generally be based upon the experience

I. of the past, with such chInges as new conditions may dictate.
The budget should be carefully planned.The budget requests

presented to the president by the several departments of a college

should represent the Combined judgment of the several department
heads and the dean and when presented to the governing board the
completed budget should represent the combined judgment of all
the department heads, the dean or deans, and the president.

In the first instance the budget should be definite in the amounts
allotted departments for positions and supplies, expense, and equip-
ment. Funds allotted for teaching and other positions are pre-
sumably based, or should be based, upon% e teaching and other ac-

tivities to be conducted by a department. .1f the positions are not

filled it may be assumed that the positions are not needed for that
year and that the funds released in this manner can be made avail-
able for general institutional purposes. They should be reverted to
institutional reserve to be later redistributed on the basis of the rela-
tive needs of the various activities of the institution.

The budget should be an instrument of control.---The pay ions of
the institution should conform to the budget allotments and no obli-

gations against the allotments for supplies, expense, and equipment
should be incurred except with the prior approval of the president or

ihe business manager; nor should they be incurred unless they are in

accordance with the general controlling proiisions of the bidget.
A budget establishes a definite number of positions and a definite

sum for supplies for one department or activity. That department
may be English with the task of teating a thousand credit hours; it
may be a heating plant with the task of furnishing heat for four

buildings; it may be a diningliall with the task of serving a thou-

sand meals a week; or a registrar's office with ts*, task of keeping rec-

ords for 606 students. The alibtments &rat definite tho; ill* is def-

inite.; and furthermore, the requisitiOna and prams ordeys of the
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Busnniss MANAGEMENT 91
department must be within the limits of the budget allotinents and beapprove*before an obligation is incurred/ Uuder present condi-tions, in all of the Arkinsas instiitutions except the univtiN*sity, thiscomparing of recorded expenditures with estimated expenditures hasnone of the characteristics of a budget. The budget is a *rice tocontrol ahead of the incurrence of the obligatign and not after theobligation has been incurred by purchase order, the invoice rendered,the payment made, and the transaction recorded.

These principles should govern the preparation and operation ofthe institutional budget, but the detailed methods of administeringthe budget may well vary somewhat with the size of the institution.T he budget of the State university.The State university preparesa detailed budget both of income and-expenditure for its operation.Funds are allotted to the several ,departments for teachig and otherpositions and for supplies, expense, and equipment. The income, sal-ary, and supply portions of the budget are assembled in a formaldocument. Although much time and effort is consumed in consider-ing departmental requests and needs, and a decision is reached inadequAte time before the beginning of the fiscal yrar, the requisitionsand orders are not regularly charged to the departmental allotmentuntil the last few months of the fiscal year.- If the limitations of thebudget are to be strictly adhered to, provision should be made forregular and systetnatic recording of requisitions and orders isguedthroughout the year.
The present statements to titti State comptroller are in no sensebudget8.--Each of the remaining severi institutions of higher leirn-ing in the State prepares for the State comptroller a statement ofestimated income by major sources and a statement of the probable.distribiition of this income according to such classifications as sal-aries, laboratory eqttipment, laborOory supplies, light, heat andwater, telephone, telegraph, postage, and the like. Each month theincoine and expenditures are compared with the totals expected forthe year or the month. The impression seems to prevail that this isa budget. It is not a budget in any sense of the word. It does notprovide, any detailed plan of operation. It makes no provisionaga i nst the incurring of obligations beyond ability to pay, nor does itreveal the status of obligations at any one time. As an instrumentto aid in planning a pmper distribution and use of funds availableand to aid in controlling institutional operations it is entirelyineffective.

PurOnsing

The purehasihg futrwtion must be mntrarg._%d. :roper financialcontrol necessit4i(4ts' that there be a complete centralization of theepurcha.sing function. It is obvious that no well-ordered plan for
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edimational and other activities of an institution -can be carried
out if obligations, against the resources of an institution may be

incurred by a number of individuals without the knowledge of the
business manager, who is responsible for carrying out the plan
adopted in the budget. Furthermore, if a number of individuals
are incurring obligations it is quite clear that there can be no control
of the obligations nor can the extent of the obligations be known at
any one time.

F ormal requieitione for all purchases.If funds are allotted to
departments it folldrws that these departments should initiate the
necessary° requisitions for purchases. For this purpose letters and
word of mouth are unsatisfactory because the .essential details are
usually either not given or are forgotten. A formal requisition
signed to furnish the essential information has proved to be the best
device. The requisition form should be prepared by, the responsible
department officer, should be, signed by him, and submitted to the
business officer for review in the light of the provisions of the budget
and to determine whether the request is in conformity with the
established policies of the institution. This review should follow
determination that the departmental budget funds are free and avail-
able for the proposed purchase.

The three principal objectives of purchasing are service, quality,
and price. Ability to attain these objectives depends largely upon
the volume of purchases made and the knowledge of markets
possessed by the individual placing the purchase order. Qbviously,
volume requires a complete centralization of institutional purchases,
and particularly in the case of small institutions cooperating with
other institutions and State purchasing agencies where these agencies
exist.

The eight higher educational institutions of the State should cò-
operate with one another in the purchase of materials, supplies, fend
equipment commorily needed by all in their operation, and in most
cases these institutions may secure valuable ¡Surchuing information
and added purchasing power through membership in the Educational
Buyers' Association.

Knowledge of available sources of supiSly is essentially a Noblem
of individual initiative and skill. It therefore follows that each
institution should have on iis staff a competent individual whO has
the time and ability to search *the best sources of supply. Such an
individual should consult with and be guided by the advice and coun-
sel of those on.the institutional stOf 1.:,: special knowledge of
technical equipment ind the like. The final decision, however, with
regard to the placement of purchase orders shoidd rest with the pur-
chasing agent.
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Purchasing must be on a competitive basis.--In purchasing for
public institutions competition is essential. Failure to secure quota-
tions from two firms, or as many firms as desire to bld, arouses need-
less criticism and suspicion of favoriti.sm in the public mind. A
public institutional purchasing agent should maintain a file of firmsthat have satsfactorily furnished materials and equipment. A. file
of catalogues, together with the most recent price lists and a com-
modity index of past purchases hav,e come to be recognized as val-
uable aids to good purchasing.

Orderly and effective purchasing requires a formal quotation or
bidding form and' erformal purchasing order. The formal quotationform should be sent out for all major purchases, and in the absenceof recent competitive prices should be used for even the smaller pur-
chases. Emergency phrchases should be made only infrequently.This igparticularly true in State-supported educational institutionswhere the available funds are well known and the needs for materials
and equipment can usually be determined well in advance.

The purchase order should be used in all cases. Proper financialcontra can not be expected unless obligations become a matter of
formal record in the business offices. Blanket orders and contracts
may be employed to cover purchases of food perishables, gasoline, oil,and other commodities frequently and regularly needed.

Status of ,purchaeing function in Arkansas in8titutioi1. .Withthe exception of the State university, purchasing is not centralized
in any of the institutions in Arkansas. At Conway and ne Bluff
some departments do their own purchasing! At the otherf.institu-
tions three or more staff members are authorized to purchase. Onlythree institutions have a formal requisition form, only three a
purchase-order fo only the State university a quotation form.
.Measured by cornpetit o n secured and the orders placed locally, allof the institutions must b.e failing to obtain the best prices. The
State university sent out only 200 inquiries for bids in placing 9,260
purchase ordert during the fisCal yeiAs 'ended June 30, 1928. None.of the institutions has a good file of catalogues, none has a com-
modity index of past purchases, and none has cooperated in pool
buying. Only the State university has membership in the Educa-tional Buyers' Association.

The institutionk without exception, have no staff mtraber suffi-ciently relieved from oiih a ties to permit any real executive pur-
chasing. It is quite le that a proper exercise of this functionwould result in savings larget; than would be neoessáry to provide
clerical assistance so that the business officer might become a pur-
chasing agent in fact so well as name. This is particularly true atthe State university. Obviously, a $1,200-a-year clerk can not be
expected to do effective purchasing.
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Funds

Funds Cklnified .The funds of the eight State-sqpported higher
educational institutions are divided into three major groups: (1)
Those provided by the State; (2) those provided by the Federal
Government; and (3) those arising from the operation of the
institution.

Suggested division of State appropriations.--The appropriations
of the State are generally divided into " salaries," " wages," " mainte-
nance," and "equipment or permanent improvements." These funds
are accounted for separately on the books of the institution and on

the books of the State auditor's office. The need for this degree of
separation is not clear. The better practice in budgeting and appro.
priating may be summed up in tin expression, " detailed budget
requests and lump-ium appropriations." If the legislative budget
requests of the institutions were sufficieSly detailed to show not
merely a distribution of the desired appropriation, but the complete
financial program, including estimate ,of the amount and use of all
institutional income, there woula exist no reason for the present
separation of appropriations. Traksfers between appropriation
items are invariapy more .or less perfunctory. It is believed that
the several institutions could administer the funds available more
efficiently if the appropriation were divided into not more than two
items, an appropriation for maintenance, which would include sal-
aries, wages, supplies, expense, and equipment, and one appropria-
tion for ne'w buildings and major improvements. The greater elas-
ticity which would rfult and the elimination of unnecessary routine
should be of real assistance.

Federal funds may be carried in one bank account.The Federal
funds include the Morrill-Nelson, Adams, Hatch, 'Fell, Smith-
Lever, and Smith-Hughes funds. -Thes4 funds must be separately
accounted for to meet the requirements of the Federal Government,
but they may well be handled through the institutional treasurer.
Separate bank accounts are not necessary for these funds. They can
be consolidated with institutional funds in a single bank account.
The needed separate accounting can be accomplished on the books
of the institution.

Nature and care of institutional fundir.---Inst4utional funds in-
, clude those paid to the institution for service rendered, such as regis-

tration and laboiatory fees; those arising from operation, such as

sales of agricultural products, which ordinarily represent a reclaim-
ing of a part of the funds expended for teaching and research;
those arising from services rendered to the student body and the
institution as a whole, such as dormitories, dining halls, cafeterias,
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1)04 &stores, and laundries; and those which represent gifts to theii;4 it ution usually for special purposes, such as student loans, scholar-
equipment, and buildings.

Although all institutional funds may be placed in a singie bankaccount, the institutional accounting records should set forth .c1 yanti separately the receipts and expenditures for (1) the fees andredaimed expenditures, (2) the individual service enterprises, and(3) the individual gifts.

Cash Receipis

Some devices.---The eight institutions receive and de-po,it -in their institutional treasuries about $900,000 each fiscal year.These funds are received in many payments, large and small. Theamount of money handled, quite apart from the element oi trustee-ship for public funds, demands that all possible safeguards be
thrown around the receipt of these funds and their custody.

No system has as yet been devised which will completely insurethat all funds received will find their way into the treasury. Thehonesty of the individual is still the major factor, but safeguards toprotect the individual and the institution have been generally
accepted as essential. It ia common practice not to permit a cashierto receive funds without issuing either a hand-writien or cash-register receipt. It is also the common practice to designate oneindividual to receive all cash and bond that individual to an extentwhich will protect the maximum funds usually found in his posses-sion. Furthermore, it is common practice to have receipts numberedby the printer and to hold the cashier accountable for all receiptsprinted and delivered to him.

In many educational institutions student fees are assessed by theregistrar and millected by the cashier. The registrar's statement offees is often.- pripared in triplicate and serially numbered. The stu-dent presents the statement to the cashier, mates payment of his
fees, receives one copy as the receipt, the cashier retains one copy,and one is forwarded to the registrar. By this method the regis-trar's records become a check on the cashier's records. k someinstitutions the registrar notifies instructors to exclude from classesthose whom his records indicate have not paid their fees. In otherinstitutions the student is required to present a receipted fee state-ment for admission to the clam In still other institutions the retis-trar supplies the instructors with the ilames 4of students who have
registered and paid their fees and the instructors 'are direqted toexclude all others from their classes. By any one of theft thteemethods the payment of fees is enforced and check upon the fee
receipts of the cashier is 'possible.

4k,t1 4 . 95
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The volume of business in some of the offices other than the cash-
ier's often warrants the installation of a cash register. The cash-
register record can be audited by the accounting office. If the volume
of business is not sufficiently large to justify the expense of a cash
register, numbered receipt books can be furnished by the cashier's
office and the department required to give its customers a receipt.
Departments that receive money must then account to the cashier for
the amounts recorded on each one of the numbered receipts furnished,
When departmental receipts are turned into the cashier's office a

N. receipt should always be issued by the cashier and retained by the
department. In an audit of the cashier's office a recoliéiition should
be made of the receipts recorded in the departmental office with those
in the cashier's office.

Wherever conditions permit, goods sold should not be delivered
to the purchaser until he presents a receipt from the cashier's office
showing that payment has been made. This tends to concOiltrate
cash receipts in one office.

Insufficient 8afeguard8 are prop'', in Arkainsat8 ingtitutionA.
Each of the Arkansas institutions has designated one individual in
the administrative organization to be responsible for receiving all
cash. Each gives receipts for student fees, and Conway goes to the
unnecessary trouble of separate receipt forms for each class of fee.
At Conway the receipt books are not numbered ; at Arkadelphia no

copies of receipts given are retained by the business office; and at

none of the institutions is there any printer's certificate of receipt
books printed and delivered. At 'Jonesboro sonie departments are
not given receipts for money turned in. At Magnolia departments
do not in all cases take receipts, which in large part nullifies the
value of the practice of receipt issue. The State._ teachers cpllege
extension department at Conway accepts postdated checks, and at
Arkadelphia only 50 per cent of student fees 'were collected during
the first month of the academic yealr. The cashiers at Jonesboro and
Arkadelphia are not bonded, and the bonds of the cashiers at Russell-
ville, Monticello, Conway, Fayetteville, and the medical college at
Little Rock are inadequate. These conditions should emphasize the
necessity of giving administrative attention to the receipt and cus-
tody of institutional funds. The methods employed are generally.
loose. At any of the institutions other than the university it would
be a simple matter to appropriate for personal use funds of the in-
stitutions with little fear of detection. The survey commission dou
not wish to convey any impression- that there has been dishonesty,
but it does wish to emphasize the deplorable lack of proper methods
of control,
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Disbursements

Instituiional disbursements fall into two inajor classes: (1) Thosefor personal service; and (2) those for supplies, contractual service,equipment, and buildings. Disburseménts for personal service areconsidered under the héading of "'Time keeping and pay rolls," anddisbursements for other purposes under the heading of " Payment ofinvoices."
Time keeping and pay ro118.All pay rolls should be substantiatedtime-book records maintained either in the central office or in theoffice of the department heads. These records should be availableat all times for audit. In the larger institutions the pay roll shouldbe prepared by the department, certified by it, and presented to thebusiness office for payment. In the smaller institutions the pay rollmay be prepared in the business office but only on a certified state-ment of the time worked by each individual fuinished by the re-sponsible department head. The pay roll should be audited by thebusiness office to insure correctness and conformity with the provi-sions of the budget.

Functions of time keeping and pay-roll cllification and payment8hould be 8eparated.----No one individual in any institution should beresponsible for the three operations of time keeping, pay-roll prepa-ration, and disbursement of funds. If there is to be any reasonableprotection against freud the functions of time keeping and pay-rollcertification and payment should be separated. The time keepingfor every individual should be sufficiently detailed to permit a dis-tribution of salaries and wages to the several activities representedby the funds, depirtments, and accounts maintained for the admin-istration of the institution.
Time records ate not maintained at any of the Arkansas institu-tions for rejular members of the staff. It may be that small staffsdo not require this record, but it has often been found advantageousfor reference and substantiation whenever questions of fact havearisen. The time records of temporary employees are kept _andreported in as many ways u there are institutions and departipents.Standard prescribed departmeiltal time books and standard timereports with peovision for distribution of time to activities andmounts would facilitate the clerical work of the departments and'ttplify the task of the business offic.e. At Magnolia and Fayette-e the officer charged with the pteparation of the pay rolls signshe pay checks. At Conway the' State voucher for the pay roll iseposited with one bank and credited by the bank to personal depositunts of' staff membersa method of labor saving, but ratherIsfactory from the standpoint of the clear and complete finanrecord that the State has a right ti) expect from iteinstitutions,
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Time keeping and pay roll procedure need attention at all of these
institutions. The records are wholly inadequate, and, above all else,
the procedure should be revised so that the possibility of " pay-roll
dununies " will be eliminated.

Payment of invoice8.All invoice.; should be received by the busi-
ness office, checked with the purchase order, and forwarded to de-
partments. If the invoices carry discounts a sticker should be at-
tached which will advise the departments of the need for early
return In the absence of a central receiving office, the responsible
departmental officer should sign the invoice. His signature should
be notice to the btisiness office that the goods have been received and
are satisfactory. No payment of an invoice should be made without
such approval. The business office should maintain a follow-up sys-
tem to insure that all invoices received and forwarded to departments
are returned. This may be done either by retaining a copy of the
invoice, should it be presented in duplicate, or by proper notation
upon the appropriate purchise order.

Invoices should be paid promptly after verification and approval.
The noticeable lackirof cash discounts at the institutions visited is
traceable, undoubtedly, to the practice existing at most institutions of
paying invoices only once a month.

The State authorities have provided for a voucher plan of payment
from State appropriations. The institution prepares a vciucher and
mails it to the vendor. The vendor signs the voucher and_ degksits it
with his bank for collection. The bank clears the voucher to Little
Rock and on presentation the auditor draws a warrant on the treas-
urer and the bill is paid. It is possible that a change in this system,
which would provide for the abstracting of the invoice to the State
auditor and the immediate preparation of an ituditor's warrant which
should be sent to the vendor, might t in lowering the cost of
institutional purchases, particularly t osea from outside the State,
for the reason that this procedure "ould conform more hearly to
accepted business practice.

A uniform voucher check should be employed by the institution
for the payment of- salaries and invoices from institutional funds.
This voucher check should be prepared in duplicate, one being sent
to the payee and the other filed with a copy of the vendor's bill, or, in
the case of salaries, with the pay roll. One form of voucher check
should be adequate provided it carries full information of the proper
fund, department, and class of expenditA It might be well also
to give reference to the covering requisitibn and purchase order.

At nearly all of the Arkansas institutioils the invoices are received
by the business office, but without requisitions and purchase orders.
With a number of departments placing orders the distribution ofJ.
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invoices by the business .office to the proper departments is often a
difficult task. In all institutions, except Magnolia, where depart-
mental approval is not always secured, and Arkadelphia, where de-
partments merely indicate " O. K." without name or initials, there
exists some authority outside of the business office for payment. At
Monticello the business office verifies many invoices by means of ship-
ping tickets approd by the departments. The State university is
the only institution which consistently passes its invoices daily for
payment. The institutions should require approval and verification
of invoices outside the business offices. Otherwise " dummy invoices"
afford an opportunity for fraud equaled by the " pay roll dummy."

Accounting Records

Uniform aocounam gystem for all State-supported institutions.
The accounting system of the eight State-supported institutions of
higher education should be uniform and should be so devised that it
will reveal first, the status of budget accounts, second, assets and lia-
bilities, and third, operating income and expendittire accounts. Both
the budget accounts and the income and expenditure account should
be departmentalized so that figures may be currently available which
can be compared with and measured Ili the teaching lpads as
recorded in the registrar's office.

The budget accounting should reveal the status of the allotments
for each position, of the lump-stim allotments for clerical and tem-
porary assistants, %nd of the lump-sum allotments for supplies, ex-
pense, id equipment. It should also reveal the status of the income
estimates upon which expenditure allotments have been based.

Claisifkations forming basis of tsnifarm qmownting systems.--The
general accounting system uniform for all institutions should be
based on the following classifications:

(1) Classification of fun& divided into (a) State appropriationc,
(b) Federal funds, (o) institutional funds, and (d) trust funds.

(2) Classification of all departments, offices, and actis ities in one
of the following major divisions: (a) Administration ; (b) general;
(c) teaching; (d) résearch; (e) physical plant; (f) service enter-
prises; and (9) trust funds.

(3) Classification of income, including, among others, student
fees, laboratory deposits, agricultural products such as livestock,
poultry', butter, eggs, etc., equipment sales properly subdivided, and
the like.

(4) Classification of expenditures sufficiently detailed to reveal,
for example, the different classes of personal service, tbe various
kinds of supplies ana expense, and the expenditures for lands,
buildings, and equipment a
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(5) Classification of asset accounts, such as lands, buildings,
equipment, livestock, museum7 cash- and inventories, and of liabilities.

Accounting record8 needed.---The account* records of the insti-
tution, with these classifications as a basis, should include ag a
minimum tho following: (1) A general ledger showing the status
of asset and liability accounts, such as cash, lands and buildings,
liability accounts, and operating income and expenditure control
accounts; (2) an income ledger showing receipts by funds, depart-
ments, 'and Class (3) an expenditure ledger showing expenditures by
funds, departments, and class; (4) a journal for recording correc-
tions in accounts and transactions between departments within the
institution; (5) a voucher or check register to record by voucher
or check number expenditures set up for distribution to major
control accounts; (6) a cat& receipts ledger for the recording and
distribution to major accounts of summaries of individual cash re-
ceipts issued; (7) a land ledger showing the details of land pur-
chased and owned; (8) a buildings ledger showing original cost and
capital additions; (9) an equipment ledger showing, by depart-
merits and major classification, equipment owned; and (10) an
authorization or job-order ledger which would record construction
or manufacturing operations undertaken by the department of
buildings and grounds or other departments of the institution.

These ledgers do not necessarily require separate boold, for many
may be included in a single binder. This system of accounts is not
designéd for a large institution nor for a small one. It merely rep-
resents the minimum nee - of all. The only esseiitial difference
between t4 large and the sma itution is the difference in the
number of 'dollars, recorded, the n o r of entries made, and the
number of activitieil to which distribution is necessary.

All activities undertaken by an institution involving finanoes
should be recorded.---The accounts should be so kept and maintainedthat costs may be readily secured and monthly and annual reports
easily prepared. No activities should be undertaken by the institu-
tion which are not recorded in its accounts. 1Nvo institutions, Cion
way and Arkadelphia, havexip the past conducted summer sessions
without proper and full acco In both 'cases funds from sum-
mer sessions have been deposited in separate accounts, ana lifter
paying certain minor expenses the balance has been ,divided equally
among the members of the Staff. No official ream* remain of these
transactions, but the institutions report that the practice described
has been abandoned.

EXtent to wAkh institutional acepunting reconis conform to ford-
going pkin,---The op:milting word* of the university *peons
closely to the plan outlined. Only the land And building OW
ledgers are missing. The accounting reeords of the other
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vary from the meager aecunts of bank deposits and withdrawaLs,
incofl . and expenditure for each of five funds at Conway to the
reasonably complete at Monticello. Again excepting the
State university, income and expenditures are not separately recorded
by departments and activities. The direct expense of teaching chem-
istry, for example, is not revealed by the accounts and can not be
reviewed in the light of the teaching load. The cost of maintaining
buildings can not be determined from the accounts nor the cost of
maintaining the campus and operating the heating plant. These
costs are buried in such general accounts as academic instruction, lab-
oratory expenses, office supplies, telephone, telegraph, and postage,
light, heat and water, care and repair of buildings and grounds, sal-
aries, and other wages. The accounts carried represent a curious mix-
ture. of departments and objects of expenditAre. As they exist they
are useful, but departmentalized and sufficiently detailed they would
constitute an efficient tool of administration.

The Arkansas institutions need badly a new, complete, and uniform
system of accounting based upon proper methods and in keeping
with modern educational standards.

Monthly and Annual Reports

In the preceding section the necessity of building an accounting
system to prov.ide with ease figures necessary for monthly and an-
nual reports has been emphasized.

The State comptroller now requires each institution to prQpare
an exhauitive statement which includes a balance sheet, expenditures
and receipts under major activities, reconciliation with bank state-
ment, and in some cases an actual listing of all invoices paid. The
value of prparing a monthly balance sheet and of listing individual
invoices is questionable. The invoices drawn against State appro-
priations are already available in State offices. The clerical work
incident to the preparation of the balance sheet and the listing ofthe invoices might well be avoided.

For internal administration and for the information of the gov.erning board the monthly report should contain in summary form
the status of the budget both as to income and expenditure, theactual income received, the actual expenditures made, and 'the statusof cash, obligations, and free balandes.

The annual report should include the balance sheet, statementsof revenue and expenditures,- and the detailed status of all assetsand liabilities. The annual report should be printed and distributedfor purposes pf internal administration, for the information of thegoverning botrd, and to sequaifit the public with the financial statusand problems of the
s.
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The monthly reports of all Arkansas institutions are sufficiently
inclusive and at one time, it is understood, were uniform. The
changes in activities and objectives, however, now necessitate a new
standardization. All prepare an annual report but none publishes
one.

Audits

Annual audits.The accounts of each institution should be audited
annually by an external agency. In Arkansas this audit is per-
formed by the State conktroller, but is now limited primarily to
cash receipts and expenditures as shown in the central accounting
records. It should include an examination of the purchasing, pay
roll, time keeping, and cash receipts, and disbursement procedures.
The annual audit should also include an examination and retoncile-
meat of the cash receipts, records of departments, and in particular
the registrar's office, with those of the cashier and the accountant.
It does not now include any of these checks.

Good administration dictatea that in addition to the annual audit
there should 'be occasional, unannounced, internal audits of the
cashier and of any other departments, offices, or individuals receiv-

* ing institutional funds or making disbursements or spending funds
from petty cash. No internal audits are now being made.

Storehouses
e

Price considerations resulting from volume purchases, the poss-
bility of securing certain supplies at favorable prices during limited
seasons of the year, and the necessity of rendering service to the
various departments of the institution have led niany 'institutions to
establish storehouse& The storehouse has been looked upon as a de-
partment of the institution. Purchases are made for the storehouse,
and as the storehouse issues to departments the storehouse account
is credited and the departmental accounts are charged. The store-
house has become another instrument of. effective purchssing. Few
institutions ari without an office and supply storeroom ; some have a
buildings asd grounds storeroom, others a general storoom, and
still others aemical storeiooms an4, cold-storage plants.

The Arkansas institutions of higher education have almost corn
pletely failed to take advantage of the ecoponly and service poss.
ties of storerooms. The diningtall storeroom at Magnolia- is the
only one operating on did basis which has been described. The uni1
versity is greatly in need of a general storehpuse, as evidenced by the
large number of pirchpse orders written (9,260-4 normal ;umber
would be possibly SAO), and the. other ¡nit*iqa *re Olcient
supplies scattered through their ware
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The following institutions have ,central storerooms, and their en-rollments and number of purchase orders issued are as follows:

Non.Data for other institutions run about tbe same. This suggests a ratioof about 2 purchase orders per student in the small schools.

University al Arizona
i'niversity of Nebraska
University at Illinois

2, 033
6, 957

12, 738

Number of
purchase
orden

4,000
12, 703
14, 118

Data for other institutions run about the same. This suggests a ratio of about 2 purchase ordersp...r Audent in the small schools.

Inventories
"Or

Each institution should maintain a perpetual inventory of land,building, and 'equipment, and the inventory and equipment shouldbe annually verified by a physical check. With petper procedurethis physical check of equipment can be distributed throughout theyear. Some institutions have also found an annual inventory ofApplies a means of preventing departments from overstocking and
a necessity in figuring the costs of the departments using largeamounts of supplies.

The igventary ot land, buildings, and equipment should be keptin special ledgers subsidiary to the general ledger. The land ledgershould contain such data relative to each piece of land as óriginalcost, source of funds, acreage, location, and legal description; thebuilding ledgei, such information as date of construction, amounts ofgeneral, plumbing, heating, electrical, and other contracts, costa ofengineering and architectural services, total cost, square feet of floorspace, cubage, and costa of any ciwital additions; and the equipmentledger, the equipment by departments, and equipment classificatitn.Supporting the equipment ledger should be the final detailed recordof each piece of equipment, its locatión by department and building,and its identification number.
The inventories of educational institutions should be on a cost,-basis. Only in those cases where the cost is not known should anappraisal be entered in the records. Appreciation and depreciationof asset' is not necessary for institutional. or State administratiQn.It is costly, usually more inaccurate than original costs, and is notof any partioushir significance for an educational institution. Busi-ness firms use the systim of ippreciation ind depreciation recordsin order io prelim* i fsmable balancepheet as the bowie for largerstock or bowl items, or to secpre loans on specille pieces of land or onindividual .E44cation4 histiOttiom do not Beed. to make. .
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All of the Arkansas institutions report an inventori of land,
buildings, and equipment, but none takes ah annual inventory of
supOes. None except the university, which has equipment ledgers,
maintains special land, buildings, and equipment ledgers of the kind
described. Ail make an annual physical check of equipment except
Conway, which has had no check for five years and Arkadelphia
which made its last check some four years ago, before it became a
State institution. Conway, Arkadelphia, and Magnolia do not keep
inventories in balance with their ledgers. The uni versity is the bnly
institution which has its inventories on a cost basis. It would appear
that appreciated plant values are being used by some to attract
students. Incidentally some of these institutions have overlooked
the fact that these 'artificial plant values serve to conceal their real
needs for additional buildings and equipment. uly

Fein

There exists no uniformity of fees for régistration, for library,
for athletics, for health service, for diploma, or othir, fees among
the eight institutions. The annual athleticofee varies from $1 to $10;
the diploma fee, from $5 to $10, the health fee, from.'50 cents to'
$12 ; the registration fee, from $5 to $12.50; the library fee, from
$2.5O to $6. The services for which these fees are supposed to
provide are in many cases of a suffidiently similar, character to
warrant more uniform fees. For instince, the service rendeed -for
the health fee may vary' somewhat, but certainly not to the extent
represented by the difference between 50 cents and .$12.

Relative sizes of some fees are que8tionable---The relation between
some of the fees also appeam to be out of proportion. For example, a
$10 athletic fee and a ".4; library fee seem rather out of proportion
in an educational institution catering to a student body possessing
limited financial resources. On numerous occasions the survey com-
mission noted the meagerness of the institutional librItries which
wis explained as due to the limited resources of the institutions
and of their student bodies. A compulsory fee pf $3 for the library
and $10 for athletics hardly seems consistent uncler these conditions.

All schools should allow prior registration and payment of fees
by mail or in person.--donesboro is the only institution which rem

ports that it allows prior rigistration in person or by mail. AI>,
parently the advantages of mail iegistration in the disttibution of
clerical work and the assignment of classes is little realized among
the State institutions. I

All fees should be definitely arlooded in the amounting records:-
Many of the special fees such is the one for the library constitute
merely additional fees for which no provision is made in the account,
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ing records. The fee is not creditAd to the particular activity for :which it was collected. Spe&al purpose fees can be justified only ifthe fees are definitely allocated to the purpose for which they areassessed and collected, otherwise they are taken from the students Aunder false pretenses.

Fire and Tornado Insurance-

The State of Arkansas does not carry its owu insurance by payingpremiums into a common State insurance fund. This is wise inview of the legislative violation of funds of this kind that experiencein other States shows to be probable: The State higher educationalinstitutions all have fire insurance toverage and all report tornadocoverage except Russellville and Magnolia. The amounts of in-surance carried bear no dqfinite relationship to the reported buildingand equipment values but do appear adequate except at Magnolia,
Monticello, and Russellville. On the basis a the charactmb of thebuildings, the physical location in relation to fire protection, andreported values these institutions do milt seem' to have the coverageneeded. A review by a single agency of all insurance carried byall institutións would be profitable.

Service Enterprises

The Orin " service enterprises " is employed to designate thoseenterprises rendling a service on a nrre or less self-supporting
basis. In this report service enterprises include dormitories, dininghalls, bookstores, laundries, and farms.

Dorntories and dining Una'sJonesboro houses and feeds 62men and 56 womeft out of an approximate student enrollment of
400; Russellville 90 women and 145 men out of an approximate 300;Magnolia 2:%! men and womek-out .of 425;.Monticello 300 men .audx
women out \ of 300; Covay 135 women put of 600; Ar .t:
100 *mien out of 250; and the university 140 men and 120 womenout pf 1,800, a grand total of 1,447, or 35 per cent, of an approxi-mate student enrollment of 4,075. the gross receipts from thesedormitories and dining halls exct;ed one quarter of a million dollars
each year, more than one-fourtiv of all income from in4itutional,
sources. Their operation, therefore, reiresenta fine of the major
business, responsibilities of these institutions and in die opinion ofthe survey commission should be under the general SuPervision ofthe principal business officer. The business manager of the universityIns primary responsibility for dormitories and dining halls, butin the other instit,Oions there exists only an* indirect or staff
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As explained elsewhere in this report, the living conditions in
these dormitories are generally bad, much below the standards
which should exist, and while the food inky be of good quality, the
kitchen, dining halls, and general surroundings, with a single excep-
tion, detract materially from the pleasure of its consumption. Al-
though the housing and eating facilities are uniformly pooi there
exists no uniformity in the ;charges made. Room rent ranges from
$3 per semester to $2 per week and board from $12.50 to $22.50 per
month. The most appetizing food and most pleasant surroundings
were found at the institution charging least for board and paying.
its dining hall manager the most, an outstanding example of the
economy of competent wanageffent.

There exists no standard by which the adequacy of room and
board charges may be measured. It is clear, however, that the finan-
cial resources of the general student body will not peimit a charge
which would include interest and return on capital investment.
The State must provide the buildings and equipment or they must
be secured fiom private benefactiOn. -However, even though the
State should in Arkansas assume some or all of such items as light,
heat, water, repairs, and general overhead, the accounts of the insti-
tution should indicate what the actual expense is and the share that
is-borne by the State. The room and board charges should cover all
direct expense for care and supervision of dormitories and for raw
food, its preparation and its serving expense.

The actual practice at the several Arkansas institutions varies
widely. Magnolia has no segregation -of dormitory income and
expense; Monticello combines the income and expense of dormitories,
dining halls, and health service; Conway combines the dormitories,
dining halls, and farm; and Russellville credits dormitory receipts to

general income. Comparisons are with such a diversity
of practice. It may be concluded, hi ever, that, in general, the
dining halls are meeting their di sto and the dormitories
are not. In the effort to meet expenses the plants are being badly
run down. The day of reckoning is certain to be expensive. One

institution is closing an excess of direct income over direct expense
to general institutional funds in spite of the fact that its dormitories
need new floors, plaster, paint, and decent plumbing.

Book8tores.---Each institution has a bookstore on its campus but

all are not operated by the institutions. Thé university has leased
space toll private individual and incjdentally has allowed the faculty
club to lease a part of its space foP a cafeteria. Private enterprise
should be excluded titan institutional grounds. The institution
should not have activities on its campus over which it does not have
control. This does not mean that the university need be withput a

bookstore or a cafeteria for the presence of these two private enter-

lit.possible
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prises is certain' evidence that they are making a profit. Obviously
f there were no profits these private enterprises would have long
mnee disappeared. The university can save these profits for itself
n(1 its student body if it is willing to-employ part of the income
f the bookstore for the needed business talent to direct this project.
kt Pine Bluff the president is ope4ting a bookstore as a personal
rivate venture. This should be undertaken as a college afid not as .

private venture.
Bookstores, like other service enterprises under institutional man-
ment, can be defended only on the grounds of service and&avings
the student body and to the institution. Three institutions are

rediting bookstore profits to athletics, two to general income, and
ne to general extension. The soundness of these practices is ques-
ioriable since the objective of an institutional bookstore is to serve
rather than tp exploit the student body.

Laundries.The university is the only institution operating a
laundry. ,It is self-supporting on the basis of direct expense and

financed by a fixed monthly charge against dormitory students.
At A.rkadelphia the college collects $5.50 per term from each dorm-
itory student and contracts with an outside laundry. At many of
the other institutioni with extensive dormitory facilities, sanitation
and general living conditions would justify an institutional laundry..
Is an alternative the Arkadelphia plan should be followed.
Famit.The university and the junior colleges need and operate

their farms as part of the educational program. Although the
products of these farms are by-products and constitute primarily a
reclaiming of a part of necessary teaching and research expense
there should be a separation of income and expense from other
departments. With few exceptions 'the actual inconte is known but
the expense is not.

The operation of farms at the State teachers colleges is only sec-
ondarily educational and their chief justification must be profitable
operation. It therefore becomes essential that the income and costs
of these farms be known and checked; At Conway the farm
income and expense are merged with the dining halls and dormi-
tories, and at Arkadelphia the expel'.se is ¡mid from general funds
and the produce is given to the dining hall without charge. This
mixing of separate ventures should be discontinued, and the accounts
should reveal the extent to which each is paying its way.

'Student Activities

Unfortunate experiences have demonstrated to many institutions
of higher education the desirability of a complete financial control of
student activities, such as the college publications, athletics, literary
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societies, the junior ball, and other social functions. The finan-
cial obligations of these student activities are not the legal respon.
sibility of the institution but an inescapable m6ral responsibility
does exist. Many institutions have considered that financial super-
vision of student activities affords an excellent opportunity to

students in the proper principles of business management.
All of the Arkansas institutions exercise some financial supervision

over student activities and all handle athletic funds through institu-
tional channels, but with two exceptions. Supervision of other
student activities is limited to occasional and apparently unsyste-
matic postaudit and direction by individual faculty members or
faculty committees.

Gifts

During the past five years the gifts to the Arkansas institutions,
if we except those to the Pine Bluff institution, have totaled only a
few dollars over $51,000. Of this amount $49,000 was received by
the junior college at Jonesboro. Arkansas has many citizens with
wealth who are giving to charity, chuvhes, and private institutions.
Their interest should be enlisted in public higher education. None
of the State institutions has sufficient funds for operation ; student
loan funds, scholarships, and prizes are conspicuously absent; and
many buildings for student living quarters andifor social and recrea-
tional purposes are needed. The responsibility of wealthy citizens
to their State educational institutions is not fully met by the pay-
ment of taxes. They have a stake as well as a responsibility in
providing the best educational facilities in Arkansas for all capable
students who are willing to take advantage of them. The Arkansas
institutions merit benefactions and they should not hesitate to voice
their need.

.
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Chapter VIII

General Extension Service

y small proportion of the population of a State may
perscinally attend its colleges and universities. Most of those wl4o do
are comparatively young. Many more poiople in a State nee and
desire instruction that the higher institutions are capable of off ring
that can etiroll in resident classes. Youth has no monopoly on
either the wish or the ability to learn. These facts account for the
development of extensián work.

The devices and agencies utilized in educatiaal extension instruc-
tion are many and the thoroughness of the instAction runs the entire
range from occasional lectures or showings of lantern slides to con-
tinuous postgraduate work for professional men. The means most
commonly employed are correspondence courses and extension classes.
Courses for and without college credit are carried on by both means.

Attention has already been called to the agricultural and home
economics extension that* a part of the work of the University of
Arkansas carried on in cooperation with the Federal Government
and as one unit in a nation-wide system. The university has also
takeo the lead in the development of other forms of extension activity
in the State. Through both the class and correspondence methods
it has for many years provided opportunities to the citizens of
Arkansas to secure instruction in a wide range of subjects.

As other institutions in the State, both public and private, may
undertake to conduct extension work duplication of effort and in
some cases expensive competition for extension students, will natua
rally arise if two or more institutions offer work in the same comp.
munity. Thus the four State junior colleges, the two State teachers
colleges, and the university may all tend to extend their campuses
over the entire State and produce an overlapping of territory and
effort that will be extrunel7 wasteful of time and money.

In view# of these developiiients in other States and to a certain
extent in Arkansas the general extension division of the University
of Arkansas undertook to insure cooperation by means of an agree-,
ment whfch -would utilize the ediattional resourves of all the insti-
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tutions, make wasteful competition impossible, and establish definite
standards for college credit work by extension acceptable to all the
institutions of the State and to out-of-State institkions to which
Arkansas students might wish to transfer. This was accomplished
in large part through the hearty cooperation of the entire group of
State institutions with the exception of the State teachers college at
Conway. This institution refused to meet the standards set up or
to participate in the syste,m and continued to conduct its extension
activities independently onhe other institutions.

Briefly the state-wide extension service was set up under an ar-
rangement by which the university appointed as instructors, both
for class and correspondenoe work, memfiers oi the staffs of the
other institutions that could qualify under the high standards main-
tained by the university for memberi of its own staff whom it per-
mitted to carry on such work. In fact, for extension purposes quali-
fied members of the staffs of the other institutions become members
of the university staff. Upon application for class or correspond-
ence work received by the university extension service, either directly
or through one of the cooperating institutions, the director of ex-
tension designates the instrudor best qualified to carry on the work
wherever he may be found, in most cases if one is available; in the
institution nearest to the point where the work is to be carried on.
The correspondence ns are prepared under the direction of the
university hence all instructors, whatever their institutions, conduct
the same course in any given subject. Further the university handles
the clerical and recording demand for all correspondencd students
thus relieving the local institutions of this responsibility and ex-
pense. Uniformity is thus insured.

The credits earned in extension carried on under this system are
accepted by all the institutions of the State and the high quality of
the work is recognized by the National University Extension Asso-
ciation, the authoritative national body in this' field. It should benoted that this system embraces and regulates cooperatively only
extension work carried on for college predit. In 1928-29 about 1,600
students were enrolled under the system.

The fact that the State teachers college at Conway di4 not enterthis cooperative system requires that its extension work be examinedin some detail. In 1928-29 approximately 4,00 Eftudents enrolled inthe extension work carried on by this State teachers college. Wasthis large enrollment due to more effective methods, to loiw standards,to the level work offered, or to other causes
Examination of reports from individual members of the staff en-gaged in conducting extension work for the teachers collige in

F.
1928429 shows that 89 teachers were carrying the instruction of this
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large ana widely scattered group of students. This staff consisted
of 19 part-time extension lecturers, 11 teachers engaged part time
in grading correspondence lesson papers, and 9 teachers engaged
part time in teaching eighth grade and high-school work to classes.
Sixteen of the nineteen extension lecturers gave less than one-tenth of
their time to extension duties, none gave more than one-fourth time tothis work. Of 11 men who gave from 5 to 7 per cent of their time
to extension work, 8 received from $100 to $199, one received between
$700 to $799, iplii the median was $26640f the two women who gave
the same percentage of time to the work one received between $100
and $199 and the other between $300 and $399.

Table 27 shows the occupations of these teachers to vary from
housekeeping to superintending tity whool systems. Fifteen of the
19 are city superintendents, county superintendents, or school
principals.

TABU§ 27.Nottinstutionai occupation of extension teacher*--Conway

e

.

Occupation Fre-
quency 1

.

Ocetapation Fre-
quency

superintendent city schools
County superintiodent.
Instructor
County agricultural want.
Pnncipal of high imsbooL

8
3
1
I
1

i.

Principal of Junior high school ..,-Principal of grade school._ _
Principal of ward school-i H

1
1
1
2

Eleven of the 19 teachers. h*d no regular college teaching experi-
ence and 4 had about one year. The 19 extension teachers, referred
to were distributed to departments as follows: Agriculture, 1; art,
1; bioloky, 1; education, 1114; English, 21/2; history, 1; health, 1;
total, 19.

After a study of the facts just presented, it should require no ex-
tended argument to demonstrate that the extension work at Conway
must neceisarily be superficial. One teacher, in a trivial percentageof his time, can not properly instruct and supervise the study activ-
ities of 100 students. Furthetmore, the lack of regular college teach-
ing experience on the part of most of those engaged in extension work
át Conway is sufficient to raise the question of their capacity topresent work of college grade. Finally, the fact that most of these
extension teachers are public-school administrators, principals, and
superintenaenta, giving this instruction for pay to members of their
own teaching staffs, raises a serious ethical question. Do teacheri
enroll in these clams bscatise they desire instruction in work of
college grads or because it is announced that such classes are to be
o Pened under the:tutelage of their superior officers! .

The logical polution ,of the problem ig to *oaks extension workin Arkanisi truly state-wide. This would seem to be most easily
e
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accomplished by Conway entering the so-called state-wide service
now maintained by the other State-supported institutions of higher
learning with central offices at Fayetteville.

The commission wrnestly recommends the further development of
a truly state-wide extension service. It is not, however, convinced
that this service should center so entirely in the university. The
commission does not question that the direction of general extension
work is lodged in most competent hands in the person of the uni-
vérsity director of general extension. However, there is no question
in the minds of the survey commission that great advantages would
accrue to the extension work through centralization of its office.% at
the geographical center of the State.

The rapid development of the northeast, southeast, and southwest
sections of the State has already been discussed at length in other
sections of this report. There seems no convincing or sufficient rea-
son for centralizing this state-wide extension service in the northeast
portion of the State. The university has already concentrated its
agricultural and home economics extension offices at Little Rock.
In establishing the offices of the aate-wide general extension service
at Little Rock no question is involved of securing a great physical
plant representing an investment of hundreds of,, thousands of dol-
lars. Little additional expense would be incurred; indeed, the citi-
zens of Little Rock should be willing to furnish the housing requiredin return for the advantages and opportunities that would accrue to
the people of the city.

Two arguments which have been advanced as reasons for locating
the central extension offices at Vayettevilli have been considired bythe survey commission and Mind unconvincing. The first of these
arguments emphasizes the present fact that the extension director isnearest the largest group of extension instructors, namely, those corn-ing from the university faculty. In this day of rapid communica-tion such proximity is negligible for the purposes of correspondenceand extension work. Even if this,were not true, the development ofextension work as a truly state-wide service will very soon nullifythe fact, i. e., in a very few years Little Rock will be nearer a greaternumber of extension teachers than will Fayetteville. The entranceof Conway into the system will make a material difference In this
respect immediately.

The second argument advances the use of the university libraryas a reason for continuing the extension offices at Fayetteville.There appears to be no good reason why the university library as*ell as the librarietiof all the other schools may not be used to thesame extent in extension work even though the central officis are atLittle Rock. However, the oommission does not at pretest pee
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how any of the libraries may be extensively used for extension workwithout impairing resident instruction. None of th6 higher insti-tutions at present has a sufficiently large library for the types ofwork attempted.
The establishment of the headquarters of a central general extension service at Little Rock rather than at the university is supportedby other considerations. The refusal of the State teachers' college atConway to participate in the present system .was in part basedupon one sound reason. The system includes only extension workfor credit ; it makes no provision for the type of helpful, noncreditstudy and guidance opportunities that under Arkansas conditionswould prove most valuable to Arkansas. The university is notespecially interested in promoting such work in the class and cor-respondence fields and by informal methods of instruction. TheState teachers college at Conway has demonstrated that there is agreat demand in Arkansas for adult education in the form of ex-tension work which should not carry college credit. This demandis undoubtedly indicative of a still greater unexpressed need for suchtraining.

The existing demand is obvious, since in 1928-29 Jonesboro wasproviding, through extension instructors, noncredit work to 5 menand 3 women in education and to 60 men and 75 womeh in arts and
sciences. In the year 1927r-28 Fayetteville was giving instructionto 22 men in engineering extension noncredit courses. In 1928-29Conway was giving training in extension noncredit courses to 372
men and 949 women in the fields of education and teacher training.One great and as yet undeveloped phase of the proposed centralextension work at Little Rock, therefore, should be the offering,under thoroughly trained and competent teachers, of as widevariety of courses in adult education as the demands of the peopleand the needs of the State indicate to be wise.

Transferring the central office to Little Rock 'lied imperil in noway the present recognition of the extension work by the National
University Extension Association, for it- need disturb in no way the
arrangements with reference to standards of instruction and appoint-ment of the extension staff for credit work.

It is proposed and recommended, therefore, that a state-wide exten-
sion service be established, with headquarters at Little Rock, andthat the extension work of all State institutións and of such private
ones as care to participate be directed by this central office.

The cent and its director should be responsible to no
single institution but to a committee or board constituted by selecting
from each of the boards that control the State higher institutions one
or more represeutative. to sit with the State superintendent of publio
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instruction or his delegate. This committee should act as the gov-

erning board for the state-wide extension service and should be re-
sponsible for the construction of a unified budget for the work and

for its apportionment in the institutional budget requests in accord-
ance with the proportion that other elements in their budgets bear to
the total State contribution to the operation and maintenance of the

higher institutions. Funds granted in the institutional budgets
accordance with the plans of the state-wide extension service budget
should be made available to the director of the state-wide service and
be expended by him under such controls as are in harmony with the
uniform business procedure recommended for all State higher
educational institutions.
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Chapter IX

Standards and Practices in Teacher Training

Preceding chapters have discussed the importance of the teacher-
training problem in Arkansas, proposed methods of çontrol over
teacher-training functions, recommended a unified system of busi-
ness management, and urged certain definite investments in physical
plant extensions. It is the purpose of this chapter to discuss, in
some detail, specific aspects of the conduct of teacher-training work
And to suggest certain standards of practice in connection therewith.

Central in all modern teacher training is the practice school and
the control of these facilities exercised by adiainistrators and super-
visors. These officers and staff members should have such control of
the practice facilities that (1) they. may schedule practice classes
whenever desired; (2) ,they may section practice classes according
to needs; (3) they may otherwise direct the school for the benefit
of practice classes.

When institutions maintain their own canpus schools, they have
few problems of this nature. When public schools are used as train-
jng schools many problem may arise. Entire teacher-training,pro-
grams are sometimes upsdi by public-school necessities. While the
cooperation between the training schools and the public schools is
excellent, in Arkansas, it is imperative that additional training
school facilities be provided. This is especially true at Arkadelphia
where thee college is entirely dependent upon a small arid financially
handicapped school district for its practice facilities. This uncer-
tainty of continuous and adequate training-school facilities is un-
doubtedly a major reason why Arkadelphia is not accredited by the
Anierican Association of Teachers Collegea.

Tables 28, 29, 80, 81, and 82 show data concerning the rank, train-
ing, experience, and work of the members of the supervisory staff.
Many regular c911ege teachers who supervise a class or two in the
training schools are included hence comparisons of the institutions
on this bag!' sr, unreliable.

If regulsr ,college loach'erq are eliminated from consideration the
faculty n4, .and experience of the remaining members
of the stii,P4,4 Folindesiirsky low, This condition is npt peculiar to1 .
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Arkansas but is anywheft unfo-itunate because members of the super.
visory staffs are entrusted with oike of the most difficult instructional
tasks in the institution.

TABLE 28.Lesigtk iii college year* of teacher-training ourricala or courses or
study of college grade reported

Curricula=

Length in years

Fay-
ette-
ville

Arks-
del-
Phis

hoes-
bore

Maud-
cello

RII}
sa-
ViDe

6

Primary grades (1, 2, ) )
Intermediate grades or (4, 8, 6)
Junior high school grades or CZ, $1, 9)
General 3.yea1' normal
Elementarykeducation
Arts and science secondary school subjects_
Agricultural education_
Home ectoomics education (certificate)
School administration dramatic art_
B. A. in education_
B. S. in education
Public-wawa music (cortificate)...._ 4M, .
Art (certificate)

.....
Physical education for men
Physical education for womenAthletic
:9.01 lion a elemental, schools__ -

B. A__
B. 8 MP 110,11,U 10IMI AM

4
4
4

$ 4

1 2
2
2

4

2

4
4
2
2

9-4
2-4
3-4

4

4
4

4
4

2
2
2
2

m

2
2
2

2
2

_ ......
2
2

2
2

I Primary, L. I.
I Technical, modem* and education courses.
s Select from 34 hours offered.
I Minor about 15 boon.

. I athletics only.
10 1. offend.
1 to 3 boar mans offered.

The professional procedure of the supervisory staff in conducting
student teaching shows conscientious work and a real understanding
of the job to be done.

The following suggestions are offered: (1) The marking system

should be uniform for all tions. (2) More provision should
be made for individual diffe i ces among fraining school pupils.
(3) Wider distribution of practice over more subject-matter fields,
and over more appropriate subject-matter fields should be arranged
as soon as possible. (.4) The supervisory staff should be increased
at once and the coll teaching load of the present supervisory staff

reduced materially. This is especially necessary at Arkadelphia.
(5) The directors of training in all institutions have too large teach-
ing loads. (6) The student teachers in many schools now receive

no practice in such fields as physical education and health, public-

school music, and art. This should be remedied. (7) The services
of a physician or school nurse should be available in etch school for
promoting the health of the pupil& (8) Regular teachers of dess-
migration lessons should be present frequently when their work is
dimmed by observers.
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The typical number of student teachers supervised during any one
class period is two except it Jonesboro, Monticello, and Russellville,
where the typical number is one. The maximum number ranges
from one, at Russellville, to five at the University of Arkansas.
Yearly all the supervising teachers at Conway biach academic or
technical subjects in connection with their supervisory duties. There
is much to be said for the participation of subject-matter teachers in
the supervisory activities of the training school. However, supervid.
sion of practice can not always be arranged in this way.

Table 29 shows that the number of supervising teachers having
experience in their present positions before 1929-80 is relatively
small.

TABLE 29. Experience of superrising teachers ptior to 19t9-30

Years experience

Frequency

Fayette- Arkadel- Jones-
phia boro

1

2 to 4
3 to 9
10 or mace

a
9
3 2

3

cello
Rumen-Monti-

2 3

Table 30 shows the maximum number of student teachers super-
vised per year of nine months by any one critic or supervising
teacher. Nearly half of the supervisors are in charge of an excessive
number of student teachers and praCtice pupils.

Tins 30.--110 teat) number of student teachers taught by any one critic or
supervising teacher

Maximum
number of

student
teachers

Maximum
number el
student
teachers

Cos
ArtaiwUphia_
hoes hero

IS i Mantle.°
7 Magnolia
4 1 Russellville

TANA StFaculty rank of supervising teachers

Rank Parata-
vine CalwaY

Arkaelel-
pleim

James-
bare

,

a

Mend-
cello

magmas)
.

Buns&
vine

1 : 2 1 4
....i4
10
4
2
6

i
4040 AIPIM ..... 1/0

6

11
-
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6
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1
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TABLE 32.-v-Highest degree of diploma held by supervising tamber

Highest degree or diplomi Fayette-
villa

colony As.kadel-
phis

Jogs-
ben

Monti-
cello

,

Rumen.
villa

1 3 4 5 4 7 8
.,----- ,

,
,

Bachelor's 1 9 2 , 4 3 1
1Master's 2 9 1 1 1 3 3Doctor's 2 5 1

2 or 3 year normal diploma_ 0
12 ... ________ 1 6 ...A.....

None tif 1.0g
,

1 4 .

Organization of tudent teaching.The activities of a teacher-
training institution, centering around the training school, should be

definitely coordinated and administered by a competent director of
training or an equivalent officer. In ArkansasiOnstitutiims this co
ordination is secured by . various officers with varying degrees of

effectiveness.
In order to conserve the best interests of the student in the practice

schools, not over 60 per cent of the teaching should be done by student
teachers. In three institutions this amount is considerably exceeded.
In all instances, however, the local community attitude appears to
have remained favorable to student teaching.

Credit hours required in student kaching .--Not including the Uni-
versity of Arkansas, the minimum number of semest4 4 kours of

credit required in student teaching for graduation froni any 2-year
curriculum is 2%; the maximum 51/2 ; the average 4.1. Tile minimum

ment is made at Arkadelphia, the maximum at 'Conway. A

reason ble standard for miñirnum requirements in this respect is
four semester hours.

Requirements and facilities in practice teaching.--All institutions
in Arkansas require student teachers to do 90 or more clock hours elf
practice teaching. The minimum requirement set by theì American
Associatibn of Teachers College is 90 clock hours.

A minimum requirement of 30 practice pupils for every 18 college
students to be given 90 hours of practice teaching, is met by all six
institutions. Difficulties are methowever, in the distribution of the
total number of practitb pupils among the several grades. Obviously
a prospective high-scho6I teacher of science should not be required
to do his practice teaching in fifth-grade arithmetiC.

Fayetteville has fo practice pupils in its fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades. There is a deficiency of pupils in other grades.

Arkadelphia has no campus school and little or no administative
control over the public schbols.

Conway needs more prattice pupils in both campus and rural
schools.
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Credit hour requirement,. in profe8eional education.--For 2-yean
curricula the maximum ;lumber of semester hours of professional
mtk in education required för a diploma is 16 at Jonesboro, and
271/23at Conway. The minimum varies from 12. in Jonesboro to 24
in Conway. For 4-year curricula the maximum ranges from 24 at
Arkadelphia to 30 att Conway. The minimum is 16 at Arkadelphia,
19 at the university, and 24 at Conway.

These variations indicate need for cooperative curriculum revigou.
Lack of uniformity in terminology.The heterogeneous terminol-

ogy existing also suggests the need for cooperative revision. A basic
course such tas " observation and student teaching " is listed as " di-
rected teaching," " student teaching," " methods, materials, and
directed teaching," " cadet teaching," " practice teaching," " observa-
tion and lesson plans," " rural school praCtice teaching," etc. Only
three courses are given thé same titles in more than three institutions.
A fertile field for duplication of content is thus provided.

A state-wide curricular revision programWhen the State depart-
ment of education is properly staffed and given adequate powers
one of the first projects which it should initiate 'and foster is a state-
wide curricular revtsion program for :the,. 'teacher-training
institutions of Arkansis. West Virginia his recently shown the
possibilities of a cooperative curricular revision in this field. Sufi'
a program would involve the active Gpoperation of the staff mem-
bers of all institutions that train teachers: There should be a central
committee and subcommittees in the various subject-matter fields.
Outside qualified experts could belp. 1,14e findings should be bind-
ing upon all institutions. The revisi9n program §hould be repeated
from time to tiine according to needs.

Some of the studies which should be undertaken in such a state-
wide revision program are: (1) The actual job of the teacher in the
public school, (2) combinations of subjects to be1/44aught, (3) sub-jects which will best prOfare for each type of teaching work, and
(4) uniform curricula and terminology.

Not only would the curricula of the several institutions be im-proved but the stAff members would profit by gaining a new interest
in the improvement of the courses they teach. All the advantagesof mutual endeavor would be pecured.

The tendency for the teacher-training institutions to extend theircurricular ?fferings into fields for which they lack, the resources andfacilities cfn be checked only through a Otate syst,pm of controlwhich not only regulates the actual offerings of the colleges but speci-
fies the revireme* which must be met for each differentiated typeof certificate. Blanket " certification which permits one type oftraining to, oniia 4- teaching fields should be abandoned:,
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The curriculum should emphasize physical education and health.
It has been well established that remediable 'physical defects, un.
hygienic and insanitary living conditions, and general ignoranc6 of
the laws of health are more characteristic oi country people than of
city dwellers. For this reason the rural teacher, more than any
other, needs training in physical education and health.

The 4-year curriculum should also emphasize industrial art, fine
&. arts, and music. These subjects contribute more to the effectiveness

and happiness of living in a State like Arkansas than ancient lan-
guages and advanced mathematics.

The requirements in student teaching and other professional
courses should meet accepted standards, and subject-matter courses
should be selected and adapted with the primary object of meeting
the actual needs.

In summary, certain conclusions bearing on the type of curricula
in two or more institutions now offered in the institutionslhat train
teachers in Arkansas may be offered.

(1) Curricula for teachers should be based on the specific activi-
ties of teachers in service, and should be determined by the require-
ments of the position toal filled. .For example, prospective teachers
in 1-rooih rural schools will require subject-matter training in -most

of the subjects taught in all elementary grades, and should tie given
courses especially adapted to their work.

(2) The training school is the focus at which all training of the
teacher should converge.

(3) Nearly all courses in 2-year curriceihould be prescribed..
(4) Emphasis should be placed in teacher:training curricula upon

the development of (a) personality traits, (6.) ability to make effec-
tive community contacts, and (c) professional attitudes and habits
in the teacher.

(5) Courses of study should be sequels: 1 and continuous in or-

ganization.
(6) Review courses in elementary subjects, offered-. for collepl

credit should be eliminated as soon as practicable.
(7) The program undertaken should not exceed the laciiities

available for doing work. The .objectives of most of the institutions
of Arkansas are much too broad for the facilities they now possess.

(8) Terminology of courses should be made more uniform and
more meaningful, so that some accurate indication of the content
may be afforded..

(9) Means should be set up to provide for a continuing revision
of existifig cou . and the provision of i_rd'[ditional new ones,. .State-.

wide curricular vision programs should be initiated by a properly
staffed State department of education, and such programs should be
undertaken from time to time in ance with changing needs.'

4
e.

4.
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(10) Closer coordination of sub-matter and professional educa-tion courses is desirable. Neither field should be stressed at theexpense of the other. Courses in education should function in apractical way and subject-matter courses should be well roundedand carefully selected with a view always to the needs of public-school teachers.
(11) Prospective high-school teachers typically should be trainedfor teaching three subject-matter fields, and should be placed inteaching positions in the fields for which trained.
(12) The University of Arkansas should extend the fifth year'sofferings for principals, supervisors, superintendents, and high-school teachers as rapidly as public-school needs justify.(13) Present study undertaken by some of thee institutioas of thecourses in professional education and their proper selection, sequence,and emphasis should be continued to the end that such courses bemade to bear more directly upon public-school teaching problems.

4
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Chapter X

Uniform Standards and Practices

Preceding chapters have called attention to the desirability and
recommended the adoption of certain standard practic'es and pro-

cedures by the higher institutions of Arkansas. Thus it has been
recommended that common study be made under the leadership of
the State department of education of teacher demand and supply and
of the curricular problems of teacher training. It has been suggested
that a committee representing all the public higher institutions study
and recommend for adoption a common system of iests and meagure-

ments of students and a uniform student record card. Cooperative
study of the opportunities for employment in intermediate level occu-

pations and of curricula designed to provide training for these occu-

pations has been recommended. It appears that unified personnel
records and occupational curricula should be supplemented by a

state-wide employment or placement service conducted cooperatively
by the institutions. A uniform accounting system supplemented by
uniform business forms and Practices is essential and cooperative pur-

chasing of supplies and materiaL used by the various institutions is a

measure that should lead to economy and better service. Further, it
is recommended that the institutional systems of fees be so adjusted

as to make them more nearly comparable and uniform as between

services of equal extent and quality.
It is the purpose of this chapter to consider the training, experi-

ence, salaries, and management of the membIers of,the teaching staffs

of the institutions from the standpoint of the desirability of intro-
ducing among the higher institutions of the State a larger degree
of uniformity of standard with reference tó these matters. This

involves presentation ofeacts concerning the present staffs of the
institutions.

It is desirable to consider the staffs of higher educational institu-

tions from two standpoints; first, from th'6 standpoint of the personal
preparation for and attitudes toward the work of their profession

that characterize the individual members of the staff; and, second,
from the standpoint of institutional mangement of the staff shown

by such matters as the 'amount of work demanded of teachers, the

122
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range and application of salary scales, and other conditions ofwork that are provided by the institutions. These two aspects of
staff employment are intimately related, but such division of treat-ment serves to emphasize the fact that for certain matters the in-dividual teacher must bear major responiibility, while in otherrespects the institution is primarily responsible.

The individual teacher is largely responsible _for his own trainingand for his professional relationships that are not directly a part of
hi task as a member of the institutional staff. The institution istrsponsible for the selktion of staff members with the amounts and
types of training desired and for the provision of ppportunities whichwill enable staff members to establish professional relationships thatwill contribute to the professional reputation of the institution.The present situation in regard to the training and professional rela-tions of staff members in Arkansas institutions is shown by Tables33, 34, 35, 36, and by the comment thereon.

Number of teachers employed by each in8tittation.Table 33
the number of teachers from ,each institution that filled o
vidual staff inquiry blanks provided for the purposes of this survey.
Arkadelphia and Monticello have the smallest faculties. Jonesboro,
Monticello, Magnolia, and Russellville have teachers engaged fulltime in high-school teaching. These same schools also have numerous
teachers who give part time to high-school teaching and part time
to c9i1ege teaching.

TABLE 33.Number of teachers reported by each institution on individual staffinquiry

Institution

Jonesboro
Monticello
Magnolia -

Russellville
Arkadelphia
Conway
Fayetteville

Special
subjects

music,
etc.

.......

Training
school

Full-time
high

school

5
3
5
4

Part-time
college,

part-time
high

school

10
6
8
2

7

Full-time
college

3

8
ti
13
31

115

Highest degrees held by fficulty members.--Table 34 shows the
scholastic preparation of the faculties of the seven institutions of
higher Naming in Arkansas. Of the teachers engaged in full-time ,
college teaching 14 have no degrees, 24 have bachelors' degrees, 112
have masters' degrees, and 55 have doctors' degrees.

:L.tes
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TABLE 34.Highest degrees held by teachers

Institution

Jonesboro
Monticello
Magnolia
Russellville
Arkadelphia
Conway _

Fayetteville

Total

Highest degree

No degree

Full-
time

college

Part-
time Full-

t_ time
highschool- shcoolcollege °`'"

2 3
1

2

3
10

14 5

Train-
ing

school

3

Bachelor's

Full-
time

college

s r

3
2
4
a

5

24

Part-
time
high

school-
college

7

5
3

Full-
time
high

school

Institution

Highest degree

Master's

Full-
time

college

Jonesboro 4-
Monticello
Magnolia
Russellville
Arkadelphia
Conway
Fayetteville

Total

le

3

12

62 7

112 20

Part-
time
high

school-
oollege

Full-
time
high

school

11

5

1,

Train-
ing

school

13

Doctor's

Full-
time

college

Part-
. time

high
school-
oollege

14

.....41.,MM

Full-
time
high

school

11

Train-
ing

school

17

2
4
3

48

55

I Teachers of special subjects such as art, music, military science, athletics and physical education,
dramatic art, and engineering shop.

The modal degree, therefore, is the master's degree. Most of the
doctors' degrees reported are held by members of the university
faculty. Jonesboro employs, relatively, the greatest number of non-

deOee teachers.
Amount of profe88ional training p088e88ed by faculty 'members.

Faculty members who are engaged in preparing teachers should

have a considerable amount of professional education training. A

commonly assigned reason for their lack of teadiiitg technique is
that college and university teachers. are deficient in professional
training. Even a college teacher must know more than his subject.
He Jest know the boys and girls, or men and women, whóm he is
seeking to deielop, what they are now and how they " got that way ";

he must know what his subject can contribute sto jheir develop-
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ment and how it should be presented to insurer the maximum
development in the desired direction. If it be accepted that work in
professional education gives teachers these things and that they are
not likely to be acquired in any other way by college teachers, Table
35, which shows the professional education training of the institu-
timid staffs, would indicate rather serious deficiencies in this respect
in some instjtutions of the State. However, outside Ube field of
teacher training, professional work in education courses is not gen-
erally found in college faculties. The chief significance of the table,
therefore, lies in situatiop where teacher training is a major func-tion of the institution ; 41om this restricted viewpoint the Arkansas
institutions show up relatively well.

TABLE 35. Professional trctining of cads. faculty

Institution

Number of teachers, with number Median number of semester hourssemester hours of professional edu- of professional educationentirecation faculty

Straight
college and h

schoo

Jonesboro
MontiCello. .... . _ ________
Magnolia__ _ _ _ . _ _ _ DO DIE ME Or .E. DE 0 OP 4ND 4ED DIE

Russellville
Arkadelphia
Conway
Fayetteville .... _

Straight
high

school

Train-
ing

school

4

.......

tr. f

411. OP et. .1 .0

Straightoollege
Cg

al;:ch
Straight

high
school

Train-
ing

school

7 8

15
25
25
ss
15
27
5

16
37
15
16

25
35
15
30

31
80

I 60

18
43

I 1 only.
I 3 in music, 2 in social science.

Subject-matter preparation of teachers. l'he teachers of each
institution are classified according to their possession of (1) a major,
(2) a minor, (3) a major and minor, or (4) neither a major nor aminor of preparation in the field in which they were teaching.
Judged by this standard, in general, the teachers of the higher
institutions of learning in Arkansas are very well placed. Prac-tically all are teaching in fields in which they have had college oruniversity training to the extent of at least a major (30 semester
hours). Several report only a minor (15 semester hours) . A 'veryfew are teaching in fields in which they have no formal preparation.

The character of an institutional staff may be measured in part
by the association of its members with professional and learned
societies and by their productivenesswas shown by publications ofvarious kinds. In order to determine the facts in regard to these
matters staff members of the Arkansas institutions were asked to list
both organization relationships and the nature of their publications.
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The following organizations were more or less arbitrarily selected
.frorn a much larger number in which Arkansas college teachers
reported office or membership held. It is believed that the organiza-
tions selected are numerous enough 'to constitute an index of the
extent to which the faculty members have received scholastic or pro-
fessional honors, or have shown zeal in the effort to advance the
cause of education.

These organizatiofis are divided into three groups:
Group I.(1) Gamma Sigma Delta; (2) Phi Beta Kappa; (3)

Phi Delta Kappa; (4) Phi Kappa Phi; (5) Phi Upsilon Omicron;
(6) Pi Ga II is a Mu; (7) Sigma Xi; and (8) Tau Beta Pi.

Group I .(1) American Association for the Advancement 'of
Science; (2) American Academy of Political and Sociological Sci-
ence; (3) American Chemistry Society; (4) American History As-
sociation; (5) American Home Economics Association; (6) Ameri-
can Mathematics Association; (7) American SoCiety of Civil Engi-
neers; (8) Botanical Society of America; and (9) National Council
of- English Teachers.

G p III.(1) National Education Association and (2) Arkan-
sas te Teachers Association.

It ii the basis of this classification all institutions show a very
satisfactory proportion of staff members participating in the asso-
ciations represented by Groups I and III. The four junior colleges
and the two State teachers colkges do not, however, have a large
enough number of their staffs participating by membership in the
organizations represented by Group II to indicate the lively inter-
est in their subject-matter fields that should be expected of college
teachers.

Pl4blikerti07M.Another index of the growth and leadership of
faculty members is furnished by the extent to which they have pub-
lished material in their fields. s

Table 36 shows that Jonesboro and Magnolia report no publica-
titns. The information concerning the publications of the uni-
versity staff was not available in the form used in the table. How-
ever, because of the work of the experiment station, the extension
service, and the engineering college, the number of publications issued
by the university staff shows excellent productivity in these fields.
In other divisions of the university the staff shows much Iiss pro-
ductive activity.

"77" ,
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TABLE 36.Publioation. written by faculty members

Publications reported 1

Institution Books ,Bulletins Articles

1 2 3 4 1-2 3-4 5 1-3 4-6 7-9 , 10

Monticello
Russellville
Arkadelphia_
Conway _

1
2
2

12

ow. as WO

Jonesboro and Magnolia report no publications.

Although, as has been already pointed out, individual staff mem-bers may be regarded as primarily responsible for their own train-ing and professional relations, the institutions are not without obli-
gations with respect to staff qualifications quite apart from and inaddition to institutional functions in selection and employment of
members of the staff. Institutions may so overload the members 'ofthe faculty with work that there is no opportunity for personalstudy, participation in professional organizations, and for productiveand creative activity. Institutions may have such low salary sched-ules that teachees with desirable training, scholarly interests, and

, professional attitudes may not be *Ming to accept employment, or,if they do so, may be so burdened by economic pressures that their
personal ambitions and initiative are crushed. Institutions mayemploy staff members for so many months in the year and leavethem so little freedom that they have no opportutity to renew theirvision and replenish their vigor by outside contacts and study duringthe summer months or at other periods. Tables 37, 38, 39, and 40,supplemented by comment and additional descriptive material, serveto present the situation in Arkansas with respect to teaching loads,salary standards, and other aspects 6f staff mankgement.That the teaching loads of staff members do not on the wholeexceed standards that are generally regarded as desirable is evidentfrom Table 37. The loads shown are heavier for Jonesboro, Monti-cello, and Magnolia because of the large amount of high-saool workdone in those institutions. Three hundred student-clock-hours isregarded as a normal teaching load for college teachers.
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TABLE 37.Teaching loads

Institution
Median
student-

clock-hour
load

Jonesboro
Mon tioello
Magnolia
Russellville

425
425
370
250

Institution
Median
student-

clock-hour
load

Arkadelphia
Conway
Fayetteville

262
256
250

Median, '8alaries pcif1.T able 38 shows the salaries paid to the
members of the staffs of Arkansas institutions upon the whole to be
very low. The commission marvels that such high-type men and
women as in general compose the faculties of Arkansas institutions
of higher learning can be secured or held at such low figures.

The salary scale is lowest at Jonesboro, probably because consider-
able funds which normally should find their way to salaries have been
used for other purposes. Particularly undesirable are the extremely
low salaries paid training-school teachers at Jonesboro in.d Arka-
delphia. If these teachers are not worth more than they are being
paid they are expensive at any price.

TABLE 38. Median salaries paid

Institution

Median salaries

Straight
oollege

Co
and

schoo

traight
high

school
Training

school

Jonesboro
Monticello
Magnolia

Arkadqlphia...
Conway
Fayetteville

$1, 812
2, 000
2,
2, 2a0
2, 556
; 300
3,018

AP

$2, 082
; 000
1, 812
1, 875

Si, 540
2, 375
1, 875
1, 375

a, 625
2, 375
1 625
(1)
1, 906

All types

Less than $1,000.
67 full-time teachers.

Relation of 8a2aries to training.In general it is expected that
increased training will be rewarded by increased pay. Table 39
shows that this expectation is realized in some Arkansas schools but
not in others. The data of Table 39 include only teachers w
giving full time to college work or part time to college and pa
to high school.

Alb
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high
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WO
Russellville

I.

I

I

I

sAno, $1, 687
2, 1Z
1, 900
1, 920
2, 530
2, 260
3, 013
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TABLE 39. Relation or salaries to training

129

Institution
Median salaries paid to those with--

No degree

3

Bachelor's
.degree

411

Jonesboro
Monticello
Magnolia
Russellville
Arkadelphia
Conway
Fayetteville

Master's
degree

Doctor's
degree

$2, 000. 00 $1, 875. 00 $1, 688. 00
2, 125. 00 1, 875, 00 2, 00
1,125. 00 1, 875. 00 1, 925. 00

1, 625. 00 2, 125 00
1, 311 00 2, 583. 00

1,87i. 00 1, 00 2, 375.00
3,37&00 2, 625, 00 2,475.00

a

$2, 375. 00

2, 876. 00
2, 625. 00

417. 00

At Jonesboro a decidedly undesirable trerid is noticeable. The
median salary foi teachers with no degree is $2,000, for those with
a bachelor's degree $1,875, and for those with a master's degree
$1,694. Similar situations prevail at Monticello aid at Fayetteville.

Relation of &Vary to experienee.--In general it is expected that
increased experience sball be rewarded by increased salary. For
full-time college teachers this trend is apparent for all schools with
a slight exception in the case of Conway, as is shown by Table 40.For part-time college and part-time high-school teachers added
experience is not reflected iii more pay at Jonésboro, Magnolia, and
Russellville.

Low 8al41'ie8 paid to wornen.-Another curious fact which should
receive consideration is the pay received by the women members of
Arkansas faculties. _Of 91 women teachers reporting in Arkansas
institutions of higher learning but three receive pay in excess ofthe median salary paid by the institution by which they are
employed.

TABLE 40. Ilelation of experience to salary

Institution

Median salaries paid for varying amounts of experienoe

o

2

3

14 9-16

2

Jonesboro
Monticello $1, 625
Magnolia 1, 875
Russellville_ _ .. 1, 375
krkadelphia 2, 312
Conway
Fayetteville. 29 125

$2, 125
I, 875
1, 810
1; 875

$1, 810
2, 375
1, 940
1, 875
2, 625
2, 260
2, 476

$1, 690
2, 250
1, 625

17-24

2

7

$2, 875
2, 430
2, 875
1, 975
3, 380

$1, 625

$2, 875
3, 250

2

25

le

411.

$4, 375

c-

2

11

$2, 375

I Experience in years.
College teachers,

3 Part-time college, part-time high4chool teachers.
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It is impossible and inappropriate in a report upon the higher
educational system of an entire State to consider ip de,tail all the
elements of staff management that affect the opportunities provided
to staff members to maintain or improve their academic and profes-
sional qualifications. However, no feature of such management is
more generally neOecied in Ankansas institutions than that of pro.
vision for staff absence from the institutions for sufficient periods to
enable members of the staff to improve themselves by further study
and wider contacts. The policies of Arkansas institutions that are
of special importance in this connection are those that determine
practice in prescribing periods of annual service and in allowing
official leave for study.

It is the usual practice in the junior colleges and teacher-training
institutions of Arkansas to require teachers in the regular sessions
to continue teaching for the summer session, thus leaving them no
opportunity or a yery brief opportunity to go away for further
training themselves. Further, during the past five years only six
leaves of absence with pay have been granted by the entire group
of higher institutions. Two of these, at full pay, were for the brief
period of two weeks each. Four, two at full pay and two at half
pay, were for periods of from two to six months. The provisions of
Arkansas law which it is stated are responsible for these conditions
should be modified.

Institutions in other States that operate upon the quarter plan re-
quire three quarters of work each year with one quarter free for
study, writing, or recuperation. In most of these institutions the
free quarter may be taken at any time wlim the schedule of teaching
may be arrvged to permit absence, thus making it possible for the
teacher to attend a fall, winter, or spring quarter in another insti-
tution. In other institutions four quarters, of leave may be accu-
mulated by teaching 12 quarters. This permits an entire year of
absence with pay. Still other institutions provide for some form
of sabbatical leave whereby a year of absence at full or half
pay is permitted after six or seven years of service. The usual vaca-
tions of from two to three months each year are allowed in these
institutions without affecting the privilege of sabbatical leave.

Arkansas higher institutions are seriously in need of some more
liberal provision- for leave both in order to encourage staff members
to strive for further growth and in order to compete for well-trained
men with institutions that afford more desirable conditions of em-
ployment. No doubt the finances of the State will not permit coil-
petition with the more wealthy States upon the basis of salaries and
perhaps Arkansas can not in the immediate future offer as favorable
opportunities for leaves of absence. However, a dtate-wide policy
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should be considered and adopted which will look to better compen-
sation and opportunity for the teachers in the institutions of highér

Although all the factors that enter into the rewards of college
teachers are not available for consideration, the commission believes
that the evidence presented by this chapter in regard to degrees,
the relationship of salaries to training, and to experience, and the
inequalities of salaries as between institutions of higher education
in the 'State justify serious considerittion. The commission, therefore
recommends that a committee of the institutions attempt to devise
a scientific salary schedule for the various ranks of college teachers
which will more nearly represent equal compensation for similar
service, training, and experience. In spite of the fact that this proj-
ect will involve consideration of many factors difficult to estimate
with mathematical accui-acy, such as differences in cost of living,
prestige of institutions, and the relative attractiveness of different
communities, it is believed that many of the gross inequalities that
now exist may be removed.

e.
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Olpter XI

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations

1. The most important educational problem of Arkansas is that
of coordinating Ole development and functions of all the State's
agencies of education from elementary school to university.

2. Coordination' will require some adOitional funds but funds for
èxpansion of the higher eduCational program should be contingent

tlson practical evidence of willingness to subordinate institutional
and local advantage to the general educational welfare of the State
as a whole.

3. Needed growth of the higher educational institutions of the
State is dependent upon vigorous and inte44gent suppcirt of state-
wide ptiblic and secondary school development. Arkansas is pro-
viding higher education to as large a proportion of its'high-school
graduates as is the Nation as a whole; the fact that it has neverthe-
less fewer college students than its social and economic condition
demands and than it musthave if as large a proportion of its popu-
lation receives higher education as receive it in other States arises
from the small proportion of its population that isireiving satis-
factory high-school training. ,*

4. The present policy of equalization of public-school opportunity
through provision of State aid to local communities should be
continued and extended.

5. In spite of its söme*hat remote geographical location the uni-
versity is rendering a truly state-wide edupational service. The dis-.
advantages of the location of the university are in part compensated
for by the development of junior colleges in the northeast, southeast,
and southwest, but it is highly desirable that the facilities of the
university be considerably improved in order to` prevent demands
for large duplication of investment at other higher educational
centers.

6. The junior colleges still have a function to iiorform in providing
the eleventh to twelfth grades of secondary sèhool education to
overage pupils and to local commtwities during the period during
which standard high schools are being aeveloped. The commission
recommene ;,ft : the junior colleges be developed *s intermediate
schools s g ntinuous integrated curricula comprising the
eleventh, welfthkthirteenth, and fourteenth grades.
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7. In harmony with this recommendation and with tendencies inhigher education throughout the United States it is urged that the'university organize its work into distinct upper and lower divisions.8. The State is not riow financially able and educationally does notneed to change its junior colleges into degree-granting colleges offer-int; four year§ of work beyond _high-school graduation. Local de-mands that this bt done should not be permitted to control publicfunds and public educational policie.
9. It is no longer a primary 4ufiction of higher education inArkansas to provide direct vocational preparation for small-farmoperation. This agricultural service can be performed more effec-tively and economically by vocational high schools and the agricultural extension service. The major agricultural function of thehigher institutions of the State should consist of preparation ofthose who look forward to careers as scientists, teachers, extensiimagents, in business related to agriculture, and in híghly specializedtypes of agricultural productiv.
10. The public schools of Arkansas do not have an adequatenumber of professionally trained teachers.
11. Even under present low siandards of teacher certificadon theteacher-training institutions of the State are preparing only approxi-mately one-third the number of professionally trained teachersneeded by the State annually. Funds should be _provided the State

department of education in order that it may determine the actualanniial demand for new teachers and the work of the teacher-traiiiing
institutions should be adjusted to these needs.

12. There is little hope of securing pgblic-sch9o1 teachers of thetype required to raise the level of Alkansas schools to that found inprog ive school systems elsewhere until the salaries of teachersare considerably increased.
13. It is essential that means be adopted to provide further train-ing for teachers now in service. This may be done through previsionof summer school facilities, through greater extension opportunities,through the development of larger school units, and through the

professional leadership of the State department of education.
14. The, junior colleges should be encouraged and assisted by the

State department of.education to make their summer schools effective
agencies of teacher training.

. 15. The extension services of the State intended for the aid of
teacheri in service should be deve1ope4 to the highest point consist,-ent with gpenditurès that will permit improvement of the materialand cultural environment of the resident work of the university, the
teachers' colleges, and the junior institutions.

16. A high standard of public-school educatiop in Atkansas is
dependent upot coórdinated management of thek imblic schools and
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of the teacher-training program of the State. The State department
of education should be given authority and position seeded to secure
such coordination.

17. The character of the teaching force in any public-school system
is determined in large part by the qualifications required in órder to
obtain licenses lb teach and by the administrative enforcement of
these standards in a uniform and im*partial manner. In Arkansas
the function of teacher certification should be exercised exclusively
by the State board of education acting through a professional State

O department of education.
18. Under present methods of control over the specialized teacher-

training colleges and the teacher:training work of the State junior
colleges, discrepancies of practice, of facilities, of programs, and of
management tend to be perpetuated and accentuated. It is, theft-
fore, recommended that the present governing boards of the teachers
colleges at Conway and Arkadelphia be abolished and that these in-
stitutions be placed under the control of the State lylard of education.
Inasmuch as the institution for negroes at Pine Bluff is primarily
a teacher-training institution it is also recommended that the existing
boitrd be abolished and control lodged in the State board of education.

19. For many years to come the State will be required to depend
to a considerable degree upon the junior colleges for the training
of a number of new elementary teachers and for the further educa-
tion of teachers already in service in the districts in which these
institutions are located. It is, therefore, essential that the standards,
practices, and programs of these institutions, in so far as they relate
to teacher training, be subject to coordination with the work of
the State teachers colleges and the State program of public -educa-.ton. It is recommended Wat the teacher-training work of the State
junior 'colleges be subject to the inspection and supervision of the
State board of education for the purpose of prscribing and en-
forcing standards concerning the amounts and the conditions under
which practice teaching is done, the nature of the training of pro-
spective teachers and the content of courses and curricula. In order
%that this control rSt9T be effective it is further recommended that
the State board of education be responsible for the prep4ration and
.subm.ission to the. legislature of the teacher-training budget for all
the State institutions and for allocation of appropriations to the
institutions under its control in accordance with institutional budgets
approved by the board. .

20. It is also recommended that reserve or emergency funds not in
excess of $25,00(5 annually be provided annually to the State board
of eduication for the purpose of conducting studies of educational
problems in cooperation with the higher institutions of the State
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and to assist public higher institutions in the prosecution of enter-
prises or experiments related to the teacher-training program of
the State.

21. The State supe'rintendmit of public instructIon should be
supplied with an assistant whose sole duties should be those of pro-
fessional assistance and advice to the teacher-training agencies con-
cerning problems of curriculum construction, the character of
instruction, and adaptation of programs to changing social and,
economic conditions, and to the State superintendent of public
instruction with reference to administrative action intended to
improve the quality and usefulness ot the teacher-training insti-
tutions.

22. It is recommended ihat a business officer be placed in the
office of the State superintendent of public instruction who shall
be charged with installing and maintaining a uniform and coordi-
nated system of business.management in the teacher-training institu-tions under the control of the State board of education and in the

t,State junior colleges. '
23. The- position arid resppnsibilities of the State superintendentof public instruction are such that he should be a competent, trained,

professibnal educator not subject to political influences. It is recom-
mended, therefore, that he be selected and employed by the Stateboard of education under such conditions of contract as will insure
reasonable continuity and permanence of tenure during effective
service at a salary commensurate with his responsibilities.

24. Although only 16.5 per cent of the teaching positions in
Arkansas are in high schools, 47 per cent of the teachers preparedby the university and the teachers colleges were high-school teachers.This is aècounted for in part by the fact that the two teachers col-
leges tend to emphasize preparation of high-school teachers at the
expense of their elementary teacher-training work since the univer-sity has not taken over the task of preparing the major number of
high-school teachers.

2. The university should emphasize research in education in co-operation with the State department, of education find in conjunctionwith the other teacher-training institutions.
'26. The university's elementary teacher-training work should be

abandoned and the preparation of very high-grade high-school teach-ers upon a 4-year level and the master's degree work in educationshould be emphasized.
27. The emphasis of teacher-training work in the junior collegesshould be upon 'training of elementary teachers and upon summerschool and extension service to junior high school teachers alreadyin service.

A
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28. The teachers colleges should reduce enrollment in their 2-year
normal school courses as rapidly as possible and emphasize four yearsof training for elementary and junior high school teachers.

29. Slightly more than 64 per cent of the students in Arkansas in-stitutions are registei-ed for purposes other than teacher training.In all the fields of higher education Arkansas has a considerable
deficit of students in training. It should have in its higher institu-
tions more than two and a half times as many students in training
for occupations other than teaching as it had in 1928-29. Many
communities and regions in Arkansas economically and socially needthe aid of State-supported local institutions of higher education.
Approximately one-half of the students attending college in the Stateattend the institutions they do because they are near home and arecheaper half of the students live at home while going to college.

30. The local junior colleges should not serve merely as educa-
tional agencies preparatory to entrance to the third year of the uni-versity, but should direct the major portion of their energies to the
education of students who look forward to a maximum of two yearsof college work prior to entry upon some form of gainful occupa-
tion. Studies sh9uld be made to discover the demand that existsor that can be created for graduates of the junior colleges in thefields of business, commerce, trades, and semiprofessions, and cur-ricula should be designed to provide the training required by such
positions.

31. A cooperative employment and placement service for junior
college graduates may well supplement the educational preparation
provided by the junior colleges.

32. For the purposes of educational and vocational guidance more
extensive use should be made of ability and aptitude tests, person-
ality measurements, and other personnel records. It is recommendedthat a new permanent student record card, uniform for all State-
supported institutions of higher learning in Arkansas, be developed,and it is suggested that similar or complementary Fecords be kept
by the public schools of the State. More careful and complete stu-
dent accounting is as essential as uniform financial accounting.

33. The State's neglect of its medical school is a blot upon Arkan-
sas and a menace to American standards of health. Public and pri-
vate wealth should be contributed immediately and freely to pro-
vide new housing and adequate facilities for this service, so basic to
the economic and '.social welfare of the State.

34. The Stafe's investment in agricultural research at the uni-
versity is repaid a thousandfold annually. The 'State can make
no investment that will return so much in greater utilization of its
resources as will liberal provision for research by the university
in fields Other than those of agriculture. The commission earnestly
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urges that as rapidly as the resources of the State permit, the uni-versity be granted aid to devel9p research programs and graduateinstruction in the physical aild social sciences. It is suggested thatfunds be provided to free competent faculty members from under-graduate instruction and to provide scholarships and fellowshipsfor able and ambitious graduate students. Leadership in the estab-lishment of scholarly standards and ideals is a function that theuniversity should exercise; it can do so only by a vigorous poliçyof participation in the educational and economic life of the State.35. The governing board of the university should be retained asan independent body but should fully realize its responsibility incoordinating the work of the university with the activities of theother educational agencies of the State.36. It is recommended that the junior colleges of the State beunited under common control and provided with a single authorita-tive body to interpret their functions and relationships. In theopinion of the survey commission this single board may well bethe State boara of education. It is suggested that the local juniorcollege boards be retained in an advisory capacity and for the pur-pose of representing the institutions to the local constituency.37. The eddcational plants of Arkansas higher institutions havebeen seriously neglected with the exception of that for negroes atPine Bluff. The commission wishes to emphasize that the unsatis-factory plant conditions are not in the main due to poor institutionalmanagement; withib recent years it 'has been the uniform policy ofthe legislature to deny all requests for new buildings and entirelyinadequate funds have been provided for repair and maintenance.It is recommended that in the future all allocated mill taxes andall institutional fees be devoted exclusively to operation and main-tenance and that additions to capital investment, including majorrepairs and remodelling, be provided by the State through specialappropriations from funds derived from sources other than thegeneral property tax. #

38. In Arkansas it is especially evident that students should secureat the higher institutions not only skill and book learning, but alsoimproved habits and modes of living individually and collectively.Of all building obligations the obligation to provide proper stand-ards of cleanlinestl, comfort, safety, and decency in the housing ofstudents is one of the first. It is, therefore, recommended that forthe purpose of improving housing facilities already in existenceand of extending these facilities, the sum of $600,000 be providedimmediately, distributed approximately as follows among the institu-tions: Jonesboro, $80,000; Monticello, $80,000; Magnolia, $80,000;Arkadelphia, $150,000; Conway, $150,000; Fayetteville, $50,000. If49236*-810-----10
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the institution at Ruisellville is retained approximately %:0,000
additional will be. required.

39. Under modern conditions of instruction, use of books is the
most important element in the instruction and learning of students.
No higher institution in Arkansas has adequate and modern library
facilities. It is recommended, therefore, that provision be made im-
mediately for constructing at the university the first unit of a modern
library at a cost of approximately $350,000; that the library at Con-
way be extended to bring its total cost to not less than $100,000; and
that a similar sum be provided for a library at Arkadelphia. Each
of the jimior colleges should also be provided with a separate mod-
ern library building at a cost of approximately $75,000 'for each
inst itution.

40. In addition to student housing and library needs, there is im-
mediate and urgent need for a new science building at the university.
This should be the first of two science units and it is recommended
that the sum of $350,000 be provided for this construction.

41. In addition to the $1,715,000 thus specifically recommended, the
commission urges that at least $285,000 be provided for extensive
repairs and for facilities for physical education at Conway, for re-
modeling and a new training-school building at Arkadelphia, and
for repairs and redecorating at the junior colleges.

42. The $2,000,000 thus recommended for immediate expenditure
upon the plants of the State's higher institutions will not put.them
in first-class condition; it will meet only the immediate and most
pressing needs. The survey commission strongly urges that after
provision is made for the construction here recommended, an annual
sum be allocated to provide for a permanent continuous,buildingopro-
gram tolkare for the other plant needs of the higher institutions;

43. The present indebtedness of Arkansas and its resources indicate
that the State has not utilized its credit to the exteni that it should
to provide itself with " up-to-date tools commensurate with twvtieth
century standards." Arkansas can afford and is able to provide im-
mediately the funds needed to make its educational program the
equal of that of its contiguous neighbors.

44. Business management in all the higher institutions of Arkan-
sas with the exception of the university is in need of thoroughgoing
reorganization to insure centralization of all business operations, to
secure adequate business safeguards, to provide for uniformity of
accounting and financial reporting, to inaugurate economies in pur-
chasing, and to make effective use of budgeting and budget control
in educational planning. State regulations and State law which now
require or permit the institutional procedures that depart from the
principles of good educational buaiess management should be
revised.
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45. It is recommended that the fees and tuitions charged by the
tate institutions be subjected to thorough study with a view to
aking them more nearly comparable and uniform with reference

o the service actually rendered.
46. The commission wishes to commend the progress made toward

reating a unified, state-wide cooperative system of extension service;
t urges, however, that this service be extended and unified under
cooperative control at a central point in the State.

47. It is recommended that a state-wide curricular revision pro-
gram be developed by the teacher-training institutions of Arkansas
under the leadership of the State department of education.

48. On the whole the preparation of the faculties of the higher
institutions is adequate although galaries are exceedingly inadequate
and opportunities afforded for scholarly improvement compare very

unfavorably with those in other States. Constant improvement of
the standards of staff training is necessary and it is recommended
hat steps be taken immediately to inaugurate a plan whereby peri-

ods of leave be granted systematically and regularly to staff members
for purposes of self-improvement.

49. It is recommended further that a comMittee of the institutions
attempt to devise a scientific salary schedle for the various ranks
of college teachers which will more nearly represent equal compen-
sation for similar service, training, and experience.
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